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Abstract: In the last decade, reading research has seen a paradigmatic shift. A new wave of computational models of orthographic processing that offer various forms of noisy position or context-sensitive coding have revolutionized the field of visual word recognition. The influx of such models stems mainly from consistent findings, coming mostly from European languages, regarding an apparent insensitivity of skilled readers to letter order. Underlying the current revolution is the theoretical assumption that the insensitivity of readers to letter order reflects the special way in which the human brain encodes the position of letters in printed words. The present article discusses the theoretical shortcomings and misconceptions of this approach to visual word recognition. A systematic review of data obtained from a variety of languages demonstrates that letter-order insensitivity is neither a general property of the cognitive system nor a property of the brain in encoding letters. Rather, it is a variant and idiosyncratic characteristic of some languages, mostly European, reflecting a strategy of optimizing encoding resources, given the specific structure of words. Since the main goal of reading research is to develop theories that describe the fundamental and invariant phenomena of reading across orthographies, an alternative approach to model visual word recognition is offered. The dimensions of a possible universal model of reading, which outlines the common cognitive operations involved in orthographic processing in all writing systems, are discussed.
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1. Introduction

The business of modeling visual word recognition has never been better. In the last decade, computational models of reading1 have been produced at an impressive rate. However, whereas the previous generation of reading models of the 1980s and 1990s (e.g., the Serial Search Model, Forster 1976; the Interactive Activation Model [IAM], McClelland & Rumelhart 1981; the Distributed Developmental Model, Seidenberg & McClelland 1989; and the Dual Route Cascaded Model [DRC], Coltheart et al. 2001) aimed at providing a general framework of lexical structure and lexical processing, addressing a relatively wide range of reading phenomena (e.g., word superiority effect, context effects, phonological computation, consistency by regularity interaction, reading aloud and reading disabilities, etc.), the new wave of modeling seems to have focused mostly on the front end of visual word recognition. The influx of such models, which center on orthographic processing, stems mainly from consistent findings coming from a variety of languages, such as English, French, and Spanish, regarding an apparent insensitivity of skilled readers to letter order. Typically, these findings have demonstrated a surprisingly small cost of letter transpositions in terms of reading time, along with robust priming effects when primes and targets share all of their letters but in a different order (e.g., Duñabeitia et al. 2007; Johnson et al. 2007; Kinoshita & Norris 2009; Perea & Carreiras 2006a; 2006b; 2008; Perea & Lupker 2003; 2004; Rayner et al. 2006; Schoonbaert & Grainger 2004).

The important role of registering letter position during the process of visual word recognition and reading seems almost self-evident. Printed letters are visual objects, and the fast saccades that characterize text reading necessarily involve some level of uncertainty regarding their exact identity and location. Indeed, general concerns regarding letter-position coding have already been acknowledged in the seminal discussion of the Interactive Activation Model (Rumelhart & McClelland 1982), and some proposals for alternative coding schemes have been subsequently
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offered (e.g., Seidenberg & McClelland 1989; see also Bruner & O'Dowd 1958).

In this context, the apparent indifference of readers to letter order, reported in many studies, has revolutionized the modeling of visual word recognition. Underlying this revolution is the theoretical assumption that insensitivity to letter order reflects the special way in which the human brain encodes the position of letters in printed words (e.g., Grainger & Whitney 2004; Whitney 2001; Whitney & Cornelissen 2005). As a consequence, the old computational models that encoded letter positions in rigid and absolute terms (e.g., IAM, McClelland & Rumelhart 1981; DRC, Coltheart et al. 2001; or CDP [connectionist dual-process model], Zorzi et al. 1998) were out, to be replaced by models involving letter position uncertainty, either through various forms of context-sensitive coding or by introducing noisy letter positions (e.g., the sequential encoding regulated by inputs to oscillating letter [SERIOL] model, Whitney 2001; the self-organizing lexical acquisition and recognition [SOLAR] and the Spatial Coding model, Davis 1999; 2010; the Bayesian Reader model, Norris et al. 2010; the Overlap model, Gomez et al. 2008; the dual-route model of orthographic processing, Grainger & Ziegler 2011; see also Grainger & van Heuven 2003; Grainger et al. 2006). This constitutes a dramatic paradigm shift, since the fuzzy encoding of letter order has become a primary component of modeling visual word recognition and reading. More importantly, by focusing almost exclusively on issues of processing letter sequences and on letter position, reading and visual word recognition, research has shifted to produce theories of orthographic processing per se, some with the explicit aim of “cracking the orthographic code” (for a detailed discussion, see Grainger 2008).

Admittedly, some of the extensive empirical work regarding indifference of readers to letter order has focused on whether the locus of the effect is morphological (e.g., Christianson et al. 2005; Duñabeitia et al. 2007), or phonological (e.g., Acha & Perea 2010; Perea & Carreiras 2006a; 2006b; 2008), and some experiments examined the interaction of letter-position coding with consonant versus vowel processing (e.g., Perea & Lupker 2004). Nevertheless, the main conclusion of these studies was that transposed letter (TL) effects are orthographic in nature (e.g., Perea & Carreiras 2006a; 2006b). Purely orthographic models were considered, therefore, to have substantial descriptive adequacy, thereby accounting for a large set of data. Consequently, they were taken to represent a viable approach to visual word recognition without the need to revert to phonological or morphological considerations (for a discussion, see, e.g., Davis 2010). This inevitably narrows the array of phenomena that can be explained by the models, limiting them mainly to effects related to various aspects of orthographic form.

Paradigmatic shifts, however, should emerge only following extensive theoretical debates. If not, they may reflect only occasional fluctuations of trends and fashion, to which even scientific inquiry is not immune. The present article takes the recent wave of modeling visual word recognition as an example of how interesting findings can eventually lead to a generation of narrow, and therefore, ill-advised models. Through a comprehensive discussion of the theoretical shortcomings underlying the basic approach of current trends of modeling reading, it aims to outline alternative directions. These directions emerge from the following claims: Orthographic effects in visual word recognition, such as sensitivity or insensitivity to letter order or any other phenomena, are the product of the full linguistic environment of the reader (phonology, morphology, and semantic meaning), not just the structure of orthographic letter sequences. Orthographic processing cannot be researched, explicated or understood, without considering the manner in which orthographic structure represents phonological, semantic, and morphological information in a given writing system. Therefore, only models that are tuned, one way or another, to the full linguistic environment of the reader can offer a viable approach to modeling reading. A word of caution though: The following discussions are not aimed at proposing specific blueprints for a new computational model of orthographic processing, nor do they point to specific modeling implementations. Their goal is to set the principles for understanding, researching, and consequently modeling the processing of printed information.

1.1. The “new age” of orthographic processing

The recent wave of modeling visual word recognition has focused on a series of findings, all related to the manner by which readers treat the constituent letters of printed words. The original demonstration that letter transposition in the prime results in significant facilitation in recognizing the target, was reported by Forster et al. (1987), who showed that TL primes (answer–ANSWER) produce priming as large as identity primes (answer–ANSWER). This surprising effect was followed up by Perea and Lupker who systematically examined whether and how this effect varies as a function of letter position (Perea & Lupker 2003, 2004). Subsequent research on eye movements argued that letter transpositions result in some cost in terms of fixation-time measures on target words during reading (Johnson et al. 2007; Rayner et al. 2006). This cost, however, seemed relatively small in magnitude. In parallel, in 2003, a demonstration of how reading is resilient to letter transposition became well known via a text composed entirely of jumbled letters which was circulating over the Internet. This demonstration, labeled “the Cambridge University effect” (reporting a fictitious study allegedly conducted at the University of Cambridge), was translated into dozens of languages and quickly became an urban legend. Consecutive follow-up studies reported that insensitivity to letter transpositions in reading can be revealed in a variety of languages, such as French (Schoonbaert & Grainger 2004), Spanish (Perea & Carreiras 2006a; 2006b; Perea & Lupker 2004), Basque (Duñabeitia et al. 2007; Perea & Carreiras 2006c), and Japanese Kana (Perea & Perez 2009). The facilitation caused by TL primes was shown even with extreme distortions when several letters are jumbled (snowflake–SANDWICH; Guerra & Forster 2005). The abundant evidence regarding TL priming converged with other forms of priming that suggested non-rigidity of letter-position coding. For example, in an extensive investigation, Humphreys et al. (1990) showed that primes consisting of a subset of the target’s constituent letters, which kept the relative but not the absolute position of letters (blck–BLACK), produce significant priming. Similar effects of relative-position priming were reported by Peressotti and Grainger
Relative-position priming has also been demonstrated with superset priming where primes contain more letters than the target (justice--JUSTICE; Van Assele & Grainger 2006).

The “new age of orthographic processing” reflects an increased interest and preoccupation with how the cognitive system encodes and registers letter sequences. Underlying this paradigmatic approach is an implicit and almost self-evident assumption that the game of visual word recognition is played mainly in the court of constituent letter recovery. The main focus of the new-age approach is, therefore, the level of processing where letter-position coding is approximate rather than specific (for a discussion, see Grainger 2008; Grainger & Ziegler 2011). Given the abundant evidence regarding relative insensitivity to letter position, the emergent new models of reading focused on finding creative solutions to produce what seemed to be the main characteristic of reading: letter-position flexibility.

For example, both the SOLAR model offered by Davis (1999) and the recent Spatial Coding model (Davis 2010) adopt the idea of spatial coding and encode relative letter position by measures of relative pattern of activity across letters in a word (see also Davis & Bowers 2004; 2006). The SERIOL model (Grainger & Whitney 2004; Whitney 2001; 2008; Whitney & Cornelissen 2008) is based on a serial activation of letter detectors that fire serially in a rapid sequence (but see Adelman et al. [2011] for counter-evidence regarding serial processing). This firing sequence serves as input to a layer of “open bigram” units, which do not contain precise information about letter contiguity but preserve information regarding relative position. For example, the word FORM would be represented by activation of the bigram units #F, FO, OR, RM, but also FR, OM, and M#, where # represents a word boundary. A trans-position prime, such as FROM, would then share all but one of these units, namely, #F, FR, FO, RM, OM, and M#, resulting in substantial priming.

Other models obtain letter-position flexibility by assuming noisy slot-based coding. For example, The Overlap model (Gomez et al. 2008) posits a noisy letter-order scheme in which information regarding order of letters becomes available more slowly than information about letter identity. Similarly, to accommodate TL effects, Kinoshita and Norris (2009), Norris and Kinoshita (2008), and Norris et al. (2010) have implemented as part of their computational model a noisy letter-position scheme in which, in the limited time available for which the prime is presented briefly, information regarding order of letters, as well as information about letter identity, is ambiguous. In a similar vein, a combination of noisy retinotopic letter coding with either contiguous bigram detectors (Dehaene et al. 2005) or location-specific letter detectors (Grainger et al. 2006) was suggested as well to account for letter-position flexibility. Note that although all of the aforementioned models deal in one way or another with letter-position flexibility, they naturally differ in the scope of phenomena they describe. Hence, while context-sensitive coding models such as SERIOL focus on finding inventive solutions for representing a string of letters, models like the Bayesian Reader model (Norris et al. 2010) or the Spatial Coding model (Davis 2010) offer a rather broad and comprehensive view of visual word recognition and reading. Nevertheless, discussions regarding the descriptive adequacy of all of these models have centered mainly on their relative ability to predict effects of TL priming and to reproduce a continuum of TL priming effects, given different types of distortion in the sequence of letters. For example, almost all of the 20 simulations offered to validate the recent Spatial Coding model (Davis 2010) deal in some way with transposed-letter priming effects.

Interestingly, most of the abovementioned models have argued that letter-position flexibility reflects general and basic brain mechanisms (e.g., neural temporal firing patterns across letter units, Whitney 2001; noisy retinotopic firing, Dehaene et al. 2005; split of foveal vision and interhemispheric transfer costs, Hunter & Brysbaert 2008; Shillcock et al. 2000). This claim, in the context of modeling visual word recognition, does not merely aim to make the models neurologically plausible, or to extend reading research to include in it also a description of the neurocircuitry of the visual system—the claim is deeply theoretical in terms of reading theory, because it is based on a general argument regarding the brain and lexical processing.

The present article attempts to discuss the theoretical shortcomings of this approach to visual word recognition. As will be argued, sensitivity to letter order per se does not tell us anything interesting about how the brain encodes letter position, from the perspective of a theory of reading. Instead, it tells us something very interesting about how the cognitive system treats letters in specific linguistic environments. To reiterate, it is not the neurological claims about noisy retinotopic firing or about neural temporal firing which are being contested. Obviously, the architecture of neural circuitry determines the way visual information is encoded and consequently processed in the cortex. What is being challenged is the implication of these facts for lexical architecture and understanding reading. As a corollary claim I will argue that, as a general strategy, to focus only on orthographic coding in a model, by mapping various types of input structure of letter units to an output structure of word units while disregarding the contribution of phonological, semantic, or morphological factors to the process, can perhaps produce a desired behavior in terms of letter flexibility, but misses the complexity and interactivity of the reading process.

2. Preliminary assumptions

The main goal of reading research is to develop theories that describe and explicate the fundamental phenomena of reading. Our models are major tools in developing such theories, so that they have descriptive and explanatory adequacy. I propose, therefore, two main criteria for assessing their potential contribution. Since the merits or shortcomings of approaches for modeling reading are a major focus of the present article, a brief exposition of these criteria will set common ground for the following discussion.

2.1. The universality constraint

Our first criterion is that models of reading should be universal in the sense that they should aim to reflect the common cognitive operations involved in treating printed language across different writing systems. Languages naturally differ in their scripts and orthographic principles.
A good theory of reading should be able to describe and explicate, as a first step, the cognitive procedures that are implicated in processing printed words in any orthography, focusing on (1) what characterizes human writing systems, and (2) what characterizes the human cognitive system that processes them. I will label these common cognitive procedures reading universals. Only when the reading universals are well defined and well understood can diverging predictions in cross-linguistic research be formulated a-priori (see Perfetti [2011] for a discussion of a universal reading science). Consider, for example, language X that shows some consistent pattern of behavior across readers, and language Y that consistently does not. Our theory of reading should be able to suggest a higher-level principle that simultaneously accounts for both phenomena. If it cannot, then our set of reading universals is probably incomplete or possibly wrong. Naturally, the set of reading universals ought to be quite small, general, and abstract, to fit all writing systems and their significant inter-differences.

Reading universals are empirically established, and can be supported or falsified only through cross-linguistic research. Obviously, models of reading could be locally formulated to describe the idiosyncratic properties of reading one specific language or even a group of languages, thereby not satisfying the universality constraint. However, in this case, their narrower aim should be stated explicitly. The impact of these models would be greatly reduced since they are not actually part of a general reading theory. As I subsequently argue and demonstrate, most current models of orthographic processing are not universal.

### 2.2. Linguistic plausibility

Models of visual word recognition deal with words, and words have orthographic, phonological, semantic, and morphological characteristics. Although any given model may focus on any one of these properties and not on others, it should be nevertheless constrained by findings related to the other linguistic properties of words. A model of orthographic processing, therefore, could exclusively describe the processes involved in the perception and analysis of printed letters, and, consequently, the model may not derive predictions regarding, say, phonological, semantic, or morphological priming. The requirement of linguistic plausibility simply states that the model should, in principle, be able to accommodate the established findings related to all linguistic dimensions of printed words, or at least it should not be structured in a way that goes counter to the established findings for other linguistic dimensions. Thus, if, for example, a model of orthographic processing accurately predicts letter-transposition effects, but its architecture runs counter to what we know about morphological or phonological processing, then the model does not maintain linguistic plausibility. The requirement regarding linguistic plausibility is based on a simple argument: Orthographic processing by itself is not an independent autonomous process in cognition, separable from other aspects of language, because its output must be consistent with other linguistic dimensions it is supposed to represent or feed into. Printed words were designed from the outset in any writing system to represent spoken forms, which bear meaning. Hence, orthographic structure represents a single dimension of a complex lexical architecture. Our theory of orthographic processing should, therefore, in principle, fit into a general theory of meaning recovery.

Having set the two main criteria for assessing models of visual word recognition, I will first proceed with a detailed exposition of the nature of writing systems in general and orthographic structure in particular. What drives this exposition is the claim that the orthography of any given language has evolved as a result of the linguistic environment specific to that language, and naturally it cannot be treated as independent of it. Since in every language a different solution for representing phonology and meaning by print has evolved, the process of extracting linguistic information from the graphemic array in one language may be quite different than in another language, already at the early phases of print processing. The aim of the following section is, then, to set the grounds for explicating why readers in different writing systems extract from similar sequences of letter strings different types of information, and why orthographic coding in one language may be quite different than in another language.

### 3. Every language gets the writing system it deserves

Humans speak about 3,000 languages, and a significant number of these languages have their own writing system. At first blush, what determines the large variance in spoken languages and writing systems seems arbitrary, in the sense that it reflects mainly historical events or chance occurrences such as emerging local inventions or diffusion due to tribal migration. However, although such chance events lie at the origin of many writing systems, close scrutiny suggests that, to a large extent, the way they have eventually evolved is not arbitrary. Rather, orthodoxies are structured so that they optimally represent the languages’ phonological spaces and their mapping into semantic meaning; and simple principles related to optimization of information can account for the variety of human writing systems and their different characteristics. Outlining these principles is important from the perspective of modeling reading because they provide critical insight regarding how the cognitive system picks up the information conveyed by print. Here I promote a view that has the flavor of a Gibsonian ecological approach (Gibson 1986) and assumes that, to be efficient, the cognitive system that processes language must be tuned to the structure of the linguistic environment in which it operates.

The common taxonomy of writing systems focuses on the way the orthographic units represent the phonology of the language. This is the origin of the orthographic depth hypothesis (ODH; Frost et al. 1987; Katz & Frost 1992) and of the grain-size theory (Ziegler & Goswami 2005), which classify orthographic systems according to their letter-to-phoneme transparency. This approach to reading originates from extensive research in European languages where the main differences in reading performance, the speed of reading acquisition, and the prevalence of reading disabilities were taken to result mainly from the opaque or transparent relations of spelling to sound in a given language (e.g., Seymour et al. 2003; Ziegler et al. 2010). The view that the recovery of phonological information is the main target of reading (see Frost [1998] for
an extensive review and discussion of the strong phonological correspondence necessary for language, which cannot be blind to this factor. In the following exposition, five contrasting languages are described: Chinese—a Sino-Tibetan language; Japanese—an Altaic language; Finnish—a Finno-Ugric language; English—an Indo-European language; and Hebrew—a Semitic language. These five languages have distinct phonological, grammatical, and orthographic features, providing good coverage of the linguistic diversity in the world. The aim of this brief exposition is to demonstrate that the evolution of writing systems is not arbitrary, but mirrors a process of optimization, which is determined by constraints of the cognitive system (see Gelb [1952] for similar arguments). These constraints concern efficiency of processing, where a substantial amount of information needs to be packed in a way so that readers of the language are provided with maximal semantic, morphological, and phonological cues via minimal orthographic units. I should emphasize, then, that the purpose of the following description of writing systems is not to provide a theory of structural linguistics. What underlies this description is a deep theoretical claim regarding reading universals. For, if there are common principles by which writing systems have evolved to represent orthographic information in all languages, then this must tell us something interesting about how the cognitive system processes orthographic information. If writing systems in different languages all share common strategies to provide their readers with optimal linguistic information, then it must be that the processing system of readers is tuned to efficiently pick up and extract from print this optimal level of linguistic information. From this perspective, finding commonalities in the logic behind the evolution of different orthographies should have consequences for our theory of orthographic processing.

### 3.1. Print as an optimal representation of speech and meaning

One important fact guides this part of the discussion: Although print was invented to represent speech, spoken communication is much richer than the writing system that represents it. Specific lexical choices of words and meaning are conveyed in spoken communication by a wide array of signals, such as stress, intonation, timing of spoken units, or even hand movements, which do not usually exist in print. This means that, as a rule of thumb, print is underspecified in any language relative to the speech it is supposed to represent. The evolution of writing systems reflects, therefore, some level of optimization aimed at providing their readers with maximal phonological and semantic information by the use of minimal orthographic units for processing. However, given the specific characteristics of a particular language, what constitutes “optimization” in language A may be quite different from what constitutes optimization in language B. This, as I will show, is crucial for understanding orthographic processing.

Considering the variety of human languages, they differ, first, in the structure of their phonological space, and in the way that phonological units represent morphemes and meaning. This structure represents the ecological environment in which orthographies have evolved in a process similar to natural selection, to allow native speakers the most efficient representational system. Putting the conclusion of this section first: In order to be efficient, the cognitive operations that readers launch in processing their print, that is, the “code” they generate for lexical processing, must be tuned to the idiosyncratic characteristics of their own representational system. I label this linguistic coherence. Thus, to process orthographic structure, the system must be sensitive to the optimal representation of several linguistic dimensions, in order to extract from the print maximal information. Hence, a model of reading that is linguistically coherent must likewise include a level of description that contains all aspects of the language in which reading occurs. This means that a theory of visual word recognition cannot be simply “orthographic,” because the information that is extracted from print concerns complex interactions of orthography, phonology, morphology, and meaning. A model of orthographic processing, therefore, cannot be blind to this factor.

In the following exposition, five contrasting languages are described: Chinese—a Sino-Tibetan language; Japanese—an Altaic language; Finnish—a Finno-Ugric language; English—an Indo-European language; and Hebrew—a Semitic language. These five languages have distinct phonological, grammatical, and orthographic features, providing good coverage of the linguistic diversity in the world. The aim of this brief exposition is to demonstrate that the evolution of writing systems is not arbitrary, but mirrors a process of optimization, which is determined by constraints of the cognitive system (see Gelb [1952] for similar arguments). These constraints concern efficiency of processing, where a substantial amount of information needs to be packed in a way so that readers of the language are provided with maximal semantic, morphological, and phonological cues via minimal orthographic units. I should emphasize, then, that the purpose of the following description of writing systems is not to provide a theory of structural linguistics. What underlies this description is a deep theoretical claim regarding reading universals. For, if there are common principles by which writing systems have evolved to represent orthographic information in all languages, then this must tell us something interesting about how the cognitive system processes orthographic information. If writing systems in different languages all share common strategies to provide their readers with optimal linguistic information, then it must be that the processing system of readers is tuned to efficiently pick up and extract from print this optimal level of linguistic information. From this perspective, finding commonalities in the logic behind the evolution of different orthographies should have consequences for our theory of orthographic processing.

### 3.2. Five contrasting languages

#### 3.2.1. Chinese

In Chinese, words are in most cases monomorphic without much affixation, and the morphemic units (the words) are also monosyllabic. The permissible syllable in Chinese has no more than four phonemes (relative to seven in English). This basic structure of the language can be considered arbitrary, in the sense that the phonological space of Chinese could, in principle, have been different. However, once this phonological space has been established in the way it has, all resulting linguistic developments are to some extent entirely predetermined. For example, if all words in a language are monosyllabic, and if the syllabic structure is constrained to no more than four phonemes, then the number of possible Chinese words is necessarily small because the number of permissible syllables is small. This determines extensive homophony to represent the large variety of semantic meanings for meaningful complex communication (see, e.g., Chao 1968). Homophony is indeed a main feature of Chinese: sometimes up to 20 different words (different meanings) are associated with a given syllable. In the spoken language, some of this homophony is resolved and disambiguated by the tones added to the syllable: high or low, rising or falling. Print, however, is underspecified relative to speech. Hence, a solution for disambiguating the extensive syllabic homophony in print had to evolve for accurate communication. It is in this perspective that the logographic writing system of Chinese should be considered—a writing system in which different semantic
radicals accompany similar phonetic radicals, to denote and differentiate between the large number of morphemes that share a given syllabic structure (for a detailed review, see Wang et al. 2009).

The structure of Chinese characters provides an additional insight. Most characters are lexically determined by a semantic radical appearing in most cases on the left side, and then the phonetic radical suggesting how to pronounce the character is added on the right side. Looking up characters in the Chinese dictionary follows the same principle: The semantic component of a character determines the initial entry, and then the cues regarding how to pronounce it consist of necessary complementary information. Semantic information comes first, therefore, and phonetic information comes second. Indeed, in his taxonomy of languages, DeFrancis (1989) categorized Chinese as a “meaning-plus-sound” syllabic system (for a similar characterization, see Wang et al. 2009).

The lesson to be learned from Chinese is that writing systems are not set to simply provide their readers with a means for retrieving, as quickly as possible, a phonological structure. If that were the case, an alphabet that represents the syllables of Chinese would have been employed. Writing systems evolve to provide optimal information by weighting the need for maximal cues about the spoken words and their specific meanings while using minimal orthographic load.

3.2.2. Japanese. In comparison to Chinese, the permissible syllabic structure of Japanese is even more constrained and consists mostly of CV or V units. However, in contrast to Chinese, words are not monosyllabic. Since words in Japanese can be composed of several syllables, tones were not necessary for constructing the sufficient number of lexical units that are required for a viable language, and indeed Japanese is not a tonal language. With about 20 consonants and 5 vowels, Japanese has 105 permissible phonological units, named mora, which consist of the basic sublinguistic phonological units of the language. A mora is a temporal unit of oral Japanese, the unit with which speakers control the length of word segments, and it eventually determines the length of spoken words (see Kubozono 2006). This is a very brief and rudimentary description of Japanese phonological space; however, the consequent implications for their writing system can be explicated using the same form of evolutionary arguments as in Chinese.

Historically, the first writing system of Japanese was kanji, a logographic script whose characters were imported from Mainland China (see Wang [1981] for a review). About 2,130 characters represent the current kanji script of Japanese. Since the Chinese characters along with their phonetic radicals were imported and used to represent Japanese words, which have an entirely different phonological structure, an interesting question is why kanji characters were at all appealing to Japanese speakers. Although any kind of answer would be speculative at best, a probable account seems to lie again in the restricted phonological units (words) that can be formed in Japanese, given the strict constraints on syllabic structure (mora). If the number of permissible morae is relatively small given their very constrained structure, in order to create a sufficient number of words necessary for rich communication, the only solution is to allow for relatively large strings of morae. This, however, is not an optimal solution in terms of spoken communication (for a discussion of word length and efficient communication, see Piantadosi et al. 2011). In Japanese, words consist then in most cases of two to four morae. This again inevitably leads to a significant level of homophony, as a relatively small number of phonological forms denote a large amount of semantic meanings that are necessary for rich communication. Japanese indeed has significant homophony (although to a much lesser extent than Chinese). The use of kanji served the purpose of resolving the semantic ambiguity underlying a high level of homophony. Indeed, the kanji characters in Japanese help in denoting specific meanings of homophones (see Seki [2011] for a detailed description).

However, following the introduction of Chinese characters to Japan, another phonographic writing system (hiragana and katakana) evolved to represent the spoken language, and this evolution was to some extent inevitable as well. Note that in contrast to Chinese, Japanese is not a mono-morphemic language. The kanji characters could not be used to denote morphological inflections. Since writing systems are primarily designed to represent meaning to readers often through morphological information (e.g., Mattingly 1992), some phonetic symbols had to be inserted to convey inflections and derivations. This is the origin of the phonographic hiragana, a script that emerged given the morphological structure of the language. In addition to hiragana, katakana graphemes were also added to denote loan words, which obviously cannot be represented by the kanji characters. It could be argued that the use of two phonographic scripts, hiragana and katakana, is a luxury of dubious utility; however, the advantage of this notation is that it emphasizes morphological internal structure, by assigning a separate writing system to denote morphological information. This “choice” of writing systems to emphasize morphemic constituents is consistent, and can also be demonstrated in English or in Hebrew, although with the use of different principles.

The manner with which Japanese phonograms represent the spoken subunits of the language is also not arbitrary. From a perspective of information efficiency, the optimal solution for representing the sub-linguistic units of Japanese is graphemes representing the relatively small number of morae. An alphabet where letters represent single phonemes would not do, since Japanese is a morae-timed language, and phoneme representation would not be optimal. Memorizing 105 graphemes for decoding is pretty easy. Not surprisingly then, in the phonographic kana, letters represent morae, and Japanese children easily master the kana writing system at the beginning of the first grade, with a relatively low rate of reading disabilities in this writing system (Wydell & Kondo 2003; Yamada & Banks 1994). More important, given the perfect match between Japanese phonological space and its representing writing system, children acquire a meta-awareness of morae at about the time they learn to read (Inagaki et al. 2000), similar to the development of phonemic awareness following reading acquisition in alphabetic orthographies (e.g., Bentin et al. 1991; Bertelson et al. 1985; Cossu et al. 1988; Goswami 2000). The lesson to be learnt from Japanese is, again, that the phonological space, the manner by which it conveys meaning, and the morphological structure of the language predetermine
the main characteristics of the writing system. Indeed, using kana-kanji cross-script priming, Bowers and Michita (1998) have elegantly demonstrated how the orthographic system of Japanese must interact with phonology and semantics to learn abstract letter and morphological representations.

3.2.3. Finnish. Finnish is considered a “pure phonemic system” like Greek or Latin (DeFrancis 1989). There are 24 Finnish phonemes, 8 vowels, and 16 consonants (one consonant conveyed by the two-letter grapheme NG). The consistency of grapheme-to-phoneme is perfect, with 24 correspondences to be learnt only. Some phonemes are long, but doubling the corresponding letters conveys these. Finnish thus represents the perfect example of an orthography that is fully transparent phonologically (Borghini et al. 2004; 2005; Ziegler et al. 2010).

In the context of the present discussion, the interesting aspect of Finnish is its morphological structure as reflected by its agglutinative character (Richardson et al. 2011). In Finnish, compounding is very common, and printed words often have even 18–20 letters, so printed entities such as liikenneturvalissuusasiainjuutija (expert in travel safety) are not rare (see, e.g., Bertram & Hyönä 2003; Kuperman et al. 2008). Here again, the question of interest concerns the relation between the excessively agglutinative aspect of the language and the complete transparency of the orthographic system. This relation can be explicated by using the same principles of optimization of information. Condensing information in a letter string has the advantage of providing more semantic features in a lexical unit. The question is whether the writing system can support this information density, considering the decoding demands imposed by very long letter-strings. If only 24 letter–phoneme correspondences need to be used, then the reading of very long words is easy enough. Thus, the combination of extreme transparency and compounding provides speakers of Finnish with an optimal ratio of semantic information to processing demands. The lesson to be learnt from Finnish is, again, that nothing is arbitrary when it comes to processing demands. The lesson to be learnt from processing demands. The lesson to be learnt from processing demands. The lesson to be learnt from processing demands. The lesson to be learnt from processing demands.

In English, unlike most, if not all, Indo-European languages, morphological variations are characterized by extensive phonological variations. Thus, derivations and inflections, addition of suffixes, changes in stress due to affixation, and so forth, very often result in changes of pronunciation (e.g., heal/health, courage/courteous, cats/dogs). Given this unique aspect of spoken English, the evolution of its writing system could have theoretically taken two possible courses. The first was to follow closely the phonological forms of the language and convey to the reader the different pronunciations of different morphological variations (e.g., heal–health). The second was to represent the morphological (and thereby semantic) information, irrespective of phonological form. Not surprisingly, the writing system of English has taken the second path of morphophonemic spelling, and, given the excessive variations of phonological structure following morphological variations, English orthography has evolved to be the most inconsistent writing system of the Indo-European linguistic family. The lesson to be learnt from English is that writing systems, whenever faced with such contrasting options, necessarily evolve to provide readers with the meaning of the printed forms by denoting their morphological origin, rather than simplifying phonological decoding. Hence, recent suggestions that English spelling should be reformed and be “made consistent” stem from a deep misunderstanding of the evolution of writing systems. As already stated, every language gets the writing system it deserves. The inconsistent writing system of English is inevitable, given the characteristics of the language’s phonological space. In spite of its excessive inconsistency, it still reflects an optimization of information by providing maximal morphological (hence semantic) cues along with relatively impoverished phonological notations, using minimal orthographic symbols. Again, as will be explicated, this has immediate implications for lexical structure and lexical processing.

3.2.5. Hebrew. In the context of the present discussion, Hebrew provides the most interesting insights regarding the rules that govern the logic of evolution of writing systems. Its description, therefore, will be, slightly extended. Hebrew is a Semitic language, as are Arabic, Amharic, and Maltese. Semitic languages are all root-derived, so that the word’s base is a root morpheme, usually consisting of three consonants, and it conveys the core meaning of the word. Semitic words are always composed by intertwining root morphemes with word-pattern morphemes—abstract phonological structures consisting of vowels, or of vowels and consonants, in which there are “open slots” for the root’s consonants to fit into. For example, the root Z.M.R. that conveys the general notion of “singing,” and the word pattern /tiː–o–eːt/, which is mostly used to denote feminine nouns, form the word /tīmoreret/ meaning “an orchestra.” Thus, the root consonants can be dispersed within the word in many possible positions. There are about 3,000 roots in Hebrew, 100 nominal word patterns, and 7 verbal patterns (see Shimron [2006] for a review).

Since Semitic words are generally derived from word patterns, they have a recognizable and well-defined internal structure. Word patterns can begin with a very restricted number of consonants (mainly /ʌ/ , /ɪ/ , /θ/ , /θ/, /ʌ/, /ʌ/), and these determine a set of transitional probabilities regarding
the order and identity of subsequent consonants and vowels. To cast it again in evolutionary terms, this bifurcative structure is obligatory. If the language is root-based, and the roots convey the core meaning of words, they need to be easily extracted and recognized by the speaker. Because there are no a priori constraints regarding the location of root consonants in the word, the only clue regarding their identity is the well-defined phonological structure of the word, which allows the root consonants to stand out. This, as will be shown, has important implications for orthographic processing in Hebrew.

The major characteristic of the Hebrew writing system is its extreme under-specification relative to the spoken language. Hebrew print (22 letters) was originally designed to represent mostly consonantal (root) information. Most vowel information is not conveyed by the print (Bentin & Frost 1987). There are two letters that, in certain contexts, convey vowels: one for both /o/ and /u/, and one for /i/; however, these letters also convey the consonants /v/ and /y/, respectively. Hebrew print consists, then, of a perfect example of optimization of information, where crucial morphological (and therefore semantic) features are provided, along with sufficient phonological cues, through the use of minimal orthographic symbols. The minimalism of orthographic notation serves an important purpose: It enables an efficient and very fast extraction of root letters from the letter string; the smaller the number of letters, the easier the differentiation between root letters and word-pattern letters. This obviously comes with a heavier load on the reader when it comes to phonological decoding demands, since a substantial part of the phonological information is missing (see Frost 1994; 1995). However, because the structure of spoken words is highly constrained by the permissible Semitic word patterns, these decoding demands are significantly alleviated. Readers can converge on a given word pattern quite easily with minimal orthographic cues, especially during text reading when the context determines a given word pattern with relative high reliability; and once a word pattern has been recognized, the full vowel information is available to the reader, even if it is not specified by the print (Frost 2006).

The logic of this flexible evolutionary system can be demonstrated in considering the changes introduced into the Hebrew writing system throughout history. As long as biblical Hebrew was a live spoken language, its writing system was mainly consonantal, as described so far. However, following the historical destruction of the Hebrew-speaking national community by the Romans, Hebrew became a non-living language. If the language ceases to be spoken on a regular basis, the missing vowel information is not available to the reader at the same ease and speed as it is with spoken languages, and this increases the load of phonological decoding demands. Since the balance of optimization of information has shifted, around the 8th century vowel signs were introduced into Hebrew through the use of diacritical marks in the form of points and dashes under the letters (“pointed Hebrew”), to alleviate the problem of phonological opacity. This served the purpose of reading religious scripts and prayer books fluently enough, without the need for semantic feedback or morphological analysis (i.e., decoding without understanding).

The move from consonantal to pointed Hebrew demonstrates how the weight of orthographic, semantic, and phonological information in writing systems can dramatically shift due to changes in the linguistic environment. From the moment that phonological decoding could no longer rely on semantic feedback, orthographic structure had to change to become more complex and overburdened to supply the missing phonological information. At the end of the 19th century, Hebrew began to be reinstated as a spoken language. Without any formal decision regarding reforms in writing, and in less than a few decades, the vowel marks were naturally dropped from the Hebrew writing system, as was the case in ancient times. Thus, from the moment that the Hebrew language was revived, the balance of optimization shifted as well, and naturally reverted towards the use of minimal orthographic symbols. Today, Hebrew vowel marks are taught in the first grade, assisting teachers in developing their pupils’ decoding skills during reading acquisition. However, starting from the end of the second grade, printed and written Hebrew does not normally include diacritical marks.

3.2.6. Summary. To summarize this section, we have examined five writing systems that evolved in five languages, demonstrating that orthographic structure provides readers with different types of information, depending on the language’s writing system. The question at hand is whether this description is at all relevant to orthographic processing. The crucial debate then centers on whether the fact that different orthographies consist of different optimization of phonological, morphological, and orthographic information has behavioral implications in terms of processing orthographic form. If it does, then any model of orthographic processing should be somehow tuned to the structure of the language. This, however, is a purely empirical question, and the following review examines the relevant evidence.

A large part of the findings reported are from Hebrew or Arabic, for two main reasons. First, visual word recognition in Semitic languages has been examined extensively, and a large database is available from these languages. Second, and more important, in the present context language is considered as a factor akin to an experimental manipulation, in which important variables are held constant by the experimenter, and only a few are manipulated to pinpoint their impact on orthographic processing. For example, recent studies from Korean (Lee & Taft 2009; 2011) suggest that letter-transposition effects are not obtained in the alphabetic Hangul10 as they are in European languages. However, because the Korean Hangul is printed as blocks, where phonemes are spatially clustered both horizontally and vertically, the characteristics of the visual array are different than those of European languages. The significant advantage of Semitic languages is that they have an alphabetic system like English, Spanish, Dutch, or French, and from a purely orthographic perspective, they are based on the processing of letter strings just like European languages are. Hence, what is held constant is the superficial form of the distal stimulus on which the processing system operates. What is “manipulated” are the underlying or “hidden” linguistic characteristics of the orthography, which determine the ecological valence of the constituent letters. The following review centers on whether the underlying linguistic characteristics of the orthography affect the basic processing of orthographic structure.
4. **Orthographic processing in Semitic languages**

Although the Hebrew writing system is not different than any alphabetic orthography, the striking finding is that the benchmark effects of orthographic processing which are revealed in European languages, such as form-orthographic priming, are obtained in Hebrew, nor are they in Arabic.

4.1. **Form orthographic priming**

In a series of eight experiments in Hebrew and one in Arabic, Frost et al. (2005) examined whether almost full orthographic overlap between primes and targets in Hebrew results in masked orthographic priming, as it does in English (e.g., Forster & Davis 1991; Forster et al. 1987), French (e.g., Ferrand & Grainger 1992), Dutch (Brysbaert 2001), and Spanish (Perea & Rosa 2000a). The results were negative. None of the experiments produced significant priming effects either by subjects or by items. Especially revealing were two experiments that involved bilingual participants. In these two experiments, Hebrew–English and English–Hebrew bilinguals were presented with form-related primes and targets in Hebrew and in English. When tested in English, these bilingual speakers indeed demonstrated robust form priming. However, in both experiments, no such effect was obtained when these same subjects were tested with Hebrew material (and see Velan & Frost [2011] for a replication). These findings lead to two dependent conclusions. First, the lexical architecture of Hebrew probably does not align, store, or connect words by virtue of their full sequence of letters. Second, the orthographic code generated for an alphabetic language such as Hebrew does not seem to consider all of the constituent letters (Frost 2009). Indeed, considering the overall body of research using masked priming in Semitic languages, reliable facilitation is consistently obtained whenever primes consist of the root letters, irrespective of what the other letters are (e.g., Frost et al. 1997; 2000a; Perea et al. 2010; Velan et al. 2005). This clearly suggests that the orthographic coding scheme of Hebrew print focuses mainly on the few letters that convey morphological information, whereas the other letters of the word do not serve for lexical access, at least not initially.

4.2. **Letter-position flexibility**

This is the crux of the present discussion, since letter-position flexibility is supposed to reflect the manner by which the brain encodes letters for the reading process. A large body of research has examined letter-position effects in Semitic languages, reaching unequivocal conclusions: The coding of Hebrew or Arabic letter position is as rigid as can be, as long as words are root-derived.

The first demonstration of letter-coding rigidity was reported by Velan and Frost (2007). In this study, Hebrew–English balanced bilinguals were presented with sentences in English and in Hebrew, half of which had transposed-letter words (three jumbled words in each sentence) and half of which were intact. The sentences were presented on the screen word by word via rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP), so that each word appeared for 200 msec. Following the final word, subjects had to produce the entire sentence vocally. The results showed a marked difference in the effect of letter transposition in Hebrew compared to English. For English materials, the report of words was virtually unaltered when sentences included words with transposed letters, and reading performance in sentences with and without jumbled letters was quite similar. This outcome concurs with all recent findings regarding letter-position flexibility reported in English or other European languages (e.g., Duñabeitia et al. 2007; Perea & Carreiras 2006a; 2006b; 2008; Perea & Lupker 2003; 2004; Schoonbaert & Grainger 2004). For Hebrew materials, on the other hand, letter transpositions were detrimental to reading, and performance in reading sentences that included words with jumbled letters dropped dramatically.

Perhaps the most revealing finding in the Velan and Frost (2007) study concerns subjects’ ability to perceptually detect the transposition of letters in Hebrew versus English, as revealed by the sensitivity measure $d'$. At the rate of presentation of 200 msec per word in RSVP, subjects’ sensitivity to detection of transposition with English material was particularly low ($d' = 0.86$). Moreover, about one third of the subjects were at chance level in perceiving even one of the three transpositions in the sentence. In contrast, subjects’ sensitivity to detecting the transposition with Hebrew material was exceedingly high ($d' = 2.51$), and not a single subject was at chance level in the perceptual task. Since $d'$ taps the early perceptual level of processing, this outcome suggests a genuine difference in the characteristics of orthographic processing in Hebrew versus English.

The substantial sensitivity of Hebrew readers to letter transpositions raises the question whether the typical TL priming effects obtained in European languages are obtained in Hebrew. The answer seems, again, straightforward. Hebrew TL primes do not result in faster target recognition relative to letter substitution, as is the case for English, Dutch, French, and Spanish. More important, if jumbling the order of letters in the prime results in a letter order that alludes to a different root than that embedded in the target, significant inhibition rather than facilitation is observed (Velan & Frost 2009). This double dissociation between Hebrew and European languages regarding the effect of letter transposition clearly suggests that letter-position encoding in Hebrew is far from flexible. Rather, Hebrew readers display remarkable rigidity regarding letter order (for similar results in Arabic, see Perea et al. 2010).

The extreme rigidity of letter encoding for Semitic words stems from the characteristics of their word structure. Hebrew has about 3,000 roots (Ornan 2003), which form the derivational space of Hebrew words. Since these triconsonantal entities are conveyed by the 22 letters of the alphabet, for simple combinatorial reasons, it is inevitable that several roots share the same set of three letters. To avoid the complications of homophony, Semitic languages alter the order of consonants to create different roots. Typically, three or four different roots can share a cluster of three consonants (and thereby three letters), so it is rare for a set of three consonants to represent a single root. For example, the consonants of the root S.L.X (“to send”) can be altered to produce the root X.L.S (“to dominate”), X.S.L. (“to toughen”), L.X.S (“to whisper”), and S.X.L (“lion”). If the orthographic processing system has to pick
up the root information from the distal letter sequence, letter order cannot be flexible but has to be extremely rigid. Moreover, for a system to differentiate efficiently between roots sharing the same letters but in a different order, inhibitory connections must be set between different iterations of letters, each of which represents a different meaning.

The results from Hebrew and Arabic have major implications for any theory of orthographic processing. Findings from Semitic languages presented so far demonstrate that the cognitive system may perform on a distal stimulus comprising a sequence of letters, very different types of processing depending on factors unrelated to peripheral orthographic characteristics but related to the deep structural properties of the printed stimuli. These concern firstly the morphological (and therefore the semantic) contribution of individual letters to word recognition. For Indo-European languages, individual letters of base words do not have any semantic value. Since models of reading today are exclusively Anglocentric, not surprisingly, this factor has never really been taken into account. A theory of reading, however, that is linguistically coherent must include some parameters that consider the semantic valence of individual letters in order to satisfy the universality constraint.

We should note that these conclusions by no means imply that the neurocircuitry of the visual system operates on different principles for Hebrew than it does for English or Spanish. Temporal firing patterns due to the sequential array of letters (Whitney 2001), or noisy retinotopic firing (Dehaene et al. 2005), are probably shared by all printed forms in all languages. The conclusion so far is that these characteristics of the neural system are independent of lexical processing and do not come into play during the coding of orthographic information. Hence, they should not be a component of our theory of reading.

Perhaps the most convincing demonstration that orthographic processing and the coding of letter position in alphabetic orthographies is entirely dependent on the type of information carried by individual letters can be shown, again, in Semitic languages. Both Hebrew and Arabic have a large set of base words that are morphologically simple, meaning that they do not have the typical Semitic structure since they are not root-derived and thus resemble words in European languages. Such words have infiltrated Hebrew and Arabic throughout history from adjacent linguistic systems such as Persian or Greek, but native speakers of Hebrew or Arabic are unfamiliar with their historical origin. The question at hand is, what is the nature of their orthographic processing? From the present perspective, the different types of words (Semitic root-derived versus non-Semitic, non-root-derived words) are taken as an experimental factor, where both the alphabetic principle and the language are held constant, and only the internal structure of the distal stimulus is manipulated.

In a recent study, Velan and Frost (2011) examined the benchmark effects of orthographic processing when these two types of words are presented to native speakers of Hebrew. The results were unequivocal: morphologically simple words revealed the typical form priming and TL priming effects reported in European languages. In fact, Hebrew–English bilinguals did not display any differences in processing these words and processing English words. In contrast, whenever Semitic words were presented to the participants, the typical letter-coding rigidity emerged. For these words, form priming could not be obtained, and transpositions resulted in inhibition rather than in facilitation. These findings demonstrate that flexible letter-position coding is not a general property of the cognitive system, nor is it a property of a given language. In other words, it is not the coding of letter position that is flexible, but the reader’s strategy in processing them. Therefore, structuring a model of reading so that it produces flexible letter-position coding across the board does not advance us in any way towards understanding orthographic processing or understanding reading. The property that has to be modeled, therefore, is not letter-position flexibility, but rather flexibility in coding letter position, so that in certain linguistic contexts it would be very rigid and in others it would be less rigid. Only this approach would satisfy the universality constraint.

So far, I have established an evident flexibility of readers in terms of whether or not to be flexible about letter-position coding. Two questions, however, remain to be discussed so that our theoretical approach can maintain both descriptive and explanatory adequacy. First, what in the distal stimulus determines a priori flexibility or rigidity in coding its letter positions? Second, why is flexible or rigid coding advantageous in different linguistic contexts?

5. Word structure determines orthographic processing

After demonstrating that, even within language, the cognitive system performs different operations on a sequence of letters, given the deep structural properties of the printed stimuli, what remains to be explicated is what cues trigger one type of orthographic processing or another. The answer seems to lie in the structural properties of the sequence of letters that form base words.

European languages impose very few constraints on the internal structure of base words. For example, word onsets can consist of any consonant or any vowel, and since the permissible syllables are numerous, in principle, phonemes could be located in any position within the spoken word and at equal probability. There are very few phonotactic and articulatory constraints on the alignments of phonemes (such as no /p/ after /k/ in English). Although onset–rime structure determines word structure to some extent, at least in English (see Kessler & Treiman 1997; Treiman et al. 1995), the predictive value of a given phoneme regarding the identity of the subsequent one is relatively low. To exemplify, comet is a word in English, and bonnet is not, but it could have been otherwise, and the word for comet could have been, in theory, temoc, tomec, motec, ontoc, or cetom, and so on. Since letters in European languages represent phonemes, all of the points noted here apply to written forms, as well.

Semitic words, spoken or printed, are very different from European-based ones because they are always structured with a relatively small number of word patterns. Word patterns in Hebrew or Arabic have very skewed probabilities regarding phoneme sequences, so that Semitic words present to speakers and readers a set of transitional probabilities, where the probability of a phoneme or letter in a given slot depends on the identity of the previous
phoneme or letter. Using the earlier example of the word /comet/, the game of possible theoretical iterations of phonemes in Hebrew is constrained mainly to the root-consonantal slots because all base words with the same word pattern differ only in the sequence of root consonants (e.g., tiznoret, tiksoret, tisroket, tifzoret, tikrovet, tirkovet, and so on, where root letters are underlined). The substantial difference in the structural properties of words in Semitic and European languages has immediate implications for orthographic processing because the uptake of information from the distal stimulus is necessarily shaped by stimulus complexity. For Semitic words, the most relevant information is the three letters of the root, and the other letters of the word assist in locating these. For English, the game of “cracking” the distal stimulus is quite different. All letters have a more or less similar contribution to word identity, the function of the individual weight of each letter to correct identification is more or less flat, and the significance of each letter to the process varies with the number of letters, depending on the position of those letters within onset-rime linguistic units.

To account for the difference in orthographic coding of “English-like” and “Hebrew-like” words, our question thus concerns the possible cues that could govern one type of orthographic processing or another: the “English-like” coding system, which considers all letters equally and is flexible regarding their position, and the “Hebrew-like” coding system, which focuses on a specific subset of letters and is rigid regarding their position. I suggest that the primary cue that determines the orthographic code is whether the distribution of letter frequency is skewed or not. In linguistic systems with letter frequency that is skewed, such as Hebrew, the highly repeated word-pattern letters flash out the few letters that carry distinctive information regarding root identity and meaning. In contrast, in linguistic systems in which letters do not predict other letters, and the distribution of transitional probabilities of letters is more or less flat, orthographic coding considers all letters, focusing on their identity rather than on their position.

This account suggests that, for efficient reading, the statistical properties of letter distributions of the language, and their relative contribution to meaning, have to be picked up, and the transitional probabilities of letter sequences have to be implicitly assimilated. In the case of Hebrew, this is achieved following the repeated exposure to Semitic words that are root-derived; versus non-Semitic words that do not have the same internal structure. These implicit learning procedures are entirely contingent on the exposure to the spoken language, and possible suggestions of how this is done are outlined later in this article. At this point, however, a cardinal conclusion regarding the main characteristic of a universal model of orthographic processing is already emerging. For a model to produce different behavior as a function of the statistical properties of the language, the model has to be able to pick up the statistical properties of the language.

6. Advantages and disadvantages of flexible and rigid letter coding

The new age of modeling orthographic processing has focused mainly on the question of “how,” that is, how does the cognitive system produce letter-position flexibility? The relative high number of such models of visual word recognition shows that there are many computational solutions to the problem. The “why” question is deeper and more fundamental because our aim in modeling is to eventually understand reading rather than to simply describe it. To a large extent, the explanation offered by the current wave of models for letter-position flexibility is, in simple terms, that this is the way the brain works. However, once we have established that it is the way the brain works only for languages like English, French, or Spanish, the question of what does letter-position flexibility buy in terms of processing efficiency? Operating within an ecological approach, the answer to this question will focus again on the specific interaction of the reader and the linguistic environment.

For Semitic languages such as Hebrew, orthographic lexical space is exceedingly dense. If all words are derived by using a relatively small number of phonological patterns, and all words sharing a word pattern share a skeletal structure of phonemes (and therefore letters), words are differentiated only by the three root consonants (or letters). This necessarily results in a dense lexical space, in the sense that the large variation of words that are necessary for meaningful communication is created mainly by manipulating the order of few constituent phonemes. Thus, in Hebrew, spoonerism very often results in other lexical candidates, and words sharing the same set of letters but in a different order are the rule, rather than the exception.

The interesting question, therefore, is not why orthographic processing in alphabetic languages such as Hebrew is exceedingly rigid in terms of letter position. It could not have been otherwise, as it must fit the structure of Hebrew lexical space. The interesting question is why it is flexible in English. Why wouldn’t the brain rigidly encode letters in all orthographies? What is gained by letter-position flexibility? The answer is probably two-fold. First, languages such as English, which are not constrained to a small set of phonological word patterns, create a variation of words by aligning, adding, or substituting phonemes, and not by changing their relative position, as Semitic languages do. Thus, anagrams such as “calm—clam,” “lion—loin,” which are the rule for Hebrew and occur in Hebrew words of any length, exist mostly for very short words of 3–5 letters in English (e.g., Shillcock et al. 2000). This feature is not exclusive to English, but is shared by other European languages, because unnecessary density of lexical space is not advantageous for fast discrimination between lexical candidates. Thus, the option of assigning to different base words a different set of phonemes rather than changing their order seems to reflect a natural selection. Considering reading: This feature of the language has an obvious advantage when letter sequences have to be recognized, because most words are uniquely specified by their specific set of letters, irrespective of letter order. Hence, a transposed-letter word such as JUGDE can be easily recognized since there are no word competitors that share the same set of letters. This type of linguistic environment can naturally allow for noisy letter-position processing. In general, the longer the words are, the higher is the probability that they would have a unique set of letters. Consistent with this assertion, TL priming effects in European languages are indeed largely modulated by word length, with large benefit
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effects for long words and small effects for short words (e.g., Humphreys et al. 1990; Schoonbaert & Grainger 2004). In the same vein, Guerrera and Forster (2008) have shown that, with relatively long words, even extreme jumbling of letters in the prime (only two out of eight letters are correctly positioned), target recognition is facilitated, so that the prime SNAWDCIH primes SANDWICH. Since not a single word shares with SANDWICH this specific set of letters, SNAWDCIH can produce a priming effect.

An illustration of the behavioral implications of the major differences in the structure of lexical space between Hebrew and English is shown in patients with deficits in registering the position of letters within the word. According to Ellis and Young (1988), three distinct functions are relevant to peripheral disorders related to visual analysis of print: letter identification (or letter agnosia; e.g., Marshall & Newcomb 1973), letter-to-word binding (letter migration problems; e.g., Shallice & Warrington 1977), and encoding of letter position. In letter-position dyslexia (LPD), patients demonstrate deficits in registering the position of each letter within the word. Friedmann and her colleagues (Friedmann & Gvion 2001; 2005; Rahamim & Friedmann 2008) have reported several cases of Hebrew-speaking patients with both acquired and developmental LPD. Interestingly, Friedmann and her colleagues have argued that pure cases of LPD are rarely reported in Indo-European languages, whereas in Hebrew they are much more prevalent. Obviously, this does not have to do with differences in brain architecture of Hebrew versus English speakers. Rather, this has to do with the characteristics of lexical space. A case study reported by Shetreet and Friedmann (2011) demonstrates this elegantly. The patient, a native speaker of English, complained about reading difficulties after an ischemic infarct. Reading tests in English could not reveal why, because the patient’s reading performance was close to normal. Only when tested with Hebrew material was a diagnosis of LPD confirmed. Since, in Hebrew, errors in letter position mostly result in another word, the patient had significant difficulties in reading Hebrew. In English, however, errors in letter position seldom result in another word; LPD, therefore, did not hinder his reading significantly. Recently, Friedmann and Haddad-Hanna (in press a) have reported four cases of LPD in adolescent Arabic speakers and have also described the characteristics of developmental LPD in young Hebrew readers (Friedmann et al. 2010), demonstrating again how LPD significantly and consistently hinders reading in Semitic languages.

If words in a language, in most cases, do not share their set of letters, and changes in letter order do not typically produce new words, then orthographic processing can relax the requirement for rigid letter-position coding without running the risk of making excessive lexicalization errors. This relaxation has a major advantage in terms of cognitive resources. Given the fast saccades during text reading, some noise must exist in registering the exact sequence of letters. A fine-grained coding system that requires overriding such natural noise is more costly in terms of cognitive resources than a coarse-grained system that is indifferent to noise (for a similar taxonomy, see Grainger & Ziegler 2011). Note, however, that the “noise” described in the present context is not hardwired within the perceptual system (i.e., noisy retinotopic firing, etc.). Rather, it is an environmental noise, tied to the characteristics of print, where long sequences of letters are aligned one next to the other and are scanned and registered at a very fast rate. Relaxing the requirement for accurate letter-position registering without consequent damage to lexical access has a clear advantage, and is, therefore, an emergent property of skilled reading. By this view, beginning readers who are learning to spell and have difficulties in letter decoding should not display such flexibility. I further expand on the feature of cognitive resources later in this article.

The sum of these arguments leads us then to the same conclusion: Letter-coding flexibility in reading is not a characteristic of the brain hardware, as current models of orthographic processing seem to suggest. It is a cognitive resource-saving strategy that characterizes reading in European languages, given the characteristics of their lexical space. Models of orthographic processing have to account for this.

The following discussions thus center on a new approach to modeling visual word recognition. The aim of these discussions is to outline the blueprint principles for a universal model of reading that would be linguistically plausible and linguistically coherent.

7. Structured models versus learning models

A common feature of most current models of orthographic processing is that they are explicitly structured to predict certain behaviors. Thus, the modelers shape their model’s architecture so that its output will generate a desired outcome—in the present context, form priming or letter-position flexibility. This can be done, for example, by introducing open bigram units into the model (e.g., Dehaene et al. 2005; Grainger & van Heuven 2003; Whitney 2001), or by lagging the information about letter order relative to letter identity (e.g., Gomez et al. 2008). Although this approach has substantial merits in generating hypotheses regarding how specific behaviors can be produced, almost inevitably it leads modelers to focus on a narrow set of phenomena, constraining their models to deal with one dimension of processing. As I have argued at length so far, within the domain of language, this approach can be detrimental. Since reading behavior is shaped and determined by the complex linguistic environment of the reader, focusing on specific computations within the system would most probably miss the perspective of the context of these computations, thereby leading to possible misunderstandings regarding the origin of the behavior which is being modeled.

To exemplify, any of the current models of orthographic processing could easily reproduce the effects obtained with Hebrew Semitic words by implementing slight modifications. Sufficient to introduce tri-literal root units in the model, and then set inhibitory connections between all roots units that share sets of letters in a different order, and rigid letter position would show up. This approach may eventually yield a computational model of reading Hebrew Semitic words with a relatively good fit for the Hebrew data, but the explanatory benefit of the model remains questionable. It should be emphasized that the theoretical value of a model is independent of the prevalence of the language that is being modeled. In the present
context, the theoretical contribution of a similar model of reading English would be exactly the same. The conclusion that emerges from the present discussion is that structured models that are explicitly set to produce effects of orthographic processing, in all probability, will not be universal. Their chances of satisfying the universality constraint and achieving a full linguistic coherence are low. Following the foregoing example, if, say, letter-order rigidity would be hardwired into a model of reading Hebrew, and the model would then indeed display the desired behavior in terms of root priming, this model would then not display the opposite effects with English-like words. That is, the model will be language-specific, or even worse, it would be "sub-language"-specific, in the sense that it would simulate reading of a subset of words in Hebrew—not even all types of words.

In contrast to structured models, learning models are set to pick up the characteristics of the linguistic environment by themselves. A typical example is the influential model of past-tense production offered by Rumelhart and McClelland (1986). The dramatic impact of this model was in its demonstration that both rule-like behavior (regular forms of past tense) and non-rule-like behavior (exception forms of past tense) can be produced by training a network on a representative corpus of the language environment of children. In learning models, behavior emerges rather than being structured. The approach of these models focuses on the statistical regularities in the environment and on the way that these are captured by the model and shape its behavior, either through supervised or through unsupervised learning (for a detailed review, see Rucci et al. 2010).

The aim of the present discussion is not to promote a connectionist approach. Connectionist models have been criticized, and rightly so, for simulating only monosyllabic words in English, but a debate regarding the merits and shortcomings of connectionism is beyond the scope of this article. There is, however, an important analogy between the approach that lies at the heart of the architecture of learning models and what we know about learning language in general, and learning to read in particular. The internal structure of words, which determines orthographic processing, is not explicitly taught to native speakers. Similarly, lexical organization of words in any language implicitly emerges so that, for any language, orthographic codes would be optimal, given the language’s phonological space and how it represents meaning and morphological structure. This is a reading universal, and therefore it is an emergent property of the reading environment, which is picked up by readers through simple implicit statistical learning and by explicitly learning to spell. Considering Hebrew for example, Frost et al. (2010) have shown that sensitivity to root structure in reading, as revealed by robust cross-modal morphological priming effects (e.g., Frost et al. 2000b), can be demonstrated already in the first grade, when children have no clue regarding the formal morphological taxonomies of their language and what governs the internal structure of printed letters. Moreover, Frost et al. (2010) have shown that English speakers who learn to read Hebrew as L2 (second language) display at the onset of learning the typical characteristics of orthographic processing in European languages. With a time course of less than a year, they assimilate the statistical properties of the language and capture the root structure of Semitic languages, showing the same effects as Hebrew readers.

The earlier description of the five languages that opened the present discussion demonstrates that languages differ in a rich array of statistical properties. These concern the distribution of orthographic and phonological sublinguistic units, their adjacent and non-adjacent dependencies, the correlations between graphemes and phonemes (or syllables), the correlation between form and meaning, and so forth. Native speakers pick up these dependencies and correlations implicitly, without any need for formal instruction, presumably through pure procedures of statistical learning. An illuminating example of how the statistical properties of the language are implicitly assimilated comes from the logographic Chinese. Although Chinese is not an alphabetic language, and reading Chinese characters involves the recognition of a complex visual pattern, by reviewing a large corpus of behavioral and event-related potential (ERP) studies, C. Y. Lee (2011) demonstrates that Chinese readers are sensitive to the statistical mapping of orthography to phonology in their language. Lee offers a statistical learning perspective to account for Chinese reading, and reading disabilities, by considering the distributional properties of phonetic radicals. Overall, the findings reported by Lee suggest that Chinese readers extract from their linguistic environment information regarding the consistency of character and sound and use it in the reading process (see also, Hsu et al. 2009).

The robust power of statistical learning has been demonstrated in a large number of studies, with both linguistic and nonlinguistic stimuli (e.g., Endress & Mehler 2009; Evans et al. 2009; Gebhart et al. 2009; Perruchet & Pacton 2006; Safran et al. 1996). Typically, these studies show that adults, young children, or even infants rapidly detect and learn consistent relationships between speech sounds, tones, or graphic symbols. These relationships can involve adjacent as well as non-adjacent dependencies (e.g., Gebhart et al. 2009; Newport & Aslin 2004). Our discussion so far has shown that writing systems have evolved to condense maximal phonological and semantic information about their language by using minimal orthographic units, and that the cognitive system learns to pick up from the distal stimulus this optimal level of information, given the structure of the language. A model of reading that is set to operate on similar principles has, therefore, the potential to satisfy the universality constraint and be linguistically coherent, but mostly, it has the important advantage of having ecological validity. Our theory of skilled reading cannot be divorced from our theory of how this skill is learnt, and skilled visual word recognition reflects a long learning process of complex linguistic properties. If the model indeed picks up the statistical regularities of the language and the expected reading behavior emerges, it most probably reflects the actual learning procedures of readers.

It should be emphasized that the aim of the present discussion is not to contend that learning models provide simple solutions for testing hypotheses regarding the statistical regularities that are picked up by readers during the course of literacy acquisition. Proponents of structured models would rightly argue that learning models are structured as well, in the sense that they posit an input-coding scheme, which determines to a great extent what will actually be learnt by the model. From this perspective, learning
models, like structured models, also hardwire distinct hypotheses regarding the form of input that serves for the learning process. Although this argument has some merit, some critical distinctions regarding the utility of the two modeling approaches in the context of understanding reading can, and should, be outlined.

First, structured models and learning models differ in the ratio of the scope of phenomena that are produced by the model versus the amount of “intelligence” that is put into the model—narrow scope with maximum intelligence for structured models versus large scope with minimum intelligence for learning models. This has important implications regarding what the modeling enterprise can actually teach us. When the model’s behavior is too closely related to the intelligence that is put into it, little can be learned about the source of the behavior that is produced by the model. Second, at least in the context of visual word recognition, the modeling approaches differ in the scope of the linguistic theory that determines the content of intelligence that is put into the model. As explicated at length, the phenomena that constrain the architecture of current structured models of visual word recognition are by definition narrow in scope, as they concern only orthographic effects. Third, and perhaps most important, there is a major difference in the goal of the modeling enterprise. The aim of learning models is to learn something about the possible behaviors emerging from the model, given specific input-coding schemes. The visible representations do not do all the work. A learning model would not work right if the environment did not have the right structure and if the learning process could not pick up this structure. More broadly, the emphasis on learning requires that our theory pay attention to the structure of the linguistic environment, and a failure in the modeling enterprise has, therefore, the potential of teaching us something deeply theoretical (see Rueckl & Seidenberg [2009] for a discussion). In contrast, the aim of structured models is to often produce a specific behavior, such as letter-position flexibility. This approach almost inevitably results in circularity. The hardwired behavior in the model is taken to reflect the mind’s, or the brain’s, circuitry, and consequently, the model’s organization is taken as behavioral explanation. Thus, as a rule of thumb, the distance between organization and explanation is by far narrower in structured models than in learning models. To exemplify, once a level of open bigrams that is hardwired in the model is shown to reproduce the desired typical effects of letter-position flexibility, letter-position flexibility is suggested to emerge from a lexical architecture that is based on open bigrams (e.g., Grainger & Whitney 2004; Whitney 2001). This circularity between organization and explanation may have detrimental consequences for understanding the fundamental phenomena of reading.

8. The linguistic dimensions of a universal model

As explicated at length in the initial part of our discussion, the assumption underlying most current computational models of orthographic processing is that the game of visual word recognition is played in the orthographic court, in the sense that an adequate description of the cognitive operations involved in recognizing printed words is constrained solely by the properties of orthographic structure (letters or characters, letter identity, letter location, letter sequences, etc.). However, as we have shown in the description of various writing systems, orthographic structure is determined by the phonological space of the language and the way phonological space represents morphology and meaning. This means that letters in different languages might provide different type of information, and this must be part of a universal model of reading. Conceptual models that offer a generic lexical architecture (e.g., the bimodal interactive activation model; Diependaele et al. 2010; Grainger & Ferrand 1994) do include phonological and semantic representations, but when it comes to produce a computational model, the focus is on orthographic entities per se. The inherent limitation of this approach is that it inevitably leads to linguistic implausibility. This problem was recently outlined by Grainger and Ziegler (2011), who argued that orthographic processing should also be constrained by correlations of letter clusters with phonological units, and by the fact that prefixes and suffixes are attached to base words and need to be correctly detected as affixes in the process of word recognition (e.g., Rastle & Davis 2008; Rastle et al. 2004). Thus, mapping of letter clusters such as “sh” or “th” into phonemes, as well as affix stripping (e.g., teach-er), both required for the morphological decomposition that is necessary for base word recognition, cannot allow flexibility of letter order. The solution offered by Grainger and Ziegler (2011) was to include in a model of orthographic processing two types of orthographic codes, differing in their level of precision: one that is coarse-grained and allows for fast word recognition, and one that is fine-grained and precise and allows for correct print-to-sound conversion and correct morpho-orthographic segmentation.

Grainger and Ziegler (2011) were right on target in realizing the severe limitation of the present approach to modeling orthographic processing. This approach has inevitably led to impoverished and narrow theories of correctly recognizing orthographic forms of morphologically simple base-words in English that are more than four letters long. However, “patching up” models by appending to them parallel computational procedures that do whatever the original computational procedures did not do, is hardly a solution. It may conveniently fix the model’s inevitable problems, but more than fixing them, it demonstrates the basic conceptual weakness of the modeling approach. Such a strategy eventually leads to explaining any possible finding simply by arguing post hoc that one route rather than the other was probably used, and this would hardly advance our understanding of reading. The question to be asked is why current computational approaches result in impoverished solutions, describing only a very limited set of phenomena. This leads our present discussion to the linguistic dimensions, which are necessary for a universal model of orthographic processing, necessary, in the sense that the model would satisfy the requirement for linguistic plausibility.

8.1. Three basic dimensions: orthography, phonology, and semantics

Our foregoing description of the logic underlying the evolution of the five contrasting writing systems—Chinese, Japanese, Finnish, English, and Hebrew—suggests an intricate weighting of both phonological and semantic factors
affecting the structure of orthographic forms in a language, so that these convey optimal phonological and morphological information to the reader. Assuming that readers are tuned to pick up and extract from the print this linguistic information, phonological and semantic considerations must be part of a universal model of orthographic processing. It should be emphasized that in the present context, semantic features and phonological structure are not taken as higher levels of representation into which orthographic letters are mapped. This view is common to all current models of reading. The claim here goes deeper, suggesting that the actual computation of an orthographic code in a given language is determined online by the transparency of mapping of graphemes into phonemes, on the one hand, and by morphological and semantic considerations, on the other, given the language properties in which reading occurs. To some extent, a similar approach is advocated by “triangular models” which describe reading in terms of a division of labor between the mapping of orthography to both phonology and semantics, and propose that such mappings are learned via associative mechanisms sensitive to the statistical properties of the language (e.g., Harm & Seidenberg 1999; Plaut et al. 1996; for a review, see Rueckl 2010).

The claim that phonological and morphological considerations affect orthographic processing is not only theoretical but also has empirical support. Hebrew, for example, clearly demonstrates why morphological and semantic considerations must be part of a theory of orthographic processing. The different orthographic codes that were shown to be involved in processing Semitic versus “English-like” base words (Velan & Frost 2011) are entirely predetermined by the semantic value of the individual letters, that is, whether they belong to a root morpheme or not. Thus, the initial cognitive operation that Hebrew readers launch when presented with a letter string is a search for meaningful letters that are dispersed within the word – meaningful in the sense that they convey root information. This process of searching for noncontiguous meaningful letters is early, prelexical, and can be easily demonstrated by monitoring eye movements. For example, the optimal viewing position (OVP), the position in a word where word identification is maximal, is entirely modulated by the location of the first root letter within the word (Deutsch & Rayner 1999).

More important, Hebrew readers have been shown to search for the root letters already parafoveally. Thus, presenting the root information in the parafovea (see Rayner [1998; 2009] for a review of parafoveal presentation and the boundary technique) results in robust parafoveal preview benefit effects, either with single-word reading (Deutsch et al. 2000), or during sentence reading (Deutsch et al. 2003). Interestingly, similar morphological manipulations conducted with English readers did not result in any parafoveal preview benefit (Rayner et al. 2007; and see Rayner [2009] for a discussion of the lack of morphological preview benefit in English). The evidence from eye movements in Hebrew is especially compelling, since it reflects the initial phases of orthographic processing that are below the level of awareness and not governed by any conscious strategy. The contrasting findings of English versus Hebrew regarding eye-movements demonstrate that (1) the prelexical search for letters carrying morphemic information in the parafovea is language specific, (2) different orthographic operations are performed on a distal stimulus composed of letter sequences in different languages, and (3) individual letters are processed differentially across the visual array, given their morphological status and their contribution to recovering semantic meaning.

However, from an even more general perspective, the results from Hebrew seem to reveal an important reading universal. They exemplify the perfect fit between the optimization of information that the writing system has evolved to convey and the cognitive operations that are launched to pick up that information. Recall that this was the starting point of the present discussion. As explicated, the Hebrew orthography was designed to be severely phonologically underspecified in order to emphasize morphological (and thereby semantic) information. The behavior of readers mimics this evolutionary design to perfection. Already in the parafovea, orthographic processing zooms in on the letters which are root letters, that is, letters that will lead as fast as possible to meaning, although this may be only a vague meaning. Thus, the main target of orthographic processing are letters that carry the highest level of diagnosticity, but not in terms of word form, as in English, but in terms of the morphemic units from which the word is derived. This account also provides a coherent explanation of why phonological computation in Hebrew is underspecified. As Frost and his colleagues have repeatedly shown, the prelexical phonological code computed in Hebrew is indeed impoverished (Frost & Yogev 2001; Frost et al. 2003; Gronau & Frost 1997). Although Frost and his colleagues focused on the depth of Hebrew orthography in discussing their results, it seems that their arguments should be expanded to include what seems to be a reading universal: The representation of morphological information takes precedence over the representation of detailed phonological information when it comes to the evolution of writing systems. Given that, it also plays a crucial role when it comes to the cognitive processing of orthographic structure by skilled readers. Thus, a universal model of reading that is a learning model must include, one way or another, an architecture which considers the intricate relations of orthography, phonology, and morphology (and therefore of meaning) in the language.

8.2. Incorporating parameters of cognitive resources

The notion of optimization of information and the allocation of optimal cognitive resources to orthographic processing provides an important explanatory dimension to the present theoretical approach. However, if, as argued, an important universal principle of processing orthographic structure is a flexibility of the processing system (i.e., whether to be flexible or not about letter coding), and if this flexibility (or the lack of it) is constrained by the cognitive resources that have to be allocated for processing (more resources for rigid slot coding, less for flexible), and if these constraints are determined by the statistical properties of the language, then cognitive resources should be an integral part of the model.

How to go about that is not evident; however, computational work by Tishby and colleagues provides challenging potential conceptual solutions. Tishby, Bialek, and colleagues have developed a general theoretical framework for calculating optimal representations for predictability of a stimulus, given the complexity of the environment, as a
function of the resources that a system allocates (Bialek et al. 2001; Shamir et al. 2009; Tishby et al. 1999). In a nutshell, the computational approach developed by Tishby and his colleagues considers, in parallel, information capacity, information rate, and limitation in overall resources, and consequently computes the optimization procedures for allocating minimal resources for a given processing event, to obtain the best performance in terms of predicting stimuli, given the complexity of the environment. Tishby et al. (1999) and Tishby and Polani (2010) demonstrate how the precision of representations depends, among other things, on the complexity of the environment as characterized by its predictive information regarding future events. The parallel of this computational approach to orthographic processing seems compelling. Applying this framework to visual word recognition will require including a parameter of cognitive resources necessary for precise slot coding as compared with a coarse-grained one. This choice can then be optimized given the complexity of the linguistic environment, as reflected by the statistical properties of the language. How exactly to implement this form of computation in a universal learning model of reading obviously requires extensive investigation. However, because flexibility should be part of the model, the allocation of cognitive resources to modulate it is a possible solution.

9. Summary and conclusions

The present article has discussed the recent paradigmatic shift in reading research and the resulting new wave of computational models of orthographic processing that center on letter-position flexibility. The main claim is that the extensive focus on insensitivity to letter order has led to a generation of models that are non-universal, lack linguistic plausibility, and miss the complexity of the reading process. My critique is based on a set of inter-related arguments as follows: The first step in formulating a theory of orthographic processing is to provide an accurate and full description of the type of information provided by the orthographic structure. This information is not necessarily transparent and goes way beyond a surface description of letters, letter sequences, or letter location. It reflects the phonological space of the language and the way the phonological space represents meaning through morphological structure. The cognitive system is tuned to pick up this information in an optimal way by implicitly capturing the statistical regularities of the language, and registering the inter-correlations of orthography, phonology, and morphology. This necessarily results in lexical organization principles that are language-dependent and allow readers optimal and differential performance in different linguistic environments. As a consequence, orthographic processing in one language may be quite different than in another language; moreover, qualitatively different computations may be found even within a single language. Thus, a universal theory of reading should focus on what is invariant in orthographic processing across writing systems.

This set of claims leads us to suggest what is fundamentally wrong with the current wave of modeling orthographic processing. I argue that most recent models examine the surface form of orthographic structure, focusing on a variant characteristic, which is idiosyncratic to skilled reading in European languages: flexibility of letter-position coding. I suggest that this specific feature of processing letter sequences, being a variant characteristic, does not reflect in any way the manner by which the brain encodes orthographic information for lexical processing. Rather, it reflects a strategy of optimizing encoding resources in a highly developed or skilled system, given the specific structure of words in English, French, or Spanish.

This line of criticism brings us to a set of criteria for a universal model of reading that has linguistic plausibility and is linguistically coherent. Within this context, I outline the advantage of learning models, in that they have ecological validity. Learning models are set to pick up the statistical regularities underlying the full linguistic environment of the reader through implicit learning; similar to the way the cognitive system implicitly picks up the relevant information from the orthographic array in the language. In parallel, I outline the pitfalls of structured models that hardwire a given behavior in the model. Structured models almost inevitably result in circularity when the model’s organization is taken as behavioral explanation. Structured models of orthographic processing also run the risk of mistaking a variant behavior for an invariant one, thereby hardwiring it into the model. The only way of enabling additional flexibility in processing in a structured model is to assume a duality of processing in the form of parallel routes that permit opposing computations. This strategy of “patching up,” structured models does not advance us in any way in understanding human behavior. Rather, it sets us back, leading inevitably to explaining any possible finding by reverting to post hoc argumentation.

Regarding the dimensions that need to be part of a model of orthographic processing, they should mirror the dimensions that determine orthographic structure in a language. The logic underlying this claim is that writing systems do not evolve arbitrarily, and their manner of packing and optimizing information must reflect the cognitive procedures by which readers unpack and decode this information. I have shown that only by considering phonological space and morphological structure can a full account of orthographic structure be provided. Similarly, orthographic processing must be tuned to both the phonological and the morphological information that graphemes carry. Thus, the only viable approach to modeling visual word recognition is an approach that considers, simultaneously, the full statistical properties of the language, in terms of covariations between orthographic, phonological, semantic, and morphological sublinguistic units. Our cognitive system is, first of all, a correlation-seeking device. Hence, universal models of reading should be structured to pick up covariations and conditioned probabilities that exist between all of the language components.
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NOTES
1. In the context of the present article, the term “models of reading” refers mainly to the modeling of visual word recognition, rather than to the complex operations involved in full text reading.
2. I am indebted to Ignatius Mattingly, who coined this expression.
3. The number of human languages reflects an approximation, since the distinction between a language and a dialect often remains in question.
4. Some Japanese syllables are non-open syllables such as geminate consonants (／Q/) or nasal N, which is often lengthened. Japanese has also two semi-vowels (or glides):／Y/ and／W/.
5. Spoken Japanese is based on equitemporal (or isochronous) rhythmic sequences of syllables having the same temporal length, whether it is a CV segment, a V segment, et cetera.
6. Reading disabilities in kanji are more prevalent in Japanese, making the overall rate of reading disabilities in Japan similar to the typical 7% found elsewhere.
7. The exact number of English vowels and consonants varies across dialects.
8. For example, the Serbo-Croatian spelling was reformed at the end of the 19th century and was made entirely transparent. This successful change, however, stems from the fact that in Serbo-Croatian, in contrast to English, morphological variations never result in phonological variations; therefore, as a rule, the phonological structure of base words does not change with derivational morphology.
9. The phenomenon of reading Hebrew without understanding it is still common in religious Jewish communities outside of Israel, and, indeed, this is still done with pointed text.
10. The Korean orthography has two writing systems: one that is alphabetic—Hangeul—and another that is logographic (with many characters imported from Chinese)—Hanja.
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Abstract: Frost has given us good reason to question the universality of existing computational models of reading. Yet, he has not provided arguments showing that all languages share fundamental and invariant reading universals. His goal of outlining the blueprint principles for a universal model of reading is premature. Further, it is questionable whether natural evolution can provide the optimal solutions that Frost invokes.

Ram Frost’s article is a valuable contribution to the debate about models of the reading process. His suggestion that different kinds of language/script pairing require different processing strategies, and that the strategies actually used differ as predicted, is plausible. And including structurally different languages is a commendable advance on earlier, unduly Eurocentric theorizing about reading.

Nevertheless, I would question several points. These all relate to Frost’s claim that “the main goal of reading research is to develop theories that describe the fundamental and invariant phenomena of reading across orthographies” (target article, Abstract, original emphasis). Surely, given the facts about the five languages as Frost presents them, one would expect diverse orthographies to require diverse reading systems. Further, one might also wonder whether Japanese (or Chinese) store words the same way English speakers do. Given that kanji are rich visual images, visual recognition of Japanese (or Chinese) might result in a mapping to an inner representation that is very different from that of English. Frost acknowledges that some representation/strategy might be optimal in one dimension but not in another, which results in a large space of possible mappings. At the very least, in view of the data presented, one might expect the assumption of invariant reading universals to be defended. Yet, while Frost clearly believes that such universals exist, he never tells us why he holds this belief. One could argue that because reading and orthography are phenomena that depend on language, reading universals could be derived from language universals of the kind proposed by Chomsky (1965; 1995). But in recent years the existence of language universals has been challenged (e.g., Evans & Levinson 2009; Everett 2005). The debate on the issue is far from over, and Frost provides no independent reasons to assume there are any significant, specifically reading universals. Universals of reading need to be argued for rather than simply assumed.

Frost’s detailed discussion of the role of letter position in English and Hebrew provides support for his critique of models that focus on a single dimension of processing. However, given the observation that Frost finds among only five languages at least questionable whether the aim of “outlining the blueprint principles for a universal model of reading” (sect. 6, para. 7) is realistic. And, if one aims at such a universal model, it seems misguided to focus on differences between English and Hebrew (and the differences within Hebrew), which seem to suggest different processing mechanisms. Instead of arguing for either letter-position rigidity or flexibility, one might argue that these languages are located on (opposite ends of) a spectrum. It is probably true that the described strong priming effect holds for Frost’s examples (e.g., SANDWICH/SNADVCHI; sect. 6, para. 3) and many other polysyllabic English words. However, it hardly seems that “anything goes” (i.e., complete letter-position flexibility); Would WASHDINC still be recognized as SANDWICH? And, a badly scrambled UNDERDOG turns into GROUNDED with several indeterminate intermediaries.

Possibly, then, letter-position flexibility in English is a superficial phenomenon that masks the rigidity of some letters in the target; posing processing demands that are not fundamentally different from Hebrew. But this is only one aspect of the task a truly universal reading model has to account for. Whether it is possible to develop learning models that can satisfy Frost’s universality requirement remains to be seen. Different models might be needed to explain the facts specific to reading in different languages. Recent cross-linguistic modeling work on word segmentation has shown that models that performed well for English failed miserably for Sesotho (Blanchard et al. 2010). And, anyone attempting to reach Frost’s ambitious goal of “full linguistic coherence” (sect. 7, para. 2) would also need to consider cognitive limitations that may be in place when children first learn to read, and the interactions between the different modalities (visual, auditory) that are involved in statistical learning (for recent findings on such interactions, see Emmerson et al. 2011). Models that can account for all aspects of the reading task are beyond the reach of available technology. Moreover, given the lack of evidence supporting the notion that significant universals exist specifically for reading, it would make more sense to start without preconceptions and generalize from a diverse set of specific cases. Postulating untestable universals at this stage seems at best to be premature. Frost is correct, of course, to insist that models need to be informed by facts from a wide range of reading phenomena and that the scope of any model needs to be clearly acknowledged.

Turning to the most serious problem with Frost’s article: The claim that “every language gets the writing system it deserves” (sect. 3) is too strong, as it implies that scripts have evolved to be “perfectly” optimal for their respective spoken languages. I did not find convincing justification for the suggestion that all writing systems necessarily develop “optimization aimed at providing their readers with maximal phonological and semantic
information by the use of minimal orthographic units for processing" (sect. 3.1, para. 1, emphasis in the original). Certainly, arbitrary historical facts about which scripts have been available when a language was first reduced to writing have also been important. Frost's discussion of Chinese and Japanese only hints at the complex interaction of arbitrary components (e.g., adoption of Chinese kanji by Japanese) and non-arbitrary ones (e.g., introduction of hiragana and katakana) affecting the evolution of reading systems. The examples provided are suggestive at best, and one is reminded of largely unsupported claims regarding optimal design of language (e.g., Berwick & Chomsky 2010; Boeckx 2010; Chomsky 1995; 2007; 2010; Fitch 2007; Uriagereka 1998). These claims have been challenged by Johnson and Lappin (1997), Postal (2003; 2004), and Seuren (2004), and similar challenges would need to be addressed by Frost. The repetitive reference to terms like "optimization," "optimal representation," "optimal information," "optimal solution," "optimization of information," "perfect match," and "perfect example of optimization of information" (in sect. 3 and its subsections) is question-begging. And, from an evolutionary perspective, claims such as "all resulting linguistic developments are to some extent entirely predetermined" (sect. 3.2.1, para. 1), "this evolution was to some extent inevitable" (sect. 3.2.2, para. 3), "nothing is arbitrary" (sect. 3.2.3, para. 2), and "[reading systems] necessarily evolve to ..." (sect. 3.2.4, para. 2) are either incorrect or virtually meaningless. Little would have been lost had Frost made appropriately measured claims, and I hope future discourse will be conducted with more attention to the limitations of natural evolution. Nevertheless, these criticisms do not undermine the validity of Frost's main points about the psychology of reading and the importance of cross-linguistic comparative work.
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Abstract: Frost's claim that universal models of reading require linguistically diverse data is relevant and justified. We support it with evidence demonstrating the extent of the bias towards some Indo-European languages and alphabetic scripts in scientific literature. However, some of his examples are incorrect, and he neglects the complex interaction of writing system and language structure with history and cultural environment.

We emphatically agree with Frost that linguistic diversity is a pre-requisite for the development of universally applicable models of reading. Indeed, we argue that linguistic diversity is a pre-requisite for any meaningful study of language, including research into the representation of language in the brain and its breakdown in brain lesions (aphasia). However, linguistically diverse data in visual word recognition are sadly lacking (Share 2008a). Similarly, in a recent review of aphasia research since the year 2000, we found a dramatic imbalance in the languages investigated (Beveridge & Bak 2011). A small number of closely related Western European languages accounted for the vast majority of aphasia literature:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Script</th>
<th>Total studies</th>
<th>Alexia/Agraphia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(n=1,268)</td>
<td>(n=115)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alphabetic</td>
<td>1,195 (94.2%)</td>
<td>101 (87.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consonantal (abjad)*</td>
<td>24 (1.9%)</td>
<td>2 (1.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logographicb</td>
<td>32 (2.5%)</td>
<td>8 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed (logographic/ syllabic)c</td>
<td>11 (0.9%)</td>
<td>1 (0.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semisyllabic (abugida)d</td>
<td>7 (0.6%)</td>
<td>3 (2.6%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Arabic, Hebrew, Persian; bChinese; cJapanese; dHindi, Bengali, Kannada.

62% of the articles investigated were in English, 89% in Germanic or Romance languages. In contrast, less than 8% of studies examined non-Indo-European languages.

Inspired by Frost's article, we revisited our database, focusing on writing systems and examining separately articles dealing with disorders of written language: alexia and agraphia. Languages using alphabetic writing were the focus of 94% of total studies and 89% of alexia/agraphia studies (Table 1).

We are currently extending the scope of this investigation by conducting a systematic review of language research in non-clinical populations. Here, too, we find a bias towards alphabetic scripts, albeit less dramatic: Languages using non-alphabetic scripts account for 113 of 750 studies. The dominance of alphabetic languages becomes more apparent when we examine the number of citations generated by each article: Of 181 studies with 10 or more citations, only 4 featured non-alphabetic languages (3 Hebrew, 1 Arabic). Moreover, within the non-alphabetic group, we encounter a very limited number of languages. At the time of writing, the two reviews encompassed 1,935 articles from 114 journals, yet between them they feature only nine non-alphabetic scripts: Arabic, Bengali, Chinese, Hebrew, Hindi, Japanese, Kannada, Persian and Thai. Of these, only four (Chinese, Hebrew, Japanese, and Thai) appear in the non-clinical review, with Chinese and Japanese accounting for 102 of 113 studies.

Moreover, "non-alphabetic" scripts cannot be treated as a uniform group, showing at least as many differences between themselves as they do in comparison to alphabetic ones. Their classification is complex and controversial; almost any term applied can be seen as inadequate (Daniels 1996b). The "logographic" Chinese script includes radicals coding for sounds. "Consonantal" scripts (abjad) are not entirely consonantal, since they include signs for long vowels. "Semi-syllabic" scripts of Ethiopia and India (abugida) are orthographically "alphabetic" (expressing vowels as well as consonants) but visually "syllabic" (characters arranged in form of syllables). These semi-syllabic writing systems, used by hundreds of millions of people in Africa, South and South-East Asia, have been particularly neglected by researchers. Tellingly, they were not among the five example languages chosen by Frost.

Ironically, although we agree with Frost on the importance of cross-linguistic data, it is exactly on the basis of language comparison that we have to reject some of his examples. Far from being a uniquely English phenomenon, morphologically induced phonological alternations are among the most characteristic features of Indo-European languages. Accordingly, many languages developed a trade-off between phonological and morphological transparency. In German, for instance, the plural of Buch (book) is Bücher: the letter "i" has a similar shape to the "u" of the singular, but the diacritics mark a different pronunciation. Similar phenomena can be observed in Polish (Bóg/Boga, nominative/genitive of "God") or, expressed through an additional letter rather than a diacritic, in Italian (bianco/bianchi, masculine singular/plural of...
Position-invariant letter identification is a key component of any universal model of reading
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Abstract: A universal property of visual word identification is position-invariant letter identification, such that the letter "A" is coded in the same way in CAT and ACT. This should provide a fundamental constraint on theories of word identification, and, indeed, it inspired some of the theories that Frost has criticized. I show how the spatial coding scheme of Colin Davis (2010) can, in principle, account for contrasting transposed letter (TL) priming effects, and at the same time, position-invariant letter identification.

I agree with many of the points made by Frost, most notably, that (a) visual word identification should be studied in the context of language processing more generally, (b) there are important differences between languages, and (c) learning matters. Taken together, these factors suggest that visual word identification may differ across languages, and, indeed, Frost and colleagues appear to have identified an important difference (that is, letter position uncertainty varies across languages). I think Frost downplays the insights that have been made by studying a restricted set of languages (most often English), but I agree that there is value in looking for general principles of visual word identification that apply across languages.

However, I think Frost has missed a universal property of visual word identification that inspired some of the models he criticizes, namely, position-invariant letter identification. According to Frost, the recent "revolution" in modeling word identification was motivated by the many demonstrations of letter-transposition priming, and this inspired the development of models with letter position uncertainty. However, contrary to this account, the revolution started with models designed, in large part, to support position-invariant identification of letters. This enables readers to identify familiar words in novel contexts (e.g., the word play in treeplay). Position-independent letter identification was central to the development of the self-organising lexical acquisition and recognition (SOLAR) model of visual word identification (Davis 1999) and the more recent spatial coding model (Davis 2010), both of which were inspired by the neural networks Grossberg (e.g., Grossberg 1978) designed to solve the so-called LTM invariance principle—networks developed long before the literature on transposed priming was established. More generally, context-independent identification of items is central to symbolic theories of object identification (Hummel & Biederman 1992), semantic knowledge (e.g., Fodor & Pylyshyn 1988), and short-term memory (Bowers et al. 2009), amongst other domains. This is not to deny that transposed letter (TL) priming effects provide a rich data source for constraining models of visual word identification, but, contrary to Frost, this was not the only (nor primary) motivation for some of the current theories of letter position coding.

The task of supporting position-invariant identification led to theories that are quite different than characterised by Frost, and a better appreciation of these models is critical for interpreting the reduced TL priming effects in Hebrew. I agree that the reduced TL priming suggests that position uncertainty is reduced in Hebrew compared to alphabetic scripts, plausibly for the reasons that Frost advances. But what the findings do not show is that letters are more rigidly bound to position in Hebrew compared to other (alphabetic) languages. Such a solution can account for the absence of TL priming in Hebrew, but at the cost of achieving position-independent letter identification. The challenge is to develop a (universal) model of letter coding that under some conditions includes very little positional uncertainty and, at the same time, achieves positional invariance (in Davis’s terminology, solves the alignment problem).

In fact, the combination of universal positional invariance and language-specific TL priming is highly constraining for theories. On the one hand, the position-invariant identification rules out rigid as well as noisy slot coding (noisy slot coding includes some positional uncertainty; Gomez et al. 2008). That is, any model in which letters are bound to position, such that the word play is coded as P-in-position-1, L-in-position-2, L-in-position-3, and Y-in-position-4, will not recognize play in treeplay (noisy slot coding will not help, as the noise cannot be so great that P-in-position-1 in play and P-in-position 5 in treeplay are similar). On the other hand, the lack of TL priming in Hebrew
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appears to challenge the open bigram account of letter position coding. Open bigrams support position-invariant identification by relying on the positional uncertainty of the bigrams (bigrams are not coded by position at all), and, accordingly, TL priming and position-invariant identification go hand-in-hand (which is not the case in Hebrew).

The spatial coding scheme of Davis (2010), however, can accommodate the range of TL priming effects across languages, and at the same time, support position-independent identification. A key feature of this model is that it does not rely on positional uncertainty in order to achieve position-invariant identification, and, accordingly, it is possible for the model to accommodate both sets of results. Indeed, Table 5 of Davis (2010) describes the results of the model when the position-uncertainty parameter is set to zero. Under these conditions, the model predicts no TL priming (like Hebrew; e.g., see simulations 21 and 22) and, at the same time, supports positional invariance as reflected in robust position-invariant priming (e.g., when the prime is composed of the last four letters of an eight-letter target; prime = stic, target = PLASTIC; simulation 60).

Still, the current spatial coding model does not predict that letter position uncertainty is reduced in Hebrew compared to all other languages. Accordingly, findings of Frost and colleagues do suggest that additional constraints need to be added to the spatial coding model so that the positional uncertainty varies as a function of the orthographic density of words or morphemes in a lexicon (or perhaps other idiosyncratic aspect of the a given language). This is an important conclusion, but it is even more important not to lose sight of a key universal constraint of visual word identification, namely, letter position invariance. The parallel distributed processing (PDP) models of word identification that Frost points to do not solve the alignment problem (despite their learning), nor do more recent PDP models that attempt to directly address this issue (Bowers & Davis 2009).

NOTE
1. In addition to SOLAR, open bigram models were designed to achieve position-independent word identification (Grainger & van Heuven 2003; Whitney 2001). More in line with Frost’s description of the literature, a number of subsequent letter-coding schemes were developed in response to the TL-priming data (Gomez et al. 2008; Norris et al. 2010). These later models do not support position-invariant word identification.
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Abstract: There are universals of language; but is it also true, as the target article claims, that there are universals of reading? We believe there are no such universals, and invite others to refute our claim by providing a list of some universals of reading. If there are no universals of reading, there cannot be a universal model of reading.

The target article makes a plea for the development of a universal model of reading “which outlines the common cognitive operations involved in orthographic processing in all writing systems” (Abstract)—that is, a model that is based on the universals of reading. But are there any universals of reading?

It is clear that there are universals of language. There are two kinds of language universals: formal and substantive (Chomsky 1965). A few examples of each will illustrate the difference. Probably the most discussed formal linguistic universal is recursivity (a.k.a. “discrete infinity”). Recursive procedures create outputs that suffice for their own reapplication. Recursive procedures account for the creativity of human language, yielding potentially unbounded expressions, for example, possessives (Bob’s mother’s aunt’s mother’s…). Another formal universal is structure dependence. The sequences of words that are produced and understood by language users are hierarchically organized, as opposed to being organized in a linear fashion, like beads on a string. For example, no human language derives a question from a statement by pronouncing the last word of the statement first, and even adults find it difficult to learn to play the part of a puppet that responds to other people by omitting the first three words of whatever they say (Read & Schreiber 1982). Although structure-independent operations are conceptually quite simple, human languages and their learners never adopt them (see, e.g., Crain & Nakayama 1987; Smith & Tsimpil 1995).

Substantive universals provide inventories of linguistic types, including the syntactic and semantic primitives of human languages. For example, all human languages contain nouns and verbs. Verbs take noun phrases as their “arguments,” and each argument noun phrase is associated with a unique thematic role (e.g., agent, theme, experiencer). Some verbs take a single argument (e.g., sleep, dine), some take two arguments (e.g., donate, meet) and some take more than two arguments (e.g., give, put). Turning to semantics, all languages express negation (e.g., no, not), and all languages use adverbial quantificational expressions (e.g., all, always). Finally, when two or more logical expressions appear together in sentences, different “scope” relations among these expressions are computed. This yields semantic ambiguities: for example, All planes do not carry pets.

Linguistic universals make important contributions to language acquisition. Universals like structure-dependence reveal that certain linguistic operations, although logically possible and computationally simple, are never found. It follows that children are not expected to try out such operations in the course of language development. This explains, in part, the universal mastery of human languages by young children; that is, the fact that every normal child is able to rapidly acquire any human language by age 3 or 4, without formal instruction or carefully sequenced input. This includes both spoken and visual-gestural (sign) languages. Notably, universal mastery is not paralleled in children’s attempts to master writing systems.

Another relevant observation about linguistic universals is that they are contingent facts about human language. Human languages could have evolved differently. Human languages might have consisted of lists of word sequences, rather than sentences generated by a recursive procedure; human languages might not have included adverbial quantifiers; and logical expressions might have been interpreted in linear order, rather than being assigned different scope relations.

Are there reading universals, in the way in which there are language universals? The target article claims this to be true. In contrast, we take the view that there are no reading universals. One problem is that it is not clear what Frost means by “reading universal.” Sometimes the idea seems to be that reading universals are general properties of writing systems; at other times, the idea seems to be that reading universals are general properties of the cognitive information-processing systems used for reading. We consider both of these ideas.

As the target article states, the definition of “writing system” is: any system by which visual symbols can be used to express meanings and pronunciations. The world has had hundreds, probably thousands, of writing systems. Can one identify any properties of this collection of systems that are contingently true of all of them, in the way that, as we have noted above, there are various features of language which are contingently true of all
Developing a universal model of reading necessitates cracking the orthographic code
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Abstract: I argue, contra Frost, that when prime lexicality and target density are considered, it is not clear that there are fundamental differences between form priming effects in Semitic and European languages. Furthermore, identifying and naming printed words in these languages raises common theoretical problems. Solving these problems and developing a universal model of reading necessitates “cracking” the orthographic input code.

A surprising claim made by Frost in the target article is that (in Hebrew) “letter order cannot be flexible but has to be extremely rigid” (sect. 4.2, para. 5). The basis for this claim is the observation that different roots often share different orderings of the same three consonants. But of course the same problem arises in English when distinguishing words like calm and clam. Successful identification of printed words in English and Hebrew requires a combination of exquisite sensitivity to relative position and considerable flexibility with respect to absolute letter position. “Extreme rigidity” might work very well if all of the Hebrew words that shared the same root contained the letters of that root in the same positions, as is the case for the root Z.M.R in zemer (song) and zamir (nightingale). But Hebrew orthography does not admit such a simple solution, as is illustrated by words like zimra (singing, music), z’mirah (music festival), and klezmer (musical instruments). Once again, the same problem arises in English. To appreciate the relationship between build, builder, rebuild, and shipbuilding, there must be commonality in the orthographic code for the build morpheme in these strings. Rigid, position-specific coding (whether left- or right-aligned) cannot accommodate this requirement, because the letters of build occur in different positions within these strings. This alignment problem (Davis 1999) was a key motivation for the development of spatial coding, and it is the fundamental reason why models of reading must address the issue of orthographic input coding. The alignment problem is common to many different orthographies, and models that attempt to solve this problem are addressing a universal constraint.

Frost’s invocation of a universality constraint to critique current models is based chiefly on a consideration of masked form priming effects. His review may give the impression that form-priming effects are found without fail in European languages and virtually never in Semitic languages, but the full story is more complicated. First, masked form primes give rise to inhibition when the prime is itself a word; for example, the prime calm inhibits identification of the target clam (Andrews 1996; see also Davis & Lupker 2006). This finding is predicted by models like the spatial coding model (Davis 2010), because the ability to discriminate words like calm and clam depends both on accurate encoding of letter order and on lexical inhibition. The latter mechanism ensures that the lexical representation that is most strongly supported by the orthographic input is able to suppress its competitors. By extension, representing root morphemes at the processing level above letters (e.g., Andrews & Davis 1999; Davis 1999, pp. 324–53) would lead to the prediction that transpositions that give rise to a different root than that embedded in the target should result in inhibitory priming, which is what Velan and Jacobs (2009) observed in Hebrew. Second, null form-priming effects are found in European languages for words with dense orthographic neighbourhoods (e.g., Forster & Davis 1991; Perea & Rosa 2000b). Thus, it is not at all clear that either the inhibitory or the null form-priming effects that have been reported in Hebrew (a notoriously dense orthography) are inconsistent with findings from European languages. Furthermore, nonomorphemic words with sparse neighbourhoods show the same pattern of facilitatory priming effects in Semitic and European languages. There is every reason to think that a successful model of Hebrew word identification could incorporate the same coding and processing mechanisms as the spatial coding model (Davis 1999: 2010).

The other constraint discussed by Frost is what he refers to as the linguistic plausibility constraint. In criticising the “new wave” of “orthographic models” for failing this constraint, Frost appears to suggest that the spatial coding model is “structured in a way that goes counter to the established findings for other linguistic dimensions” (sect. 2.2, para. 1, emphasis in the target article). But if so, it is unclear what aspect of the model he is referring to. Elsewhere Frost criticises the model for focussing exclusively on orthographic processing, but as Davis (2010) notes, this is not intended as a claim regarding the structure of the visual word recognition system, but rather as a commitment to nested modelling (e.g., Jacobs & Grainger 1994) and what Andrews (2006) has referred to as temporal (as opposed structural) modularity. That is, like other modellers, I have taken the approach of focussing on specific components of the full problem, but using a modelling framework that has been successful in capturing other aspects of performance, including effects in the Reicher–Wheeler test, speeded naming and lexical decision (e.g., Coltheart et al. 2001; McClelland & Rumelhart 1981; Perry et al. 2007). The commitment to temporal modularity does not imply “that an adequate description of the cognitive operations involved in recognizing printed words is constrained solely by the properties of orthographic structure” (sect. 8, para. 1, emphasis in original), but rather that, for skilled readers, printed words are most often identified principally on the basis of orthographic information, with phonological and semantic information being retrieved later.

Frost argues that models which learn will provide the ultimate answer to our modelling problems. I am a proponent of such models, but also appreciate the value of using hardwired models to better understand what must be learnt. Correlations between orthography and semantics or phonology cannot be discovered by any learning algorithm unless the input is structured in a way that preserves these correlations. Frost notes that, well before the new wave of models, Seidenberg and McClelland (1989) offered an
Bringing development into a universal model of reading
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Abstract: Reading development is integral to a universal model of reading. Developmental research can tell us which factors drive reading acquisition and which are the product of reading. Like adult research, developmental research needs to be contextualised within the language and writing system and it needs to include key cross-linguistic evaluations. This will create a universal model of reading development.

Frost’s review inspires reading researchers to take seriously the diversity in languages and writing systems in which reading occurs. Appropriately, Frost focuses on adult visual word recognition research, where the debates have been most heated as to the flexibility of letter-order processing. Frost alludes to the developmental implications of his proposal. I review here three relevant dimensions from, and with implications for, development research that will expand this picture—moving us towards a universal model of reading development.

First, recent developmental research provides a direct test of Frost’s proposal that, “for a model to produce different behavior as a function of the statistical properties of the language, the model has to be able to pick up the statistical properties of the language” (sect. 5, para. 5, italics in the original). Learning about letter-order regularities would be considered, in child reading research, within the construct of orthographic processing, or the “ability to form, store, and access orthographic representations” (Stanovich & West 1989, pp. 404). Frost’s statement suggests that children learn about orthographic processing through their reading. This is also the prediction of several prominent models of reading development (e.g., Ehri 2005; Share 1999). There is, however, a competing proposal from empirical research: that children’s orthographic processing determines their progress in learning to read (e.g., Wagner & Barki 1984; for a review, see Burt 2006).

Perhaps surprisingly, there has only been one empirical test to date of the direction of the relationship between orthographic processing and reading. In a longitudinal study of English children between grades 1 and 3 including the most common measures of orthographic processing, Deacon et al. (2012) have demonstrated that children’s reading determines their growth in orthographic processing rather than the other way around. This is the key advantage of developmental research: It can tell us about which skills drive reading acquisition and which are the product of reading.

This developmental approach provides empirical confirmation of Frost’s suggestion that children learn about orthographic regularities through their reading experience. Considering this cross-linguistically, Abu-Rabia (1997) found that orthographic processing did not correlate with reading for Hebrew-learning children, even at the same point in time; this finding diverges considerably from similar studies done with children learning English, where such relationships abound (e.g., Cunningham et al. 2001). Abu-Rabia’s finding makes sense if one considers the relative paucity of the orthographic regularities that are learned in Hebrew, where, as Frost points out, transitional probabilities are far less informative as to word identity. Clearly, cross-linguistic extensions of these developmental studies will be informative in identifying the language-specific and universal mechanisms of the learning to read.

Second, the concern that Frost raises about a hyper-focus on orthographic processing needs to be brought to bear on models of reading development. The two most prominent models propose that early reading acquisition is driven by phonological processes with a shift to orthographic processing, either in a later phase (Ehri 2005) or with specific items (Share 1995). Ehri’s (2005) phase theory of reading development considers children’s learning of letter patterns to be of both syllables and morphemes. According to this approach, all frequent letter patterns are processed similarly, regardless of whether these have a basis in meaning (e.g., -ion versus -ight, respectively). Share’s (1995) self-teaching hypothesis is effectively a model of orthographic learning; through phonological decoding, children learn word-specific representations. Morphological effects are conceptualised as indexing reading efficiency. It is inappropriate to include orthographic processing: children have a great deal to learn about the orthographic patterns in a writing system and the orthographic representations of individual words. And yet an over-emphasis on orthographic processing has led the vast majority of developmental research to consider only two facets of the linguistic context. The majority focuses on phonological and orthographic processing (e.g., Cunningham et al. 2001). Even the extension to morphological processing in more recent research tends to focus on only two dimensions, in this case phonological and morphological processing (e.g., Carlisle 2000; Deacon & Kirby 2004).

Recent developmental studies have begun to take seriously the full context suggested by Frost. Orthographic processing and morphological awareness have been shown to make distinctive contributions to reading outcomes (from each other and from phonological awareness) both in younger (Deacon 2012) and older child readers (Roman et al. 2009; see also, Garcia et al. 2010; Tong & McBride-Chang 2010). Children are clearly attending to more than orthographic dimensions in the process of learning to read, and so should models of reading development.

The final critical step is to bring together a full linguistic and writing system context with rich cross-linguistic comparisons. All discussions, both developmental and adult, need to be framed in the context of the relative weighting that each language places on these linguistic dimensions, a point duly taken from Frost. As we have already reviewed, orthographic processing does not appear to be predictive of reading outcomes in Hebrew (Abu-Rabia 1997). Clearly, the role of orthographic processing might depend on its place in the writing system in which children are learning to read. Similarly, turning to morphology, McBride-Chang et al. (2005) demonstrated that morphological awareness was more strongly associated with children’s reading outcomes in Chinese and Korean than in English. Both Chinese and Korean represent morphology in the writing system to a much greater extent than does English, and so these data demonstrate the clear need to consider the language context in which reading occurs. The next key move is to integrate these developmental and cross-linguistic comparisons with the full linguistic context of learning (e.g., Share 2008).

I share Frost’s quest for a universal model of reading; I would put forward that it must be a universal model of reading development. It needs to be universal in considering the phonological, orthographic, and morphological dimensions of the context in which the reading occurs. It needs to be developmental in evaluating the factors that underlie children’s reading acquisition, as well as those that continue to inform adult word recognition. Reading researchers across all orthographies need to keep this laudable goal in their sights.
Does a focus on universals represent a new trend in word recognition?
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Abstract: Comparisons across languages have long been a means to investigate universal properties of the cognitive system. Although differences between languages may be salient, it is the underlying similarities that have advanced our understanding of language processing. Frost is not unique in emphasizing that the interaction among linguistic codes reinforces the inadequacy of constructing a model of word recognition where orthographic processes operate in isolation.

By allowing for the interaction of orthographic with other types of linguistic structure, Frost becomes an advocate for a more universal and less Hebrew-centered theoretical approach. For those of us who have long held that view, we welcome this change. In the past, Frost and his colleagues frequently offered up Hebrew as the exceptional language, citing its inflexing rather than concatenation of morphemes as the reason why a model based on the principles that apply to English will not work (Frost et al. 1987, 1997, 2000a; 2000b; 2005). It is they who characterized Hebrew as a language separate and defined English as the default against which to evaluate other languages.

Variation among languages in reading and visual word recognition has long provided a tool with which to investigate universal properties of the cognitive system. Although differences between languages may be striking, it is the more abstract similarities, often captured in terms of complex interactions among linguistic codes (e.g., orthography × morphology) that have been more useful in advancing our understanding of the processes that underlie reading and word recognition. We highlight two well-established lines of research to make this point. Both capture the interaction of semantic with orthographic processing.

A common assumption in models of word recognition is that morphologically structured words are decomposed into their morphemes and that the initial process is semantically blind and based solely on the orthographic form of the stem (e.g., Rastle et al. 2004). Accordingly, analysis of a word composed of multiple morphemes (i.e., morphologically complex) proceeds without recourse to the meaning of its constituents or to the word as a whole. Counter to this claim, we have reported that semantically similar (e.g., coolant–COOL) prime-target pairs produce greater facilitation than do dissimilar (e.g., rampant–RAMP) pairs when English words appear in the forward masked primed lexical decision task (Feldman et al. 2000b). Likewise in Serbian, with its many words formed from an orthographically and phonologically identical stem, semantically similar primes produce greater facilitation than do semantically dissimilar primes (Feldman et al. 2012). Results in morphologically rich Serbian, like those in relatively impoverished English, show very early effects of semantics under conditions that are purported to foster orthographic processing in a morpheme. In this respect, both studies confirm statistically a pattern that is revealed meta-analytically even when it is not uniformly significant in individual studies (Feldman et al. 2009).

Note that English and Serbian are at opposite ends of the continuum with respect to systematicity in the mapping between form and meaning (with morphologically rich Serbian showing greater systematicity than English). Yet, despite differences in their morphological complexity, both languages reveal contributions of semantics under conditions where others have asserted that orthographic processing dominates (for a review, see Druckel & Aicher 2008).

The second and more established line of research shows morphological influences on orthographic processing in both English and Hebrew (Feldman et al. 1995), minimal consequences of orthographic disruptions to the root morpheme introduced by Hebrew’s infining structure (Feldman & Bentin 1994), and robust effects of morphological family size despite the contrast between Hebrew’s infining morphology and the concatenative morphology in English (Moscoso del Prado Martin et al. 2005). Data derive from varied tasks. In the segment-shifting variant of a naming task, participants decompose a word into its morpheme constituents, shift a letter sequence (ER in the following examples) from prime to target, and then name the target aloud. Latencies were faster (15 msec) to form PAINTER from PAINT after seeing DRUMMER than after SUMMER. The critical manipulation is that ER on the former but not the latter is morphemic and thus changes the stem in a semantically predictable way. Analogous effects were reported in Hebrew (Feldman et al. 1995) and Serbian (Feldman & Andjelković 1992). A specifically Hebrew finding is that orthographic disruptions to a Hebrew prime (e.g., GMR) introduced by a word pattern that disrupts the root (GOMaR vs. GaMaR, where uppercase letters are represented by letters and lowercase letters by optional diacritics) did not alter facilitation to a morphologically related target in the lexical decision task (Feldman & Bentin 1994). The failure to detect orthographic effects in Hebrew led Frost and his colleagues to claim that morphological roots provide the organizing principle for the lexical space of Hebrew, while constituent letters and their position function to organize the space for English and other Indo-European languages (Frost et al. 2005; p. 1295). The results discussed above fail to provide compelling evidence that the lexicons of Hebrew speakers are organized in a fundamentally different manner, however.

Family size (i.e., the number of words sharing a base morpheme) predicts decision latencies in languages such as Dutch, Finnish, German, and English, where base morphemes can stand alone as words or be affixed, but also in Hebrew, where a second morpheme is infixed inside the root morpheme. Compounds constitute proportionally more morphological family members in English or Dutch than in Hebrew, but the languages do not differ in morphological family size (Moscoso del Prado Martín et al. 2005). Despite some variation in the manner by which morphemes combine, Hebrew, like the other languages, shows robust effects of morphological family size on single word recognition.

It is evident that the consequences of orthographic differences across languages can get exaggerated when orthographic structure is examined in isolation. The results of many studies that have been conducted over the past decade in languages other than English challenge the claim that orthographic processing remains isolated from phonological, morphological, and semantic effects. Frost is not unique in claiming that serious consideration of the interaction among linguistic codes across languages reinforces the inadequacy of constructing a model of a stage of word recognition in English, or in Hebrew or Chinese for that matter, around isolated orthographic processes.
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Abstract: The properties of a specific orthography dictate the way people read it. We bring considerations from dyslexia to suggest that the claim can be extended further. First, the effect of orthographic neighborhood density can be extended beyond letter-position encoding and beyond the orthographic lexicon. Second, Hebrew and Arabic differ with respect to letter forms, and hence, in letter-position encoding.

The research of dyslexia and patterns of reading in various dyslexias can be revealing with respect to the characterization of normal cognitive processes. One of the domains in which dyslexia is informative is the effect of the properties of the various orthographies on reading. On the basis of studies of dyslexia, we suggest that Frost's proposal regarding the interaction between the nature of an orthography and reading can be further extended along several lines.

The varied effects of orthographic neighbors. Frost discusses density of orthographic space and its effect on letter-position encoding in reading. We suggest that density effects on reading go beyond orthographic density in the orthographic input lexicon, beyond letter-position encoding, and beyond normal reading. First, when thinking about the process of single word reading (for which we assume the dual route model; Coltheart 2006; Coltheart et al. 2001; Ellis & Young 1996; Marshall 1984), lexical density affects reading in two ways. One way relates to the orthographic input lexicon, the other to output stages and the lexicality of response. Take, for example, a case in which the information that arrives from the orthographic-visual analyzer is partial (or underspecified). If this partial output matches a single item in the orthographic input lexicon, the reading is expected to be correct, even if the early encoding failed. For example, if the target word is frog, underspecified information about the order of the middle letters would still activate the correct entry in the lexicon. However, if the neighborhood is dense, then partial information might activate other lexical items that match the partial information. For example, for the word bared, underspecified order of middle letters might activate other entries in the orthographic input lexicon, which might end up in reading the more frequent bread or beard.

The density of the lexical space has an important effect beyond the orthographic input lexicon. One can see such effects acting on later stages of reading and responses. Individuals with dyslexia tend to produce lexical responses in reading aloud. Therefore, target words for which an error creates another existing word are more liable to be read incorrectly. This is the case even when the orthographic input lexicon is not involved in reading, as in surface dyslexia. Individuals with impaired orthographic input lexicon, who therefore cannot read via the lexical route, read via the sublexical route. For these individuals, the density of the lexical space is still a crucial factor, determining whether or not they will make an error in reading. This can be most clearly viewed in the effect of potentiophones on reading in surface dyslexia. Potentiophones are words that are written differently and sound differently, but when read solely via grapheme-to-phoneme conversion, can be read aloud as the other word, which sounds differently. An example is the word none, which can be read as known if read via grapheme-to-phoneme conversion.

Potentiophones are significantly more difficult for individuals with surface dyslexia than words for which a surface-dyslexia error does not create another word (Friedmann & Lukov 2008). Because they do not read aloud via the orthographic input lexicon, the lexical density effect should be attributed to the output stages, rather than to the orthographic input lexicon. Namely, beyond the basic classification of languages into deep and shallow languages, the manifestation of surface dyslexia would depend crucially on another property: the availability of potentiophones. Thus, reading mechanisms may be identical in different languages, but the different orthographies may lead to different reading outcomes.

Moreover, the effect of orthographic-space density extends beyond letter-position encoding, to abstract letter identity. If letter-identity encoding fails, dense neighborhoods should also hamper reading. The underspecified letter-identity information would activate other entries in the orthographic input lexicon that match this partial information. Take, for example, the word fold, which has a large Coltheart’s N (Coltheart et al. 1977). If the reader fails to encode the identity of a letter in the target word fold, many other words (like cold, hold, fond, and folk) can be activated. This point has a crucial effect on the manifestation of various dyslexias resulting from impairments in the orthographic-visual analyzer, including: visual dyslexia (Friedmann et al. 2012), neglect dyslexia (Vallar et al. 2010), and attentional dyslexia (Davis & Coltheart 2002), dyslexias in which letter-identity errors result in existing words.

Hebrew and Arabic: Similar, yet different. Hebrew and Arabic share the pivotal role of morphology, as well as the effect of morphological structure on reading. However, whereas Frost’s target article treats all Semitic languages as one group with identical properties, and hence predicts similar reading patterns with respect to letter-position encoding, Hebrew and Arabic present important differences that create different reading patterns and different manifestations of dyslexia in the two languages (Friedmann & Haddad-Hanna, in press a; in press b). This point can be demonstrated by a property that is one of the main pillars of the target article: letter-position encoding.

Arabic orthography presents a unique orthographic feature: Letters take different forms in different positions in the word. The form of each letter is determined by its position in the word—initial, middle, or final, and whether or not it ligates to the letter that precedes it. The ligature status of a letter depends on whether the preceding letter is one of the six non-ligating letters, in which case it would not ligate to the previous letter, or one of the other letters. This factor of letter forms that are determined by letter position crucially affects letter-position encoding in Arabic. Friedmann and Haddad-Hanna (in press a; in press b) found that letter form had a substantial effect on the incidence of letter-position errors of Arabic-speaking individuals with letter-position dyslexia (LPD). Twelve individuals with developmental LPD made letter-position errors almost only when the change of letter position did not require a change in letter form.

Importantly, the difference in this property between Arabic and Hebrew orthography led to differences in letter-position errors in the two languages. In a study of a bilingual Arabic-Hebrew man with acquired LPD, Friedmann and Haddad-Hanna (in press a) reported that, in reading lists of single words, he made significantly more letter-position errors in Hebrew than in Arabic. This difference was due to the fact that whereas both lists included migratable words, in Arabic a migration of the middle letters in many of these migratable words required letter-form change. Because Arabic readers with LPD do not make letter-position errors that change letter form, the participant made significantly fewer letter-position errors in the Arabic list. When given a list that only included migratable words in which the migration does not change letter form, his error rates in Hebrew and Arabic were the same (see also Friedmann & Gvion [2005] for the effect of letter forms on the manifestation of another type of dyslexia—word-based neglect dyslexia). Thus, Hebrew and Arabic differ along dimensions that create different outcomes in reading. More generally, there are various dimensions along which orthographies differ: the exact same reading mechanism, when faced with different orthographies and languages, may give rise to different reading outcomes in normal reading and in dyslexia.
Visual word recognition models should also be constrained by knowledge about the visual system
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Abstract: Frost's article advocates for universal models of reading and critiques recent models that concentrate in what has been described as "cracking the orthographic code." Although the challenge to develop models that can account for word recognition beyond Indo-European languages is welcomed, we argue that reading models should also be constrained by general principles of visual processing and object recognition.

Any computational or mathematical model has to negotiate the tension between parsimony and a diverse and often fragmented empirical landscape. Frost's article correctly points out that the field is extremely Anglocentric, and that there is overwhelming evidence (particularly from studies done with Semitic languages) which indicates that current models of visual word recognition have a rather limited descriptive adequacy beyond the data sets (obtained mostly from English readers) that are used as benchmarks.

We interpret Frost's call for a universal model of reading to mean that the same general architecture, with different parameter values, should account for reading behavior (or at least visual word recognition) across a variety of languages. In other words, a universal model of reading should assume that Hebrew readers and English readers engage in basically the same processes while identifying written words. This process might produce different outcomes depending on the linguistic context (e.g., the presence or absence of roots or prefixes). A key finding pointing towards a unified mechanism with different parameters is that Hebrew readers show flexibility in the encoding of letter position (just like English readers) when presented with Hebrew words that are non-root-derived. It is impossible for the readers to anticipate whether they are about to encounter a root-derived or non-root-derived word, so one could not argue for different strategies depending on the kind of word; instead, the same process produces different outcomes depending on the nature of the input.

We argue that the starting point of a "universal" theory of visual word recognition should be the visual system that is shared by readers in all languages. In fact, some of the current models that Frost is critical of assume that the process of letter-position coding shares principles with other forms of visual processing. Namely, both the overlap model (Gomez et al. 2008) and the Bayesian reader (Norris & Kinoshita, in press) claim that there is no "code to crack." and that the transposed letter (TL) effects are a by-product of object-position uncertainty as described by general models of visual attention (e.g., Ashby et al. 1996; Logan 1996).

The overlap model as currently formulated could not account for the data presented by Velan and Frost (2011), which show different outcomes depending on the type of word presented. So, how would a model that assumes that TL effects are merely a by-product of the visual system's organization account for the linguistic context effects mentioned by Frost? The target article raises important issues in its discussion of the differences between Hebrew and English. Whereas in English the presence of a particular letter is rather uninformative about other letters in a word, in Hebrew the probability of a letter being in a given position is highly predictive of the other letters present in the word. From a Bayesian point of view, one can think of this process as generating posterior functions from a prior and a posterior distribution.

Universals of reading: Developmental evidence for linguistic plausibility
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Abstract: Children's reading and spelling errors show that orthographic learning involves complex interactions with phonology, morphology, and meaning throughout development. Even young children seek to make their visual word recognition strategies linguistically coherent. Orthographic knowledge gained through spelling affects reading, and vice versa. Developmental data support Frost's claim that letter-coding flexibility reflects the optimization of encoding resources in a highly developed system.

Frost has gathered compelling data from Semitic languages showing that skilled readers are sensitive to letter order. He therefore argues that paradigms such as transposed-letter priming (TLP) cannot tell us anything of universal significance regarding the brain and lexical processing. Here I argue that developmental data from an orthography showing TLP (English) lead to the same conclusion. Children do not learn to read, nor spell, in a cognitive vacuum. Instead, their errors during learning demonstrate that "orthographic" learning cannot be separated from other aspects of language development. Learning to recognize printed words involves complex interactions with phonology, morphology, and meaning from the very beginning of learning.

When children are learning to spell, letter-order sensitivity is mandatory. If young children produce spellings that are insensitive to letter order, perhaps writing "GAOL" for "goal" or "LOIN" for "lion," these spellings are wrong. In orthographically inconsistent languages like English, children make many such errors, and therefore rote-learning of spelling conventions and weekly spelling tests are a ubiquitous part of primary (elementary) education. Indeed, children who are sensitive to letter order but who produce spellings that are not phonetically acceptable (e.g., "COUGE" for "cough" or "SURARCH" for "search") are those children who are educationally at risk for disorders of literacy (Frith 1980). Frith reported that 12-year-old children whose spelling errors were phonetically acceptable (e.g., "COFF" for "cough," "SURCH" for "search") usually resolved their spelling problems after further rote-learning. In contrast, children who had produced spellings like "COUGE" went on to have literacy difficulties.

Early reading errors show the strong influence of meaning in English children's early orthographic behaviour. For example, Seymour and Elder (1986) noted visual word recognition errors like "TIGERS" for "lions," "WHEELS" for "car," and "GIRL" for...
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“children.” These substitutions are semantically appropriate, but they ignore the letter–sound correspondences in the target words: Meaning can trump phonology in early reading. However, at the same time, when learning to spell, young children will spell words accurately that they cannot read (e.g., “bun,” “mat,” “leg”; Bradley & Bryant 1979; Bryant & Bradley 1980). This suggests that in early spelling, phonology is the trump card. Children can build a spelling pattern like “bun” by analyzing the sounds in the target word, but they then fail to recognize the visual word that they have just written down when asked to read it aloud.

Many of children’s spelling errors show the importance of phonology. Very young spellers use phonological insights that conventional English orthography ignores. Thus, words like “chair” and “truck” are spelled with the same onset (“CH”). This is phonologically appropriate because the first sound in the word “truck” is affricated, hence children misspell “truck” as “CHRAG.” Other examples include “ASCHEHAY” for “ashtray” and “CHRIBLS” for “troubles” (Read 1986). Spelling errors will even differ by English dialect. American 7-year-olds (rhotic dialect) will misspell “girl” as “GRL,” whereas British 7-year-olds (non-rhotic dialect) will misspell “girl” as “GEL” (Treiman et al. 1997). The rhotic dialect of American phonology pronounces the letter “R” after the vowel, and this linguistic knowledge affects orthographic learning. Very young spellers add more letters than conventional to reflect phonology; for example, “SOWEMEG” for “swimming” (complex onset SW). They also use letter names in spelling (as in “TOM NICTA CR” for “Tom nicked a car”; Read 1986; Treiman 1993). The letter name of “R” sounds like the phonological rime of “car.”

Children’s spelling errors also show that morphological knowledge affects orthographic learning. For example, young children produce errors like “KIST” for “kissed” and “CLAPT” for “clapped.” However, after learning the “ed” rule, some children over-apply the rule to spell words that are not verbs, for example, producing “SOFED” for “soft” and “NECSED” for “next” (Nunes & Bryant 2006). This is not a rare anomaly: More than half of the children in this longitudinal study produced errors of this kind. Gradually, children realize that words like “kissed” have two morphemes, whereas “miss” has only one morpheme, and stop producing these spelling errors (by the age of around 9 years). Nunes and Bryant (2006) argue that this is not because of direct teaching, as they measured the teachers’ morphological knowledge and found they were unaware of which verbs added “ed” (“kiss–kissed”) and which did not (“sleep–slept”). Rather, such errors decline via implicit learning of the complex interactions between phonology, morphology, and meaning.

Clearly, therefore, young learners apply multiple linguistic strategies to the processing of orthographic form. Implicit orthographic learning also affects the recovery of phonology from print, showing that implicit learning is bi-directional. English 7-year-olds are better at reading non-words like “BICKET,” which use orthographic segments of real words like “TICKET” to represent phonology, than matched non-words like “BIKKET” (51% versus 39%; see Goswami et al. 1997). Implicit knowledge also affects silent reading. In a proofreading task, 12-year-olds detected significantly more silent-letter omissions (“SISSORS” for “scissors”) than pronounced-letter omissions (“SCARELY” for “scarcely”; Frith 1978). This shows the influence of implicit morphological knowledge. Silent letters often reflect morphological roots (Latin “scissors” for “cutter”). Similarly, 8-year-olds recall more words on the basis of a silent-letter prompt (C’ for “SCISSORS”) than a pronounced-letter prompt (C’ for “SCRIBBLE”; Ehr & Wilce 1982). Just as for skilled adults, the task in hand matters for the strategy that is employed. Letters are treated differently by the cognitive system, depending on the specific linguistic environment created by the (experimental) task.

Data like these provide a wealth of evidence supporting Frost’s argument that models of visual word recognition must reflect the basic fact that words have phonological, semantic, and morphological characteristics as well as orthographic characteristics. The errors made by young learners of English show that children learning to recognize visual word forms seek linguistic coherence throughout the skill acquisition process. A universal model of reading hence needs to take account of developmental data as well as cross-linguistic data. Even though TLP is found in skilled readers of English, data fail to support Frost’s theoretical view. Letter-order insensitivity is an idiosyncratic strategy used by skilled readers to optimize encoding resources in certain linguistic environments.

Explaining word recognition, reading, the universe, and beyond: A modest proposal
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Abstract: Frost proposes a new agenda for reading research, whereby cross-linguistic experiments would uncover linguistic universals to be integrated within a universal theory of reading. We reveal the dangers of following such a call, and demonstrate the superiority of the very approach that Frost condemns.

Frost’s appeal for universal theorizing contrasts with the recommendation formulated by Jacobs and Grainger (1994) to “grow” models not wildly but in accord with a few general principles and a few pragmatist strategies. Frost proposes a two-tier approach to modeling that comprises a “universal” level and a “local” level. This two-tier approach is analogous to Marr’s (1982) distinction between the computational theory (that answers the “why?” question) and its implementation (that addresses the “how?” question). Frost is therefore following in the footsteps of a number of protagonists of this top-down approach to scientific theorizing, championed in recent years by the Bayesian tradition. In a nutshell, the claim is that it is the computational theory that is important and we can basically ignore the details of its implementation.

With respect to understanding reading, Frost’s major claim is that language-specific research does not contribute to a general theory of reading. Taking the example of research on orthographic processing in Indo-European languages, he states that “sensitivity to letter order per se does not tell us anything interesting about how the brain encodes letter position, from the perspective of a theory of reading.” Instead, it tells us something very interesting about how the cognitive system treats letters in specific linguistic environments (sect. 1.1, para. 6, original emphasis). This is a statement that is just as much perplexing as it is logically flawed. Since a theory of reading must encompass a model of how the cognitive system treats letters in specific linguistic environments, then if the latter is deemed to be of interest, this interest must still hold in the former. Moreover, we would argue that taking Frost’s appeal seriously would likely lead research as far astray as the Chomskyan movement’s focus on uncovering innate linguistic abilities in a quest for the “universal grammar.”

What might a universal theory of reading look like? First, and here we agree with Frost (but who could disagree?), that it would need to be founded on basic principles of human information processing. Now, recent years have seen a consensus develop around at least two such principles: (1) The brain is an information-processing device that strives to make optimal decisions; and (2) behavior adapts optimally to environmental
constraints via the principles of statistical learning. In fact, it is precisely these two principles that, for the moment, constitute Frost’s universal model of reading. Not a major breakthrough, we would argue, since (1) such general principles are often acknowledged by theorists working at a more local level (e.g., Dufau et al., in press); and (2) although they certainly provide important constraints on theories of reading, without the details of the implementation they would not be much use to a speech therapist trying to understand why a child cannot learn to read.

Here we describe a universal theory of reading that has been slowly nurtured by the kind of refinement process for scientific progress advocated by Jacobs and Grainger (1994). Indeed, applying a language-specific approach has helped uncover a number of universal clues. These clues are neural, developmental, and computational. The neural clue is that reading involves a quite particular piece of neural machinery (the visual system and the visual word form area; see Dehaene & Cohen 2011). The developmental clue is that humans are already experts at object recognition when they start to learn to read. The computational clue is that there is one way to represent and compare sequences that has proved very efficient from a purely computational perspective. This theory goes by the name of “string kernels” (Hannagan & Grainger, in press).

Like three lines crossing at the same point, these cross-language–even cross-domain–clues lead to the proposal that humans must represent words not by assigning absolute positions to different parts, but by keeping track of the relationship between parts—that is, by detecting feature combinations (see also Whitney 2001). In English, for instance, orthographic processing would involve extracting ordered letter combinations: Reading TIME requires extracting, among others, the combination TI but not IT. This is equivalent to representing words as points in a high-dimensional space, the space indexed by all possible letter combinations. In machine learning, the function that compares sequences in this space is known as a string kernel. String kernels drastically improve the linear separability of word representations, a property that is desirable in English as in Hebrew, or whatever the statistics of one’s particular lexicon turn out to be. Given that the primate visual system is already believed to use feature combinations to represent visual objects (e.g., Brincat & Connor 2004), it is also the minimal modification to the child’s pre-existing visual object recognition system. In addition, string kernels form a quite versatile solution that has recently found success in disciplines ranging from bioinformatics to automatic language processing. These successes were obtained parsimoniously by varying only three parameters (length of letter combinations, gap penalty, and wildcard character), demonstrating that different kernels can capture the particulars of many application domains. String kernels can also be trained so as to ignore certain dimensions in the letter combination space and to favor others. In this view, the task of learning the visual word code becomes the task of learning to represent words by adequate feature combinations—learning the right string kernel function.

The theory thus follows Frost’s first criterion for model evaluation, the “universality constraint,” since it applies to different languages, and indeed goes beyond this restricted universality because it applies to different modalities, different object categories, and even in very different fields of science. It also follows Frost’s criterion 2 for model evaluation (“linguistic plausibility”), since, following Grainger and Ziegler (2011), we argue that the nature of the mapping of orthographic features onto higher-level linguistic representations (i.e., the appropriate string kernel) is constrained by the very nature of these higher-level representations. Finally, and most importantly, the theory also exhibits explanatory adequacy. It provides a better fit to a set of independently established benchmark phenomena (Davis 2010) than do competing models, and it does so with a much smaller number of free parameters.

Abstract: The principles for universal reading models proposed by Frost correspond to developmental theories, in which neurocognitive constraints and cultural experiences shape development. We question his contention that Hebrew word identification is fundamentally about roots, excluding verbal and nominal word-pattern morphemes; and we propose that readers use all information available in stimuli, adjusting for volume and usefulness.

Frost proposes two principles for universal reading models: They must apply to any writing system and accommodate findings related to all linguistic dimensions. These correspond to a central theme in developmental theory: Development is intimately bound with experience, particularly cultural experience.

In Frost’s view, neurocognitive and cultural constraints shape languages to idiosyncratically maximize the information packed into each word. Complementarily, individuals’ brains learn to extract information efficiently from their linguistic environment. While we strongly agree with this claim, our attention was drawn to Frost’s contention that reading Hebrew is fundamentally about identifying morphemic roots, and that “the other letters of the word do not serve for lexical access, at least not initially” (sect. 4.1). Those other letters comprise the root’s siblings in morphological decomposition: the word pattern (WP). We believe it is important to recognize WPs as a source of information, processed alongside their big brother, the root.

Frost suggests that the WP morpheme’s primary role in visual word identification is to “flash out” (sect. 5, para. 4) the all-important root, due to the skewed frequency distribution of WP letters. In fact, as he has acknowledged elsewhere (Frost et al. 2005), the Semitic WP can independently pack a substantial volume of information—pronunciation, part of speech, person, number, gender, tense, voice, and reflexivity. Far from merely flashing out a root, word-pattern morphemes flesh out the meaning of a word.

Analyses of Hebrew print generally distinguish three groups of morphemes: some 3,000 roots, about 100 nominal WPs, and about 100 verbal WPs, the latter grouped into seven “constructions” (Shimron 2006). These distributions lead Frost to argue statistical invisibility for the WP. However, the forms are distinguished not only by number and linguistic class. They lie along a continuum of information volume. At one extreme, roots anchor mutually exclusive morphemic families. At the other, most nominal WPs carry little more information than “this word, pronounced this way, in a noun,” occasionally signaling narrower semantic categories, such as “professional,” “craftsman,” or “event.” Somewhere in the middle fall verbal WPs.

This notion of a continuum of information volume, from roots to verbal patterns to noun patterns, is not inconsistent with Frost’s research. In a series of priming experiments, Frost and colleagues have demonstrated reaction-time and fixation-duration facilitation by shared roots (Deutsch et al. 2003; Frost et al. 1997) or verbal word patterns (Deutsch et al. 1998; 2005). Although facilitation by nominal word patterns has not reached statistical significance (Deutsch et al. 1998c), Frost et al. (2005) found consistent benefits for shared nominal word patterns; these were especially large—up to 22 msec—in pseudo-words, where noun patterns, the sole information-bearing morphemes, reduced reaction time by 12 msec more than did identity primes.

Since roots and verbal patterns carry large volumes of information, it makes sense that priming them significantly shortens
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fixations and reaction time. And since nominal patterns carry little information, it makes sense that they would not produce as strong an effect. However, these findings do not imply that nominal WPs are unimportant in word identification; their contribution may be too small or too early to affect behavioral measures.

Electrophysiological research has found indexes of multiple types of information bound to single written words within 200 msec of exposure (Pulvermüller et al. 2009), including morphological analysis as early as 180 msec (Kellenbach et al. 2002). Pulvermüller and colleagues make the case for near-simultaneous processing of multiple, overlapping information components, a case strengthened with respect to morphemes by Kuperman et al. (2009). Event-related potentials (ERPs), a measure at the temporal scale of eye-tracking but with access to hidden neural events, might provide evidence of the role of nominal WPs in Semitic word identification.

Such findings would support the general principle that readers learn to use every scrap of information provided by written language. Evidence of word identification guided by the volumes of information in cognitively defined segments of a visual stimulus, whether single or multiple-letter, consecutive or interdigitated, would go beyond Frost’s demonstration that the extraction of information from written words is not universally controlled at the level of letter identity. It would suggest that extraction tactics may not map to categories like orthography, morphology, phonology, and semantics at all, nor to theoretical timetables distinguishing pre-lexical perception from lexical cognition, but emerge in response to both linguistic and non-linguistic qualities of the stimulus, including information volume or real-time usefulness (Miller 2012). For instance, Holcomb and colleagues, using ERPs to study repetition and associative priming, proposed that differences might derive not from the linguistic categories, form, and meaning, but from the processes evoked by relationships between neural representations of prime and target: activation of shared representations in the first case, connection across related representations in the second (Holcomb & Craiger 2009; Holcomb et al. 2005).

If minds extract all they can from every word, morpheme, and letter, guided by many characteristics of the segmented stimulus, then the role of formal patterns in reading Hebrew goes beyond probabilistic invisibility. In the same vein, developmental research indicates that experiences which enable reading extend far beyond the statistical learning invoked by Frost. Readers acquire cognitive schemata that recapitulate the language at hand. And long phonemes are transparently marked in written Finnish. We argue that it is particularly unlikely in a language with morphologically densely packed information. This is to say that the extreme phonological transparency of Finnish has made it suitable for the creation of long words with morphologically densely packed information. This is to some extent true. However, the unpacking of morphological information during recognition – due to lack of clear segmentation cues and due to visual acuity limitations of the eye – is by no means straightforward. This is demonstrated by Bertram et al. (2004), who found that the identification of long compound words is slowed down when the letters spanning the morpheme boundary could create a frequent within-syllable bigram (i.e., the possibility for a misparse is created). On the other hand, when the morphological structure in long, three-constituent compound words is signaled
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Abstract: We agree with Frost that flexible letter-position coding is unlikely to be a universal property of word recognition across different orthographies. We argue that it is particularly unlikely in morphologically rich languages like Finnish. We also argue that dual-route models are not overly flexible and that they are well equipped to adapt to the linguistic environment at hand.

In his target article, Ram Frost argues that current models of word recognition are “ill-advanced” (sect. 1, para. 5) because they (1) focus mainly on orthographic processing, and (2) incorporate flexible letter-position coding as a general property of the cognitive system. We warmly welcome his criticism. As noted by Frost, in many languages the morphological structure of words has a key role to play in word recognition. Finnish is a prime example of a morphologically rich language. Although the crucial experiments have not been done, it appears likely that letter-position coding in Finnish is not as flexible as in some other alphabetic languages. When words as a rule contain multiple morphemes, letter positions become more constrained than in languages with restricted morphology (e.g., English). In Finnish, transposing two letters at morpheme boundary can completely change the word meaning. For example, transposing two letters in valalta, an inflected form of vala (oath), results in valalta, which has a completely different meaning (to conquer). Thus, although not yet demonstrated, it is highly likely that in these kind of instances Finnish would not show transposed letter priming (i.e., valalta would not prime valalta), similarly to Hebrew.

Although the relevant empirical evidence concerning transposed letter priming is missing for Finnish, there is supportive evidence (Duñábertia et al. 2007) from a morphologically poorer language, Spanish, and a morphologically rich language, Basque, for the claim that in morphologically productive languages flexible letter-position coding across morphemes may lead to insurmountable problems for the processing system. This study was mentioned only in passing in Frost’s target article. In a priming study, Duñábertia et al. (2007) obtained no transposed letter effect for letter transpositions spanning the morpheme boundary either for prefixed Basque words, or for prefixed or suffixed (mesoenero → mesoenero = landlord) Spanish words. Similar results have been obtained by Christianson et al. (2005) in English for suffixed words (see, however, Rueckl & Rimzhim 2011) and compound words (sunshine → sunshine). If the compound word experiment is replicable in Finnish (as argued above, it should be) and other languages where compounding is highly productive (e.g., Dutch and German), it would further undermine the notion of flexible letter-position coding as a universal feature of written-word recognition. In Finnish, for example, more than 60% of all word entries in the dictionary are compound words.

In addition to morphological complexity, Finnish has other features that stress the significance of individual letters (and their positions). It is not infrequent that doubling a letter (either consonant or vowel) creates a new word, as in tuli (fire) versus tulli (customs) or sika (pig) versus sikka (white fish). In other words, vowel and consonant length bears significance to word meaning. As phoneme–grapheme correspondence is nearly complete, short and long phonemes are transparently marked in written Finnish.

The second issue we would like to comment on is Frost’s argument about languages possessing the most efficient representational systems given the “ecological environment” of the language (sect. 3.1, para. 2). For instance, he argues that the extreme phonological transparency of Finnish has made it suitable for the creation of long words with morphologically densely packed information. This is to some extent true. However, the unpacking of morphological information during recognition – due to lack of clear segmentation cues and due to visual acuity limitations of the eye – is by no means straightforward. This is demonstrated by Bertram et al. (2004), who found that the identification of long compound words is slowed down when the letters spanning the morpheme boundary could create a frequent within-syllable bigram (i.e., the possibility for a misparse is created). On the other hand, when the morphological structure in long, three-constituent compound words is signaled...
by a hyphen positioned at a morpheme boundary, recognition is facilitated (Bertram et al. 2011). These data cast doubt on whether a language with such an abundance of long, morphologically complex words like Finnish would indeed have created the most efficient representational system possible. In reading, a price has to be paid for dense packaging of information in long words, as unpacking the information is not straightforward. The eye is simply not equipped to extract all letter information from long words; hence, as long as morpheme boundaries are not clearly marked, the identification of sublexical units seems problematic.

Finally, Frost criticizes dual-route models like the one of Grainger and Ziegler (2011) by claiming that they can explain any possible finding (sect. 8, para. 2). We think this is not the case. In the Grainger and Ziegler model, the full-form route is assumed to be coarse-grained, as it allows flexibility in letter positions. On the other hand, the decomposition route is more fine-grained, meaning that letter position coding is rigid. This has two consequences for the present discussion. First, this type of model is not overly flexible. It predicts, for example, that the coarse-grained route would be much more likely to be successful with frequent rather than infrequent morphologically complex words. However, morphological structure would be more readily detected by the fine-grained route in infrequent words and in words containing productive (rather than unproductive) sublexical units. A pattern of results pointing to the opposite would be hard to explain by such model. Second, such a model is able to capture the kind of morphological constraints discussed earlier in this commentary. It can explain a transposed-letter effect within a morpheme as well as a failure to find such an effect across a morphological boundary. By allowing both free and rigid letter coding, it reflects the strategy of optimizing encoding resources – a modeling feature pleaded for by Frost. Generally speaking, dual-route models are well equipped to adapt to the linguistic environment at hand. As Frost argues, this is one of the requirements of a universal model of reading and cannot thus be held against them. Given these considerations, we would like to inspire the author to come up with more solid arguments to discard these models.

Consideration of the linguistic characteristics of letters makes the universal model of reading more universal
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Abstract We suggest that the linguistic characteristics of letters also need to be considered to fully understand how a reader processes printed words. For example, studies in Korean showed that ambiguity in the assignment of letters to their appropriate onset, vowel, or coda slot is one of the main sources of the letter-transposition effect. Indeed, the cognitive system that processes Korean is tuned to the structure of the Korean writing system.

We agree with Frost’s target article that orthographic effects in visual word recognition, including the letter transposition (or transposed letter [TL]) effect, reflect a cognitive processing strategy of optimizing cognitive resources under the specific linguistic environment in which letters are used. We also agree that existing models of visual word recognition focusing mostly on orthographic processing (while disregarding phonology, morphology, and semantics) do not capture the various known phenomena relating to how the human cognitive system processes printed words. However, we suggest that, just like other linguistic aspects such as phonology and morphology, linguistic characteristics of the orthography (e.g., the function of a letter in a word) must also be considered as an important linguistic aspect in visual word recognition models.

As Frost mentions, recent studies of alphabetic Hangul (the Korean writing system) showed no TL effects, unlike the European languages (Lee & Taft 2009; 2011). Other than Semitic languages (e.g., Hebrew), this pattern of results has been discussed heavily in the target article. Hangul might be the only other type of alphabetic orthography that has failed to show TL effects. For example, Lee and Taft (2009) demonstrated that phonological and morphological factors cannot account for such a lack of a letter transposition effect in Hangul. Hangul is a concatenating alphabetic script that is nonlinear. Words are separated into syllables, and each syllable has a predictable structure in terms of the positioning of its vowel and consonants within a square block. The vowel is always a variation of either a horizontal line or a vertical line. The consonantal onset (which is always orthographically present, though sometimes silent) appears either above a horizontally oriented vowel or to the left of a vertically oriented vowel.

The consonantal coda, when there is one, always appears at the bottom. For example, the Korean spelling of the word “Hangul” is ㅐㄱHangul (as in “hang”), which, in turn, is composed of the onset 꾰 (“a”) placed above the horizontally oriented vowel 꾵 (“u”), with the coda 꾭 (“n”) at the bottom. The second syllable 꾲 (“gul”) is composed of the onset 꾱 (“g”) placed above the horizontally oriented vowel 꾲 (“u”), which, in turn, is placed above the coda 꾳 (“t”). Lee and Taft (2009) observed little difficulty for Korean readers in making lexical decision responses to TL-generated nonwords in Hangul (e.g., 꾶/qu) generated from the word 꾮 преж (“przej”), unlike the considerable difficulty experienced by English readers responding to nonwords of the same structure in English (e.g., “warlus” for “walrus”). Lee and Taft suggested that this was because letters are assigned to an orthographic onset, vowel, or coda position at an early stage of processing and that, unlike linear scripts, such assignment is unambiguous in Hangul. The consonant at the top or at the top left of the syllable block is always assigned to the onset slot, and any consonant at the bottom of the block is always assigned to the coda slot.

Because Hangul physically demarcates the onset and coda positions for every consonant, it is argued that it is ambiguity in assignment of a consonant to an onset or coda slot that leads to the letter transposition effect in a linear script such as English.

That is, the available physical cues offered by Hangul (i.e., the onset, vowel, and coda positions, which can be unambiguously determined from the orthographic input) prevent confusion when letters are placed in an incorrect position. It suggests that models of letter processing should incorporate the involvement of sublexical structure, something that is currently lacking.

Also, observation of the pattern of responses arising from letter transpositions within a syllable in the Hangul script provides insight into core aspects of Korean subsyllabic structure (Lee & Taft 2011). For example, in reading Hangul, no confusion occurred when the onset and coda of one syllable of a disyllabic word were transposed. However, confusion with the base word was observed when the two consonants within the complex coda were themselves transposed. The patterns of responses indicate that Hangul (and possibly all concatenating orthographic scripts) is processed based on its onset, vowel, and coda structure (Lee & Taft 2011). There are more alphabetic orthographies that have failed to show the TL effect. As discussed by Frost, two good examples are the non-concatenating orthography of the Semitic languages of Hebrew (Velan & Frost 2007) and Arabic (Andrews 1996; Perea et al. 2010). Taken together with the observations reported from Lee and Taft’s (2009; 2011) studies, it was therefore apparent that letter coding in these Semitic languages is organized in terms of the word root.

To clarify, we are not suggesting that ambiguity in the assignment of letters to their appropriate onset, vowel, or coda slot is the only source of the letter transposition effect. Rather, we...
suggest that letter-position information can be used differently, depending on the nature of the orthographic structure of the language. In light of this, we suggest that such characteristics of the orthography need to be considered in order to fully understand how humans process printed words. Indeed, the cognitive system that processes Korean (or English or Hebrew) is tuned to the structure of the Korean (or English or Hebrew) writing system.

Orthographic consistency and parafoveal preview benefit: A resource-sharing account of language differences in processing of phonological and semantic codes
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Abstract: Parafoveal preview benefit (PB) is an implicit measure of lexical activation in reading. PB has been demonstrated for orthographic and phonological but not for semantically related information in English. In contrast, semantic PB is obtained in German and Chinese. We propose that these language differences reveal differential resource demands and timing of phonological and semantic decoding in different orthographic systems.

Frost suggests that transposed-letter priming is obtained in some languages and not others because of the variable rigidity of the writing systems, which evolved to optimally transmit phonological and semantic information, given pre-established language-specific phonological spaces. We comment here on differences in the time course of phonological and semantic processing between languages within the Indo-European, alphabetic cluster, German and English, as supported by early indicators of processing obtained from eye-tracking measures. Additionally, we consider logographic Chinese. In particular, we focus on parafoveal preview benefit (PB) obtained by using the gaze-contingent boundary technique (Rayner 1975), in which a preview at the parafoveal target-word location is visible only until the gaze crosses an invisible boundary before the target; participating cognitive processes can be inferred by measuring target processing as a function of the relationship between preview and target.

In English, phonologically and orthographically related previews have repeatedly been shown to produce PB (Balota et al. 1985; Inhoff 1989; Rayner et al. 1978; 1980; 1982), whereas no evidence for semantic PB has been found in either sentence reading (Altarriba et al. 2001; Rayner et al. 1986) or naming (Rayner et al. 1980) – despite significant semantic priming in a standard (foveal) priming task (Rayner et al. 1986). This has led Rayner et al. (2003) to conclude that “the basis for the robust parafoveal preview benefit obtained in numerous studies is not any type of semantic code” (pp. 229–30). In contrast, in German, we have repeatedly obtained semantic PB by using a parafoveal fast-priming technique (Hohenstein et al. 2010), as well as the more traditional boundary technique (Hohenstein & Klugl 2011).

What could be the reason for this striking difference between two related languages? Further considering that PB can be obtained from word n+2 in German (Klugl et al. 2007), we believe that extraction of parafoveal information is easier in German, mainly because of orthographic consistency: In German, the correspondence between graphemes and phonemes is relatively high, whereas the relation is rather opaque in English because of its very complex phonological space. Orthographic consistency likely affects both the strategies and the mechanisms of word processing.

There is good evidence that phonological codes are routinely co-activated during reading and can influence semantic processing (McCutchen & Perfetti 1982; van Orden 1987; but see Rastle & Brysbaert 2006). This does not necessarily imply a strong phonological account (Frost 1998) in which semantic access is through phonology; alternatives are either feedback from phonology to semantics as in the dual-route cascaded (DRC) model (Coltheart et al. 2001), or a triangular model (Seidenberg & McClelland 1989) in which both orthography and phonology activate semantics. Critically, however, the pattern of empirical PB effects suggests a language-differential distribution of limited resources between phonological and semantic activation. Given that orthography codes for both semantic and phonological information, in a language with opaque spelling-to-sound relations like English, more cognitive resources are occupied by phonological decoding, and hence are unavailable for decoding of semantic meaning.

This reasoning is supported by developmental differences: Children learning to read languages with low transparency have to acquire a much larger set of ambiguous orthographic-phonological relations, resulting in slower learning (Goswami et al. 2001; 2003; Landerl et al. 1997; Wimmer & Goswami 1994). In a study comparing 13 European orthographies, the rate of development of basic decoding skills was slowest in English (Seymour et al. 2003). Using pseudo-homophone priming, Goswami et al. (2001) demonstrated that for German but not English children the activation of phonological information is relatively automatic. Landerl et al. (1997) concluded that consistency of grapheme-phoneme relations affects the working-memory demands of recoding.

Results from other alphabetic languages with more transparent orthographies are not currently decisive. In very transparent Spanish, despite many reports of parafoveal semantic priming (Fuentes & Tudela 1992; Fuentes et al. 1994; Ortells et al. 2001), a study using the boundary paradigm failed to find semantic PB (Altarriba et al. 2001). However, that study used bilingual readers of Spanish and English and always employed cross-language priming; thus, an opaque word was either preview or target. We are unaware of a direct study of semantic PB in highly transparent Finnish. Semantically unassessed emotional predictions did not produce preview benefit or cost (Hyönä & Häkki 2005). However, Finnish has many compound words, and semantic PB can be obtained from the second constituent of a compound word (White et al. 2008). Finnish words tend to be long, and acuity limitations might weaken parafoveal effects. Note that also for morphological information, closely related to semantics, there is no evidence for parafoveal processing during the reading of English (Inhoff 1989; Kämbe 2004; Lima 1987), whereas morphological PB effects are reliable in morphologically rich Hebrew (Deutsch et al. 2000; 2003; 2005).

In general, to the degree that phonological decoding is easy in alphabetic languages, we expect semantic PB effects to emerge, although they might not be quite as strong as in some non-alphabetic (logographic) languages like Chinese, in which “semantic information comes first” (sect. 3.2.1, para. 2), as reflected in the position of semantic and phonetic radicals in compound characters. Semantic decoding is fast and phonological decoding relatively slow in Chinese (Zhou & Marslen-Wilson 2000). Consequently, there is fairly unequivocal evidence for semantic PB (Yan et al. 2009; in press; Yen et al. 2008). In fact, semantic PB is even larger than phonological PB in Chinese (Yan et al. 2009), and the latter is somewhat delayed (Lin et al. 2002; Pollatsek et al. 2000; Tsi & Tsi et al. 2004).

Processes of semantic and phonological activation not only share resources, but also differ in timing with relative speed and timing a function of the writing system. Whereas phonological processing has a head start in alphabetic languages, semantic processing may start drawing resources earlier in logographic systems. Computational models of eye-movement control during reading (Engbert et al. 2002; 2005; Reichle et al. 1998;
No reason to expect “reading universals”
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Abstract: Writing systems encode linguistic information in diverse ways, relying on cognitive procedures that are likely to be general purpose rather than specific to reading. Optimality in reading for meaning is achieved via the entire communicative act, involving, when the need arises, syntax, nonlinguistic context, and selective attention.

In an eloquent and coherent exposition, Frost makes a convincing case for the argument that reading for meaning is a complex operation and that “orthographic effects in visual word recognition … are the product of the full linguistic environment of the reader (phonology, morphology, and semantic meaning)” (sect. 1, para. 5, emphasis in original). Syntax is not mentioned as part of this environment, yet note that some orthographies may reflect syntactic phenomena. For example, alphabetic sequences are sequential, even if non-linear, and adhere to sentential word order.

Frost argues that a theory of reading should be universal and therefore contain “the invariant” among orthographies of the world languages. Frost’s program postulates that “a good theory of reading should describe and explicate … the cognitive procedures that are implicated in processing printed words in any orthography, focusing on (1) what characterizes human writing systems, and (2) what characterizes the human cognitive system that processes them. I [i.e., Frost] will label these common cognitive procedures reading universals” (sect. 2.1, para. 1, emphases in original). Yet, what might be universal and invariant among systems that serve speakers of Chinese, English, Hebrew, Japanese, or Finnish?

The search for “reading universals” brings to mind linguistic theories of generative persuasion in which the notion of Universal Grammar (UG) refers to the computational properties of language—any human language (e.g., Chomsky 2006). But writing systems need not encode UG, since these principles are presumed to be at the core of all human languages and are given “for free” to speakers. It is primarily the language-specific properties, which by definition are not universal, that the system must be attuned to. So it is the variant among human languages that orthographies encode, as Frost’s examples amply demonstrate.

Frost correctly states that writing systems rely on cognitive parameters. Put differently, writing systems select from among information-encoding principles that will highlight the relevant features of the language that the message is cast in, and can guarantee fast-enough decoding. Chief among these cognitive devices is order (e.g., the invariance of clusters, seen in the phonological composition of English words), but there are others: For instance, differential prominence among constituent units (e.g., the prominence of Hebrew root consonants vis-à-vis word patterns), or simultaneous processing of parallel systems of codes (e.g., Hebrew letters and diacritics).

Although the foregoing examples, all drawn from Frost, indeed relate to the encoding of information within writing systems, there is nothing linguistic or orthographic about the principles underlying these procedures. Rather, they are general-purpose devices that are available to writing systems but not specific to them. Writing systems exploit such parameters, as do other cognitive systems: for example, navigation in different environments, or conceptual categorization. Thus, rather than setting the stage for “reading universals,” writing systems realize general cognitive principles for encoding information.

Exhibiting one or several of these principles, the system may still not be perfect, for example, in non-optimal circumstances, a writing system may fail to transmit a sufficient amount of information to the reader. Within an interactive, task-oriented cognition, this shortcoming is manageable and can often be resolved, for example, through stronger dependence on context, whether linguistic or even nonlinguistic.

Hebrew provides a case in point. Many Hebrew words have more than one reading when presented without diacritics. Yet, while diacritics enrich the informational value for readers, they slow down writing and require additional expertise. Hebrew readers routinely give up diacritics, relying instead on syntax and lexicon, which generally resolve such ambiguities. Faced with written texts that have no diacritics, readers who do not know Hebrew grammar may not be able to fully decode “unpointed” text. Occasionally, nonlinguistic context can provide support, as well. For example, single, unpointed words used in street signs can be disambiguated within this extralinguistic context.

Thus, optimality need not be achieved within the writing system, as argued by Frost. Rather, it is a product of the entire communicative act. Impoverished systems, for example, unpointed Hebrew, need fallback strategies, such as reliance on context. On the other hand, the non-overlapping word–internal order of letters and full spelling that is characteristic of English orthography, result in a redundant writing system that is well suited for non-optimal reading conditions (e.g., messy scribble, insufficient light, or reduced texts such as in the “Cambridge effect”). Such redundancy frees the reader from strong reliance on sentential context and helps tip the balance in that it allows attention to focus on the complexities of the phonological representations that can be effortful for readers of English.

Beyond isolated word recognition
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Abstract: In this commentary we concur with Frost’s view of the centrality of universal principles in models of word identification. However, we argue that other processes in sentence comprehension also fundamentally constrain the nature of written word identification. Furthermore, these processes appear to be universal. We, therefore, argue that universality in word identification should not be considered in isolation, but instead in the context of other linguistic processes that occur during normal reading.

We are broadly sympathetic with Frost’s target article, his considerations in relation to universality, and the stance he takes. We share his view that it is extremely important to explore lexical processing and other aspects of reading across languages, in order to be able to investigate issues of universality and, specifically, how universal principles might constrain theoretical accounts of language processing.
At a critical level, we question the use of the word “reading” in the title, and throughout the article. Frost’s Note 1 notwithstanding, while we accept that lexical processing is a central and fundamental sub-process of reading, it is just one aspect of a more complex psychological processing system involving numerous other sub-processes. We do not consider the theoretical account in the target article to constitute a move towards a “theory of reading,” rather; this is a move towards a theory of lexical identification. Let us now turn to our main points.

The majority of work investigating word recognition (some of which is cited in the target article) employs methodologies in which words (or nonwords) are presented in isolation, and we question the ecological validity of such methods as an approximation of how lexical identification occurs during normal reading (Rayner & Liversedge 2011). The use of more natural methodologies such as recording eye movements to study reading leads us to consider whether there are other important (and potentially universal) aspects of reading that themselves constrain, or even determine, the nature of word identification.

Reading is a visually mediated process (except in the special case of Braille), and people of all cultures make the same stylized patterns of eye movements (orienting the eye such that light reflected from as yet unread words is caused to fall on the fovea), and fixations (brief pauses during which the orthographic code is extracted from the page) in order to read. The nature of eye movements during reading, along with attention and the physiological make-up of the retina, means that information about words is delivered piecemeal to the language processing system via a series of “snapshots,” rather than as a steady, smooth stream. It is not the case that all the orthographic code associated with a word is necessarily available during a particular fixation. Also, the quality of the orthographic information that the visual system delivers varies contingent on where it falls on the retina and how attention is allocated to that area of the visual array. Given that fixations are temporally (and spatially) distributed, the sequential delivery of orthographic information fundamentally determines the nature and time course of the word identification process. Furthermore, since the basic characteristics of eye movements are cross-culturally uniform, then it is plausible that their constraint on word identification might be considered one of the universal characteristics that should be incorporated into any realistic model of such processes as they occur during normal reading.

Our second, main point focuses on Frost’s argument that fuzzy encoding of letter order is a cognitive resource-saving strategy that characterizes reading in European languages, and that this strategy would only be meaningful given the characteristics of the lexical space of these languages. While we believe this statement to be well thought through and, indeed, thought-provoking, we would argue that fuzzy encoding in European languages (as a cognitive-resource-saving strategy) is in all likelihood only possible due to a reliance on sentential context during normal reading. The sentential context facilitates resolution of lexical ambiguity due to fuzzy letter-order encoding. Thus, complementary to our foregoing argument, word identification (particularly in relation to transposed letter [TL] effects) cannot be considered in isolation from other aspects of processing associated with sentence interpretation. Note also that it is universally the case that during normal reading words are identified within a sentential context.

To support this point, we offer a very brief summary of some of our recent experimental work demonstrating that when readers attempt to identify TL words presented in isolation, performance is poor (Blythe et al., under review). Participants were presented with isolated letter strings and were required to decide whether each was a misspelled word or a nonword (stimuli were 50% six-letter TL words, e.g., “ANEVUE” for base word “AVENUE,” and 50% six-letter nonwords, with no retrievable base word). Response accuracy was quite low (82%) for adjacent TL words, and when a letter intervened between TLs, performance did not differ from chance; participants were effectively guessing (note, however, that for eight-letter words where a smaller proportion of the word was disrupted by the TL manipulation, performance improved to better than chance). Recall, participants were responding to isolated words in this study. In contrast, when the same six-letter TL words were presented within meaningful sentential contexts (in an eye movement experiment), we found that readers experienced little, if any, difficulty understanding the sentences even when a letter intervened between TLs; also, accuracy on comprehension questions was high (91%). Thus, it appears that lexical identification of TL words is facilitated by contextual information when this is available.

In summary, we welcome the concerns raised by Frost in relation to universality and generic models of word identification that account for phenomena restricted to a specific group of languages. However, we have voiced our own concerns regarding aspects of word identification that occur in the context of normal reading, but do not occur in isolated word identification. We believe that these are important and may be universal. Lexical identification in the context of sentence processing will be the foundation of a general theory of reading, taking into account the specificities associated with processing coherent passages of text.

Visual perceptual limitations on letter position uncertainty in reading
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Abstract: Frost presents an explanatory theory of reading that generalizes across several languages, based on a revised role of orthographic coding. Perceptual and psychophysical evidence indicates a decay of letter position encoding as a function of the eccentricity of letters (crowding); this factor may account for some of the differences in the languages considered by Frost.

Frost analyzes how reading is affected by the linguistic demands of written languages and concludes that letter position insensitivity results from reading strategies and is not a general characteristic of brain computation. Here, we propose that reading strategies are also influenced by perceptual limitations inherent in the visual system.

Text legibility depends more on letter size than might be expected based on acuity for single-letter identification. In psychophysical studies, reading rate is defined as the number of words read in a minute and is often measured by presenting a rapid sequence of words at the same spatial location (rapid serial visual presentation [RSVP]). Presentation time is adjusted to the time needed to obtain an accuracy criterion (e.g., 90%; Legge et al. 1997). Reading rate increases up to a critical print size (CPS), levels off at intermediate sizes, and drops again with larger text sizes. CPS measures about 0.2 degrees and the flat plateau extends to about 2 degrees (e.g., Legge et al. 2001). Over the centuries, books have been printed to meet visual demands, and font size is always in the plateau range, usually close to the CPS (Legge & Bigelow 2011).
How can we explain the reading rate curve? Reading rate is inversely proportional to the size of visual span (Legge et al. 2001), that is, the number of adjacent letters that can be recognized without moving the eyes. Visual span and reading rate depend to the same degree on several variables, including size, contrast, and eccentricity (e.g., Legge et al. 2001). Legge et al. (2001) introduced a psychophysical method for measuring the size of the visual span using random letter triplets. According to these authors, however, this can also be estimated from the relationship between reading time and word length. Figure 1 shows that when Italian and English readers are compared, reading time varies with word length. Stimuli in the two languages differ for uncontrolled linguistic variables (see Fig. 1 caption); nonetheless, all data points lie on the same regression line (with a slope of 33 msec per letter), indicating similar dependency on length across the two languages. Visual span can be estimated from these data. Knowing that reading involves a series of fixations of about 250 msec each (Rayner & McConkie 1976), the number of letters identified in a glance can be estimated from the reciprocal of the slope of the regression line times 250 msec; that is, a span of about 7.5 characters. Note that the visual span profile is not homogeneous (Legge et al. 2001). Performance for letters at the CPS (or in the optimal range) is perfect in the fovea but drops off eccentrically to reach the criterion level (typically 80% correct). Overall, we expect higher reading speeds in languages in which mean word length is shorter than the visual span, compared to languages characterized by generally longer words.

Pelli et al. (2007) proposed that the visual span is limited by crowding, a phenomenon in which letter identification is impeded by the presence of neighboring letters. Crowding depends on center-to-center letter spacing, not on letter size. (Note that the two factors covary in standard printed texts.) The crowding range (or critical spacing [CS]) is defined as the distance between adjacent letters needed to restore recognition. CS scales with a proportionality of 0.5 to target eccentricity (i.e., at 4 degrees CS must be at least 2 degrees for a stimulus to be recognized) and is independent of stimulus size (e.g., Pelli et al. 2004). CS is about the size of the CPS in the fovea; below the CPS, letters fall within the CS, the visual span shrinks, and reading slows down rapidly. Above the CPS, the central letters are available for identification, but at a certain eccentricity (determined by letter distance) the letters farther away from fixation have smaller space than the CS and cannot be identified.

Crowding indicates faulty integration of features within an integration field. Therefore, it must be distinguished from a more peripheral phenomenon, that is, masking, in which the mask makes the signal disappear; or rather, the crowded letter is visible but unidentifiable (Pelli et al. 2004). Within the crowding range, features belonging to different objects are combined through compulsory pooling or averaging of signals (Parkes et al. 2001), and observers erroneously attribute features at the distractor location to the target (Nandy & Tjan 2007). Popple and Levi (2005) presented letter strings of variable length and asked observers to identify letters. Increasing the spacing (i.e., reducing crowding) decreased the number of letters reported without permutations. Thus, within the crowding range, letter/feature position uncertainty influences the perceived spatial order of characters. Scrambling the letters in words (so the substitutions are undetectable in crowding conditions) disrupts the text and accounts for variance in reading rate more than modifying word shape (case alternation) or scrambling word order (Pelli & Tillman 2007).

Written alphabets differ dramatically but share the same visual parts (Changizi et al. 2006); hence, visual integration limits may affect them similarly. In particular, crowding constrains the size of the visual span and is presumably invariant across languages, thus posing visual constraints on the orthographic code. Therefore, we propose that crowding should be considered in general models of orthographic decoding in addition to and in interaction with the linguistic environment identified by Frost. Consequently, smaller effects of length and letter transposition should be found in some European languages (such as English and French). Conversely, length may be particularly disruptive in words longer than the visual span in languages such as Hebrew that do not allow for letter position insensitivity. Indeed, the omission of vowels in written Hebrew might be interpreted as a means of overcoming the intrinsic position uncertainty arising from the bottleneck of increasing word length/eccentricity (which in Hebrew would be particularly disruptive because of its linguistic structure). This is consistent with Legge and Bigelow’s (2011) proposal that scripts have been optimized for the visual requirements of reading, not the motor demands of writing.

What and where is the word?
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Commentary/Frost: Towards a universal model of reading
Abstract: Examples from Chinese, Thai, and Finnish illustrate why researchers cannot always be confident about the precise nature of the word unit. Understanding ambiguities regarding where a word begins and ends, and how to model word recognition when many derivations of a word are possible, is essential for universal theories of reading applied to both developing and expert readers.

Frost’s main argument rests on the somewhat tenuous assumption that the concept of word recognition is constant across scripts. His and other theories in alphabetic languages attempting to model visual word recognition have been based on single-syllable words, though there have been recent attempts to explain how longer words, with prefixes and suffixes, for example, are read (Grainger & Ziegler 2011; Perry et al. 2010). Most such models of visual word recognition assume that the concept of a word as the unit of analysis in reading across scripts is always clear.

Frost’s description of Chinese is particularly problematic in this respect. To be sure, Chinese characters are monosyllabic (he argues that almost all Chinese words are monosyllabic), and most characters can also serve as words. However, the majority of words in Chinese consist of two or more morphemes. Moreover, recognition of both two-morpheme words and characters can be affected uniquely by character as well as word frequency, and for both children and adults. The structures of characters and words are also different, as indicated by experimental manipulations (Lin et al. 2010) that highlight the importance of semantic/morphological information in Chinese (Chen & Shu 2001; Tsang & Chen 2010; Wong & Chen, in press). For example, whereas parents tend to teach children to write words based primarily on phonological information in alphabetic languages such as Hebrew (Aram & Levin 2001; 2004), they almost never focus on phonological information in teaching words or characters in Chinese (Lin et al. 2009; 2012); rather, they point out either visual-orthographic or morphological information as they talk about print.

The actual unit of reading as word versus character continues to be debated in Chinese (Chen et al. 2003). A crude analogy in English might be that wallpaper and paperweight or toenail and tiptoe are all common words consisting of common morphemes (e.g., paper; toe). Yet not all English speakers analyze these words as made up of separate morphemes or acquire each morpheme comprising compound words before learning these words themselves; some compound words are learned holistically first. Chinese multimorphemic words are often learned as single entities, with the individual characters comprising them becoming salient only when explicitly analyzed. The way in which Chinese appears on a page, with each character equally spaced and no differences in spacing distinguishing what are conceptual words, may also make the concept of a word confusing. This issue is not a problem for the alphabetic languages highlighted by Frost, because words are spatially distinguished in these orthographies.

However, this is not the case in Thai, another alphabetic script. Thai has no spaces between words, so words cannot be defined by using spaces. Importantly, whereas spacing between words in Chinese does not change the speed of reading for adults, in Thai (artificial, experimental) spacing between words actually facilitates word reading, particularly for poor readers (Kasisopa et al. 2010). Thai, word-position statistical regularities (i.e., word frequencies) of particular graphemes within words are used to help identify where a word is likely to begin and end. For example, some graphemes that have a high probability of occurring as the initial or the final grapheme may assist readers operationally in defining word boundaries: They effectively direct eye movements to the optimal viewing position in a word (Kasisopa et al. 2010). Nevertheless, there is relatively high ambiguity in defining words in Thai since word segmentation relies heavily on sentential context (Aronnmanakun 2007). Thus, what is segmented as a single word in one sentence may be a phrase or even a sentence in another context. For example, the string “ตากขนคนขับรถ” can be a single word or a whole sentence, depending on the context in which it occurs. It is a word in the sentence คนขับรถคนขับ (man) (“the driver is a man”) – but a three-word phrase in the sentence ตากขนคนขับรถ – that is, คน (man) ขับ (drive) รถ (car) รถ (fast) (i.e., “The man drives the car fast”). In addition, many Thai word strings are ambiguous. For example, إدارة can be read either as دارة + اسلوب (exposed + wind = “exposed to wind”) or دارة + اسلوب (eye [s] + round = “round eyes”). Such ambiguities and the aforementioned contextual effects make it difficult to design automatic segmentation strategies because the number of decisions that cannot be made by machine is surprisingly high (Aronnmanakun 2002).

Extensive top-down processing is required for resolving these ambiguities. Thus, in both Chinese and Thai, the reading process involves a certain amount of flexibility in order for word recognition to be a clear and salient concept.

For Finnish, an alphabetic orthography with word boundaries marked by spaces, defining the nature of a visual word is also potentially important. Because Finnish has highly inflectional morphology with 15 cases, plural markers, and different clitics, each noun can have more than 2,000 orthographic variants (Niemi et al. 1994). The root also often changes together with inflections. Moreover, it is possible to express a complicated concept that in other languages might require multiple words by using a single word, especially for verbs, because Finnish allows so much compounding. For example, the form “hietta” is the basic form of “to crack,” whereas “vielä hiettaaminen…” means “(even) after we had also read…” . In the latter example, the stem change (“hietta”) denotes the past event, “nnme” is an inflectional form for “we,” and “kin” is a common ending meaning “also.” These characteristics have prompted Hirsimäki et al. (2006) to suggest that, for Finnish, “traditional models based on full words are not very effective” (p. 539). Rather, these researchers advocate a word fragment model. Thus, expert Finnish readers efficiently use frequently occurring sub-units of words for which there are well-formed/strong representations and which often do not obey classical word or syllable boundaries.

From these three examples, it is not entirely clear that there can or should be a universal model of visual word recognition. Indeed, what constitutes a word across scripts may be somewhat ambiguous, though dimensions of orthography, phonology, morphology, syntax, and semantics are clearly universal components of reading.

Orthographic processing is universal; it’s what you do with it that’s different
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Abstract: We agree with Frost that the variety of orthographies in the world’s languages complicates the task of “cracking the orthographic code.” Frost suggests that orthographic processing must therefore differ between orthographies. We suggest that the same basic orthographic processes are applied to all languages. Where languages differ is in what the reader must do with the results of orthographic processing.

Frost’s timely review reminds visual word recognition researchers of the rich variety of orthographies in the world’s languages. We agree, however, that the variety of orthographies does not lead to the view that “letter-order insensitivity is neither a general property of the cognitive system nor a property of the brain in encoding letters” (target article, Abstract). It is actually unclear what Frost means by the “cognitive procedures that are implicated in processing printed words” (sect. 2.1, para. 1). He could, for example, be referring to the entire process of deriving sound and meaning from the visual form of written symbols, or simply to the process
of identifying the symbols and the order in which they appear. We feel that some of Frost’s conclusions follow from confusion between these two possibilities. We suggest that the basic perceptual processes supporting the identification of written symbols are universal, and are governed by exactly the same principles as all other forms of visual object recognition. However, what the reader does with those symbols will depend crucially on the properties of the language and on the mapping between those symbols and the sound and meaning of the language.

Consider first the contrast between English, where there is transposed-letter priming, and Hebrew, where there is no transposed-letter (TL) priming in lexical decision. As Frost suggests, it might be possible to make some ad hoc structural changes to a model of reading to accommodate this difference. An alternative is to suggest that this difference follows from a fixed and universal model of object/symbol recognition combined with the differing processing demands imposed by languages with contrasting phonological, morphological, and lexical properties. Norris et al. (2010) and Norris and Kinoshita (in press) have proposed a noisy-sampling model of word recognition in which evidence for both letter identity and letter position/order accumulates over time. Early in time, order information may be very ambiguous, but, as more samples arrive, that ambiguity will be resolved. Even in English, readers are able to tell that JUGDE is not a real word, even though JUGDE will prime JUDGE as much as an identity prime in a task where the prime is presented for about 50 msec. Now consider the implications of this process for the difference in TL priming between English and Hebrew. In Hebrew the lexical space is very dense. Transposing two letters in a root will typically produce a different root. In English, transposing two letters will generally produce a nonword; that is, the closest word may still be the word that the TL prime was derived from. Identifying words in Hebrew will therefore require readers to accumulate more evidence about letter order than in English; that is, because of the differences between the two languages, English readers can tolerate more slop in the system, but the underlying process of identifying the orthographic symbols remains the same. The characteristics of the language impose different task demands on word recognition, but the structural properties of the model remain the same. Note also that whereas Frost suggests that many of the linguistic differences are a consequence of learning different statistical regularities, in this case at least, the difference follows primarily from the contents of the lexicon and does not require the reader to learn about the statistical properties of the language. In line with this view, in the same-different task in which the input is matched against a single referent, not the entire lexicon, robust TL priming effects are observed with Hebrew words (Kinoshita et al., in press). This example is also a counter to Frost’s suggestion that the orthographic processing system is not autonomous and is influenced by the language. Here the basic perceptual processes are not modulated by the language at all.

In describing the variety of orthographies, Frost also argues that the way writing systems eventually evolved is not arbitrary, and that orthographies are structured so that they “optimally represent the languages’ phonological spaces and their mapping into semantic meaning” (sect. 3, para. 1). But appeals to optimality make little sense unless accompanied by a formal definition of optimality and a procedure for determining what constitutes an optimal solution. Frost’s definition of optimality seems to be post hoc, and depends entirely on assumptions about the relative difficulty of different cognitive processes. Note that the development of writing systems is strongly influenced by the writing material available. Cuneiform may be a more “optimal” form of orthography than pictograms containing many curved features to a Sumerian tax collector who has access only to clay tablets and a blunt reed for a stylus.

Frost’s evolutionary argument also seems to be based on the assumption that writing systems have evolved to some optimal state. Even if there is an element of truth to the evolutionary argument, there is no reason to assume that writing systems have reached the optimal end of their evolution. This is particularly apparent in cases where there are alternative writing systems for a single language. For example, Japanese uses both kanji, a logographic script imported from China, and kana, a syllabary, which was derived from kanji. Is kana more optimal than kanji? The writing system that is adopted by a particular language necessarily reflects the constraints imposed by the language (e.g., in Japanese, potentially all words can be written by using only the kana syllabary, but this would result in too many homophones which are disambiguated by the use of different kanji characters). But that does not mean that its evolution was driven by the “process of optimization” based on linguistic constraints. In human evolution, writing systems have a very short history (mass literacy is only about 500 years old), and historical and chance cultural events—for example, contact between two cultures, invention of a writing medium, spelling reform, to name just a few—seem to have played a large role, and interacted with the linguistic constraints in shaping the particular writing system used in a language.

Theories of reading should predict reading speed
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Abstract: Reading speed matters in most real-world contexts, and it is a robust and easy aspect of reading to measure. Theories of reading should account for speed.

Frost notes that there is a vast range of languages and reading phenomena that one can measure and model. In order to not lose sight of the goal of a universal theory of reading in the thicket of language-specific phenomena, Frost proposes two criteria that such a theory must possess: first, universality across writing systems, and, second, linguistic plausibility. However, Frost’s treatment ignores reading speed, which is the easiest aspect of reading to measure and has the greatest practical significance. Reading speed limits the rate at which information is processed by the reader. When impaired vision or dyslexia slows reading, the reader experiences a disability. The range of print sizes that maximize reading speed is highly correlated with the character sizes used in printed materials and affects typographic design quite generally (Legge & Bigelow 2011). In addition to Frost’s two criteria for a universal theory of reading, we would like to propose a third criterion. Note that visual span is the number of characters that one can recognize without moving one’s eyes. A theory of reading should assume or explain the observed proportionality between visual span and reading speed (Legge et al. 2007; Pelli & Tillman 2008; Pelli et al. 2007).

It has been known for a century that reading proceeds at about four fixations per second (Huey 1908/1908). This rate is preserved across the wide range of reading speeds encountered in low vision and peripheral reading (Legge 2007; Legge et al. 2001). This makes it natural to express reading speed as the product of fixation rate and visual span, the number of characters acquired in each fixation.

Woodworth (1938) asks,

How much can be read in a single fixation? Hold the eyes fixed on the first letter in a line of print and discover how far into the line you can see the words distinctly, and what impression you get of words still farther to the right. You can perhaps see one long word or three short ones
Perceptual uncertainty is a property of the cognitive system
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Abstract: We qualify Frost’s proposals regarding letter-position coding in visual word recognition and the universal model of reading. First, we show that perceptual uncertainty regarding letter position is not tied to European languages—instead it is a general property of the cognitive system. Second, we argue that a universal model of reading should incorporate a developmental view of the reading process.

In his target article, Frost claims that flexibility in letter-position coding is “is a variant and idiosyncratic characteristic of some languages, mostly European” (Abstract, emphasis in the original)—mainly on the basis that root-based words in Semitic languages do not show transposed-letter effects (Velan & Frost 2011; see also Perea et al. 2010). Here we re-examine Frost’s claim under one critical criterion: how letter-position coding is developed during reading acquisition. But first, it is important to brieﬂy re-examine the origins of the assumption of perceptual uncertainty that underlie most of the recently implemented models of visual word recognition.

When implementing a model of visual word recognition, cognitive modelers face one basic challenge: Models should be kept as simple as possible while providing both a reasonable account of the phenomena and heuristic power to predict new phenomena. In the most inﬂuential models of word recognition of the 1980s and 1990s (the interactive activation model of Rumelhart & McClelland [1982] and its successors), modelers assumed, for simplicity purposes, that letter-position coding occurred hand in hand with letter identity. However, a large number of experiments have revealed that letter-position coding is rather ﬂexible and that items like JUGDE and JUDGE are perceptually very similar (i.e., the so-called transposed-letter effect). This phenomenon, together with other phenomena (e.g., relative-position effects [bien activates BALCONY]; see Carreiras et al. 2009a), falsify a slot-coding scheme. It is important to bear in mind that letter transposition effects have been reported not only in the Roman script, but also in other very different orthographies: Japanese Kana (Perea et al. 2011b), Korean Hangul (Lee & Taft 2009), and Thai (Perea et al. 2012); furthermore, letter transposition effects have also been reported in Semitic languages (e.g., for morphologically simple words in Hebrew; see Velan & Frost 2011; see also, Perea et al. 2010).

In our view, letters are visual objects, and, as such, they are subject to some degree of perceptual uncertainty regarding their position within an array (e.g., via randomness of neuronal activity in the visual system; see Barlow 1956; Li et al. 2006). As Logan (1996) indicated in his model of visual attention, “the representation of location is distributed across space” (p. 554). Indeed, Rumelhart and McClelland (1982) acknowledged that “information about position and information about the identity of letters may become separated in the perceptual system if the set of retinal features for a particular letter end up being mapped onto the right set of canonical features but in the wrong canonical position” (p. 89). Thus, it is not surprising that a number of recently proposed models of visual word recognition have incorporated the assumption of perceptual uncertainty (e.g., overlap model, Bayesian Reader, overlap open-bigram model, spatial coding model).

Let us now turn to the key issue in the present commentary: the role of letter-position coding in the acquisition of reading—which

Commentary/Frost: Towards a universal model of reading

distinctly and beyond that you get some impression of the length of the word or two, with perhaps a letter or two standing out. (Woodworth 1935, p. 721)

For ordinary text, reading is limited by spacing (crowding) not size (acuity) (Pelli et al. 2007). As text size increases, reading speed rises abruptly from zero to maximum speed. This classic reading-speed curve consists of a cliff and a plateau, which are characterized by two parameters: critical print size and maximum reading speed. Two ideas together provide an explanation of the whole curve: the Bouma law of crowding and Legge’s conjecture that reading speed is proportional to visual span (Bouma 1970; Legge et al. 2001; Pelli et al. 2007).

Reading speed captures two essential properties of the early sensory part of reading: the recognition of written words and the processing of a rapid temporal sequence of stimuli. Thus, reading speed is more informative about a reader’s reading ability than is simple word recognition.

Reading speed is closely linked to eye movements. The rate of eye movements is about four per second, with very little variation. Slower reading is associated with shorter eye movements. When reading slows because text is difficult to see, as in many forms of impaired vision, the main effect on eye movements is a reduction in the length of saccades, which may reﬂect a reduced visual span (Legge 2007, Ch. 5). When reading slows because the meaning of the text is difficult to comprehend, the time per ﬁxation increases as well.

Reading speed receives distinct contributions from three reading processes: letter-by-letter decoding (i.e., recognition by parts), whole-word shape, and sentence context. Simple manipulations of text can knock out each reading process selectively, while sparing the others, revealing a triple dissociation. The independence is amazing. Each reading process always contributes the same number of words per minute, regardless of whether the other processes are operating (Pelli & Tillman 2007).

What about comprehension? Popular speed reading classes convince their clients to skim through text at arbitrarily high speeds, with commensurate loss of comprehension, so one might question whether silent reading speeds tell us much, unless comprehension is measured, to assess the speed–comprehension trade-off. In our experience, participants in reading experiments asked to read as quickly as possible with full comprehension read at stable speeds, and can readily produce a gist of what they read. Most of our work is done with short passages; for example, eight words presented quickly in the rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) paradigm. That is, words are presented one at a time in a rapid sequence and are read aloud by the participant, with no time pressure on the verbal response. Masson (1983) made a thoughtful comparison of several measures of comprehension and reading speed. A new development is automatic generation of text that allows easy assessment of comprehension by asking the reader to classify each four-word sentence as true or false (Crossland et al. 2008).

Can anyone claim to explain reading without accounting for speed?

Postscript: Let us all cite Rawlinson (1976; 1999) for “reibadality.” In the target article (sect. 1.1, para. 1), Frost reports “a text composed entirely of jumbled letters which was circulating over the Internet. This demonstration, labeled ‘the Cambridge University effect’ (reporting a fictitious study allegedly conducted at the University of Cambridge), was translated into dozens of languages and quickly became an urban legend.” In fact, that infamous e-mail was based on Rawlinson’s 1976 doctoral dissertation at Nottingham University, but fails to cite it, instead misattributing the research to various other universities. Michael Su, an undergrad working with Denis Pelli, tracked down the source, and Dr. Rawlinson provided a copy of his thesis and granted permission to post it on the Web (Rawlinson 1976).
is an aspect that is missing in the target article. The human brain has not been specifically designed to read. Structural brain changes occur during learning to read (Carreiras et al. 2009b), and, unsurprisingly, the brain areas that are initially activated by letters/words are very close to the brain areas that are activated by objects or faces (Dehaene & Cohen 2011). Given that letters/words are visual objects, it is reasonable to assume that, in the initial stages of reading, an immature reading system adopts a higher degree of perceptual uncertainty in assigning letter position within words. As Castles et al. (2007) have indicated, orthographic development may be regarded as “proceeding from a broadly tuned mechanism to a very precisely tuned mechanism” (pp. 180–81). Consistent with this view, transposition letter errors are more common among younger children than among older children (see Acha & Perea 2008; Castles et al. 2007; Perea & Estévez 2008). Importantly, lack of an appropriately tuned mechanism may lead to so-called developmental letter-position dyslexia (Friedmann & Rabinim 2007). Two questions for future research are: (i) the specification of the mechanisms by which some young readers are differentially sensitive to perceptual uncertainty in the process of visual word recognition (see Andrews & Lo 2012), and (ii) why skilled adult readers still show letter transposition effects—and how this may be modulated by reading skill (or any other potentially relevant factors).

One critical aspect here is that the way a written language is initially learned may induce a different flexibility in letter-position coding. On the one hand, because of the inherent characteristics of Semitic languages (e.g., vowel information is typically omitted and the root plays a critical role), flexibility in letter-position coding may be quite rigid in root-based words, relative to Indo-European languages (Velasco & Frost 2011; but see Duñabetia et al. [2009] for lack of transposed-letter priming with word—word stimuli [e.g., causal—casual] in Spanish). On the other hand, orthographies like Thai in which some vowels may be misaligned and there are no spaces between words may lead to a particularly flexible process of letter-position coding (see Perea et al. 2012). Thus, one relevant issue is the differences between the flexibility of letter-position coding across languages—in particular, for bilinguals of different families of languages. This should be investigated not only for reading acquisition in children, but also for adult learners of a second/third language (see Perea et al. 2011a).

In sum, while we agree with Frost in that the characteristics of a given language shape the way it is processed, we would like to stress that perceptual uncertainty regarding letter position is not tied to a particular family of languages. Instead, it is a general property of the cognitive system. In addition, we believe that a universal model of reading should account not only for results obtained from different languages but should also incorporate a developmental view of the reading process. Finally, more attention should be devoted to considering how the acquisition of two languages shapes the process of reading in the current multilingual world.

**Thru but not wifht: Language, writing, and universal reading theory**
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**Abstract:** Languages may get the writing system they deserve or merely a writing system they can live with—adaptation without optimization. A universal theory of reading reflects the general dependence of writing on language and the adaptations required by the demands of specific languages and their written forms. The theory also can be informed by research that addresses a specific language and orthography, gaining universality through demonstrating adaptations to language and writing input.

Frost provides a strong, refreshed case for the idea that reading is “parasitic on language,” a correction on the claim by Mattingly (1972) that reading is “parasitic on speech” (Snowling & Hulme 2005, p. 397). Similar expressions of the idea that language rather than speech is the reference point for reading are found in Perfetti (2003) and Seidenberg (2011), among others.

Frost’s focus on language provides a reminder: Successful skilled reading enables the language system to take over from the visual system with astonishing speed. It does this because the orthography has somehow managed to enable the language to be “seen” through the print.

Language is more than speech, and orthographies are more than the spellings of phonemes. The big issue is how to understand why writing systems have come to work the way they do. Alphabetic writing systems are not generally notational systems for speech but notational systems for language: the morphology as well as the phonology. One general statement of this tradeoff is, “Alphabetic writing picks out the phonemic level … and then makes various adaptations to the morphological level” (Perfetti 2003, p. 22). (See also Perfetti & Harris [under review] for a fuller treatment of the language-writing connection that draws on both Frost’s target article and Seidenberg [2011].)

Frost’s claim, however, is stronger than this “various adaptations” idea. He writes, “orthographies are structured so that they optimally represent the languages’ phonological spaces, and their mapping into semantic meaning” (sect. 3, para. 1). The more memorable rendering of this claim is that “every language gets the writing system it deserves” (sect. 3). It is worth a brief digression to note that both the underlying idea and the literal form of the claim have resonated for other scholars. Frost attributes the quote to Ignatius Mattingly. Another source is M. A. K Halliday, who, in a 1976 lecture, observed that the development of writing was an incremental process over long periods of time. In the course of this process (unlike the conscious efforts, which are often subject to the fads and fashions of linguistics of the time), a language usually gets the sort of writing system it deserves” (Halliday 2003, p. 103, reprinted from Halliday 1977).

Recently, Seidenberg also has expressed this claim in some interesting detail by noting a correlation between language typologies and writing systems: Complex inflectional morphology begets shallow orthography. Seidenberg captured the tradeoffs writing makes between exposing phonemes and exposing morphemes with the “grapholinguistic equilibrium hypothesis” (Seidenberg 2011). At the equilibrium point, “spoken languages get the writing systems they deserve” (p. 169).

The writing system that is deserved might not be one that is literally optimal in the sense defined by Frost. Indeed, the optimization hypothesis is elegantly startling in its implausibility. Perhaps optimization algorithms could be run on the phonological spaces of a sample of a couple dozen languages to see what the theoretically optimal orthography should be—that is, if one could also map the morpheme semantic spaces as well. Underlying optimization is the assumption that writing systems “learn” over time, by analogy to network models that self-correct in response to environmental input. Applied to writing systems, this self-correcting network would modify spellings in response to feedback that pushes the network to spell more in relation to morphology or to phonology. It is an intriguing idea that might work, if there were sufficient tolerance about spelling variability to allow the “votes” of usage to lead to increasing stability. There are strong conservative forces at play in writing, and while some change can and does occur, its reach is checked by these forces. Depending on the net result of change forces and conservative forces, orthographies will wind up considerably short of optimality.

Of course, the optimality hypothesis may be taken to mean that, by now, all orthographies have reached the equilibrium state...
Vision, development, and bilingualism are fundamental in the quest for a universal model of visual word recognition and reading
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Abstract: We agree with many of the principles proposed by Frost but highlight crucial caveats and report research findings that challenge several assertions made in the target article. We discuss the roles that visual processing, development, and bilingualism play in visual word recognition and reading. These are overlooked in all current models, but are fundamental to any universal model of reading.

Frost presents a compelling argument for constraining models of visual word recognition by the linguistic properties of language, and attempting to find universals across languages. As noted in the target article, there is a large body of research focussing on linguistic elements that modulate the speed of word recognition (e.g., semantic, phonological, and morphological priming) and several models, such as the CDP++ (Perry et al. 2007) and the bi-modal interactive activation model (Diepen et al. 2010), accommodate these factors within a structural framework of orthographic word recognition. There are, however, several problems with these models, the most striking being that for the majority the first explicit stage of processing does not begin until after perceptual information has been encoded into an abstract form, that is, abstract letter representations. Hence, the crucial “visual” aspect of “visual word recognition” is absent from these models. Although linguistic factors are likely to shape the development and functioning of abstract letter units, visual processes must constrain these representations, given that, for sighted individuals, vision is the sensory input system for processing printed text. The fundamental role of early visual processing in reading research has been largely overlooked, but there is an emerging body of research suggesting the effects of visual features for efficient encoding of letters and words. For example, the overall shapes of words, not just the constituent letters, influence word recognition in children (e.g., Webb et al. 2006), skilled readers (e.g., Healy & Cunningham 1992), and dyslexics (e.g., Lavidor 2011), by constraining the set of potential lexical candidates. This is most evident in lowercase scripts with ascenders and descenders that appear in the middle of words (e.g., Kelly et al. 2011). We propose that these factors originate from general mechanisms associated with visual object perception, such as pattern recognition and episodic memory, which become specialised for processing text across development.

We agree with Frost that the cognitive system is tuned to pick up statistical regularities of the language. A series of studies have shown that letter and word recognition is mediated by positional letter frequency but only for some positions, such as the first letters (e.g., English and Greek) and last letter (shown in English) (Kiori & Pitchford 2009; Pitchford et al. 2008). In contrast to Frost’s assertion that, in English, all letters have a more or less similar contribution to word identity and the distribution of transitional probabilities is more or less flat, our data suggest that different letter positions may be more or less informative for constraining word recognition. Also, this varies across different alphabetic languages and within bilinguals, perhaps reflecting the statistical properties of letter distributions of each language (Pitchford et al. 2011). Interestingly, insensitivity to statistical regularities may be indicative of failure to become a skilled reader, such as in developmental dyslexia (Pitchford et al. 2009). Sensitivity to statistical orthographic regularities could emerge implicitly within structural models of word recognition, for example, in interactive activation models (Dijkstra & van Heuven 1998; McClelland & Rumelhart 1981) that have feedforward and feedback connections between multiple levels of representation at the feature, letter, and word level. If top-down processing can modify activation at other levels, where relative letter position is encoded, this would provide a possible mechanism whereby orthographic regularities present in the lexicon could influence letter and word recognition.

Frost also argues that learning models have more to offer than the popular structural models of orthographic processing that have recently been proposed. However, the argument is not as straightforward as Frost presents (e.g., Page 2000; Thomas & van Heuven 2005). Learning models account for the acquisition of reading processes when a child is also developing spoken language skills. In contrast, structural models account for skilled reading processes that are optimised for recognising familiar words rather than learning new words. Ideally, each type of model should inform the other regarding the key parameters.
needed to construct a cogent and “ecologically valid” theory of visual word recognition and reading. The end point of learning models should be structural representations, and structural models should emerge through learning (Johnson & Karmiloff-Smith 1992).

One of the criticisms that Frost raises in relation to structural models of orthographic processing is that letter-order insensitivity is not a general property of the cognitive system. This is based on the lack of orthographic priming in non-alphabetic scripts, such as Hebrew (Frost et al. 2005). However, letter-order insensitivity in non-alphabetic scripts may be more pervasive than Frost suggests. For example, orthographic priming by transposed characters (Wang & Peng 2000) and radicals (Ding et al. 2004) has been shown in Chinese monolinguals. This demonstrates that insensitivity to order operates across different levels of representation even within a logographic writing system. This raises the possibility that analogous effects exist in Hebrew at some level of representation not yet reported. Additionally, the finding that English–Hebrew bilinguals only show form priming when tested in English but not in Hebrew (Frost et al. 2005) may not be as revealing about the encoding of letter position as first appears. The lack of form priming when reading Hebrew may have resulted from automatic activation of the English translations of printed Hebrew words, which do not necessarily share any orthographic features and/or interfere with the encoding of Hebrew. Indeed, it has recently been shown that when bilinguals read in one language they automatically translate into the other language, even with two distinctive scripts, such as English and Chinese (e.g., Zhang et al. 2011). Furthermore, Chinese is not simply a logographic language as implied by Frost, as its phonology in Mandarin is represented using Hanyu Pinyin, a transparent alphabetic script, used in learning to read Chinese. This has been shown to impact on recognising printed English words in Chinese–English bilinguals (van Heuven & Conklin 2007).

So, letter-order insensitivity may not be a strategy of optimising encoding resources as Frost suggests, but rather may reflect a fundamental property of the cognitive system, and therefore the brain.

**Giving theories of reading a sporting chance**
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**Abstract.** The search for a universal theory of reading is misguided. Instead, theories should articulate general principles of neural computation that interact with language-specific learning environments to explain the full diversity of observed reading-related phenomena across the world’s languages.

Frost provides compelling arguments that efforts to understand orthographic representation and processing should not treat orthography as an isolated domain but must consider what orthography is for. That is, orthography is fundamentally a visual code for conveying meaning, and as such takes advantage of, and is thus shaped by, the phonological and morphological structure of a given language. Because the world’s languages vary so much in these properties, their orthographies do as well, and in this sense “languages get the writing systems they deserve” (Seidenberg 2011; cf. Frost’s Note 2 in the target article). Thus, understanding orthography must be done in the context of a broader theory of the full reading system, encompassing orthography, phonology, morphology, semantics, and syntax.

While I fully concur with Frost on the nature of the problem, I disagree with him on the nature of the solution. Frost advocates the development of a universal theory of reading which “should focus on what is invariant in orthographic processing across writing systems” (sect. 9, para. 1, emphasis in the original). Harking back to Chomsky (1965) notion of a Universal Grammar (despite its drawbacks; Sampson 2005), Frost anticipates that “the set of reading universals ought to be quite small, general, and abstract, to fit all writing systems and their significant inter-differences” (sect. 2.1, para. 1).

Therein lies the problem. …

Suppose a large group of researchers spent decades running studies and developing theories about how people play soccer. After all, most of the world plays soccer, it is a very socially important skill, and children are taught to play from a very young age. In fact, given that soccer is a relatively recent cultural invention and we are unlikely to have evolved dedicated brain mechanisms for it, someone might propose a “neural recycling hypothesis” (cf. Dehaene & Cohen 2007) about how brain regions that would otherwise be doing other things become recruited for soccer.

Now, of course, in some parts of the world, instead of soccer, people play baseball, or table tennis, or do cross-country skiing. Given that any given child might have been born into a completely different sporting environment, we can’t have a theory of soccer playing that doesn’t also explain how people play all of these other sports. Apparently what we need is a universal theory of sports that identifies and explains just those “fundamental and invariant phenomena” (target article, Abstract) that are true of all sports.

As it turns out, it is quite straightforward to formulate general principles that are important across sports, such as being fast, strong, coordinated, and fit (although each admits exceptions—e.g., strength is irrelevant in table tennis). Such generalities are no doubt relevant to understanding sporting activities. The problem is, of course, that by themselves they tell us almost nothing about how a given sport like soccer is actually played (and why someone like Lionel Messi is so much better at it than the rest of us). The real explanation comes from working out how the general principles manifest in, and interact with, the specifics of a particular sport to give rise to both its general and idiosyncratic aspects (e.g., the importance of eye–foot coordination). Put bluntly, the things that are universal are so general that they are the starting point for theory building, not the theory itself.

The same holds for reading. The relevant “universals” probably aren’t about reading at all—they’re more likely to be very general principles of neural representation, processing, and learning that interact with specific reading/linguistic environments to give rise to the observed range of behaviors (across both individuals and scripts). If so, there’s no such thing as a universal theory of reading—instead, maybe there’s something like a universal theory of neural computation that can, among other things, learn to read.

Frost is right to emphasize learning as fundamental to theories of reading (although why he would consider this a “new approach to modeling visual word recognition” [sect. 6, para. 7] is anyone’s guess). However, one gets the sense that he hasn’t quite embraced the depth of the implications of this commitment.

For example, although the general idea behind Frost’s “universality constraint” is important, I disagree with his specific formulation. It’s not that “models of reading should … aim to reflect the common cognitive operations involved in treating printed language across different writing systems” (sect. 2.1, para. 1, emphasis his). Rather, models should be grounded in computational principles that can apply to any writing system. The actual “cognitive operations” within the model are the result of complex interactions between these principles and learning in a
particular linguistic environment, and would be expected to become tailored to that environment (and hence highly idiosyncratic).

Similarly, his treatment of the issue of sensitivity to letter position has the feel of a “principles and parameters” perspective (Chomsky 1981) in which all that is required of learning is the binary determination of “whether or not to be flexible about letter-position coding” (sect. 4.2, para. 10). Frost suggests that this determination might be made on the basis of “whether the distribution of letter frequency is skewed or not” (sect. 5, para. 4) but admits that this doesn’t explain why non-derived Hebrew words show transposed-letter priming but most (derived) Hebrew words do not (Velen & Frost 2011). Without a fully developed learning theory, all that is left to fall back on is the implausible suggestion that subjects adapt their coding strategy on a word-by-word basis: “it is not the coding of letter position that is flexible, but the reader’s strategy in processing them” (sect. 4.2, para. 9, italics in the original). Perhaps, instead, the system has simply learned to adapt its orthographic coding of each item in a way that takes into account its relationship with other items, in much the same way that networks can learn to treat exception words differently than orthographically similar regular words and nonwords (Plaut et al. 1996).

In summary, while applauding the focus on learning-based theories of reading that generalize across languages, I would discourage the search for a universal theory that captures all and only those aspects of reading shared by all languages. Instead, it would be more fruitful to formulate general computational principles that combine with language-specific learning environments to yield the full complexity and diversity of reading-related phenomena observed across the world’s languages.

The case of the neglected alphasyllabary:
Orthographic processing in Devanagari
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Abstract: We applaud Ram Frost for highlighting the need for multicultural perspectives while developing universal models of visual word recognition. We second Frost’s proposal that factors like lexical morphology should be incorporated besides purely orthographic features in modeling word recognition. In support, we provide fresh evidence that orthographic processing in Devanagari. Despite representing an orthographic confluence, alphasyllabaries are not included in Frost’s critique, probably because of the paucity of evidence on orthographic processing in these languages. We provide here a brief description of Hindi alphasyllabary (henceforth, Devanagari), one of the Indic languages written in the Devanagari script, along with recent experimental evidence that highlights the role of morphological structure in orthographic processing in Devanagari.

Also called abugida, the alphasyllabary is a segmental writing system wherein consonant–vowel (CV) sequences are combined within character units: Akin to alphabets, alphasyllabaries distinguish vowels and consonants, but as in a syllabary, each alphasyllabic character or aksara (pronounced /aksʌra/) maps onto a CV syllable.

Devanagari has highly transparent sound-to-spelling mapping, in consonance with its origins in Brahmī, the ancient Indian orthography designed especially to encode the finer articulatory details of Vedic chants. Accordingly, the Devanagari aksaraṃāla (alphabet) has a phonetic layout: vowels and diphthongs are followed by consonants classified by place of articulation. Unlike Hebrew, where vowel information is underspecified, Devanagari employs obligatory vowel diacritics that substitute the inherent schwa (/ə/) of consonant characters wherever necessary (for a detailed description, see Vaid & Gupta 2002). The use of vowel diacritics and ligatured consonants renders Devanagari orthography visually nonlinear and spatially complex.

The limited data available suggest that the neural underpinnings of Devanagari word recognition are appreciably influenced by its structural hybridity (Das et al. 2011), engaging brain regions involved in phonemic, syllabic, as well as complex visuospatial processing. An insightful behavioral study by Vaid and Gupta (2002) demonstrated that readers of Devanagari are sensitive to both syllabic and phonemic level features during orthographic processing.

In addition to a hybrid orthography, Hindi/Devanagari possesses a rich, productive morphology with extensive inflectional marking of semantic and syntactic concepts like gender, number, and tense (Kachru 2008; Masica 1991). Following Frost’s discussion, we present recent evidence that orthographic processing in Hindi/Devanagari is also constrained by lexical morphology: Aksara transposition (henceforth termed TL per convention) effects in Hindi/Devanagari are evident in morphologically simple (monomorphemic) but not morphologically complex (bimorphemic) words.

Transposed aksara (TL) priming in Devanagari. Forty proficient, right-handed native readers of Hindi made dominant-hand lexical decisions to a list of 80 four-aksara Hindi targets which were preceded by one of four prime types: identity (ID), orthographic nonword (NW; मलतब-मलतब, <majlab>–<cmatlab>), transposed aksara (TL: मलतब-मलतव, <maltab>–<cmtlab>), or unrelated word primes (WD: मलतब-मलतव, <mansab>–<cmatlab>, district-meaning). Forty targets were morphologically simple (analogous to GARDEN), while 40 were complex (analogous to WARDEN, for example कसरत, exercise, from करस <kasara>, effort). An informal poll was used to ensure familiarity of target and unrelated word primes to native readers. Targets comprised only basic consonant aksaras and had no nonlinear diacritics, while primes had minimal diacritics; none of the stimuli had ligatured consonants. TL primes involved the transposition of medial (second and third) aksaras of targets, while NW primes were created by replacing the second aksara, and WD primes were selected to share the first and last (whenever possible) aksaras with respective targets. The orthoaetict legality of all nonword bigrams was carefully checked. Forty nonword as well as twenty filler word targets were similarly compiled, with matching primes in all four categories. A practice block of ten...
words and nonwords each preceded the main task. Per trial, a forward mask (#####) of 500 msec was followed by a 67-msec prime in white aksaras, which was immediately replaced on screen by the target in yellow aksaras (as Hindi/Devanagari makes no case distinction).

Across both simple and complex words, participants’ target recognition in the identity priming condition was significantly faster (74 msec and 85 msec, both \(p < .004\)) with respect to the unrelated word (control) condition. For morphologically simple words, facilitation by TL primes (<matlab>, compar-ative to GADREN–GARDEN, 70 msec, \(p < .001\)) was equivalent to that by identity primes, while orthographic nonword primes (<matlab>, GALDEN–GARDEN) did not facilitate targets significantly (40 msec, \(p > .02\)). By contrast, recognition of morphologically complex words was not facilitated (\(p > .10\)) by either TL (<kasrat>–<kasrat>, WADREN–WARDEN, 28 msec) or NW primes (<akbrat>–<akbrat>, WABDEN–WARDEN, 24 msec), although a numerical advantage over control primes was discernible (see Fig. 1).

**Discussion.** The preliminary evidence supports a robust transposed aksara (TL) priming effect in the alphasyllabic orthography of Devanagari, although TL primes facilitate recognition of only morphologically simple words. By contrast, TL primes fail to facilitate identification of morphologically complex Hindi/Devanagari words, similarly to previous reports on English and Spanish (Christianson et al. 2005; Dufaibetia et al. 2007).

It is noteworthy that, unlike previous studies wherein primes violated morpheme boundaries (e.g., WARDEN), two-fifths of the TL primes of morphologically complex words in our exper-iment preserved morphemic boundaries (e.g., WADREN). The present results suggest that initial orthographic processing in Hindi/Devanagari is critically modulated by the morpho-ortho-graphic structure of written words (Gold & Rastle 2007).

To conclude, our data offer support for Frost’s claim, showing that orthographic feature encoding in Hindi/Devanagari is modu-lated by morphological context. The current results underline the need for revising word recognition models to extend their univers-ality to encompass alphasyllabaries. Based on these results, we also propose the syllabic CV aksara as the probable input unit for orthographic encoding in Hindi/Devanagari, similarly to syllabic–moriнач Kana in Japanese (Perea & Perez 2009).

**NOTE.** 1. Transcription follows Vaid and Gupta (2002).
Commentary/Frost: Towards a universal model of reading

predictable ways (e.g., repaint, relock, retype). Further, while these regularities also characterise the mapping between phonology and meaning, they are far easier to capture in writing than in speech (e.g. health versus /hɛɭ/; magician versus /məˈdʒɪʃən/). Thus, the new approach to a universal theory of reading that Frost offers in the target article would appear to suggest that we should rethink those theories that put phonology at the centre of the reading process. Here, we will begin to consider seriously the part played by a morphemically based visual pathway to meaning in reading, reading development, and reading impairment.

Phono-morpho-orthographic construal: The view from spelling
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Abstract: A spelling model which has evolved in the parallel universe of spelling research resonates with Frost’s reading model. Like reading, spelling cannot be based solely on phonology or orthography, but should accommodate all linguistic facets. The cognitive domain of spelling does not take place at the level of single grapheme or phoneme or syllable, but rather, at the lexical level.

Frost’s timely article launches a theory of reading single words that stands in sharp contrast to previous, English-oriented models focusing solely on orthographic or phonological patterns. Two critical features render this reading model linguistically plausible and ecologically valid. It intrinsically accommodates different orthographic systems tailored to highlight the meaning-carrying units of the languages they express; and it assumes learning to be the main mechanism which picks up statistical patterns inherent in the input to recover meaning.

This commentary is about a model which has evolved in the parallel universe of spelling research and resonates with Frost’s reading model, albeit being informed by different schools of thought and based on rather different evidence sources. This model of spelling (Ravid 2012) construes the psycholinguistic underpinnings of Hebrew spelling as a network of phono-morpho-orthographic statistical patterns in the printed input from which reader and writers extract meaning. It is grounded in four main conceptual arenas. One is the encyclopedia approach to language held by the schools of Cognitive Linguistics (Croft & Cruse 2004; Langacker 1987) and Construction Grammar (Goldberg 2003), which assume the existence of linguistic networks of subtle form-function relations learned on the basis of the input coupled with general cognitive mechanisms. Another is development as the emergent process that drives learning in interaction with the environment (Elman 2003, p. 430). The spelling model is next predicated on the typological imperative (Berman 1986; Slabbin 1996), as the set of salient characteristics of a language that shapes its acquisition. Finally, the domain of literacy makes a major contribution via Olson’s view of the “script as model” (Olson 1994), which provides the link between language typology and orthographic variation in spelling development. The spelling model is informed by analyses of Modern Hebrew and its orthography, as well as by cross-linguistic developmental evidence of spelling acquisition (for reviews, see Ravid 2012; Sandra 2007).

The spelling model delineates a path to overcome homophonic letters in Hebrew, which derive from the loss of historical phonological distinctions, such as the distinction between emphatic q and non-emphatic k (Bolezky 1997; Ravid 1995; Schwarzwald 2001). Homophony is offset by the powerful impact of the morphological root and function roles of letters, occupying different sites in the written word. For example, v can be written by either ו or ז, however the conjunction ו (and) is exclusively spelled as ו at word-initial position. Clear participation in the function “envelope” at both sides of the root or stem is a shortcut to correct spelling, supporting only one possible path between homophonous sound and letter, leading to early correct spelling of function letters in Hebrew (Gillis & Ravid 2006; Ravid 2001; 2005).

As an illustration of the role of networks relating orthographic patterns to morpho-phonological knowledge in gaining command of spelling, consider the erroneous spelling of meida (“information”) as כייד rather than כייד— that is, treating masculine meida as feminine because it ends with a stressed a.

Correct spelling requires a knowledge network that would let the speller know that despite the superficial phonological similarity to feminine nouns, meida is masculine, and therefore does not end with feminine י. Specific morphological knowledge would relate meida to root יד (‘know’), extracted from a lexical inventory of this morphological family, such as hodל’a (‘inform,’ ידוד), nada (‘science,’ ידע), or moda’a (‘notice,’ ידוע). General morpho-phonological knowledge would inform one that ז typically attracts the low vowel a at word final position, based on masculine items containing ז-final roots, such as verb herג’a (‘calm,’ ירבד) or noun masa (‘journey,’ יסוד). These two converging networks—the morphological family, relating meida to other words based on the same root, and morpho-phonological generalizations based on phonologically similar items with similar roots—specify a small but consistent class of ז-final masculine items that superficially resemble the vastly larger י-final feminine class. In experienced and literate speakers/writers, this knowledge motivates the choice of ז over י in spelling meida.

A flexible and universally applied model of spelling cannot be mired at the level of the grapheme–phoneme link and grapheme combination. As a cognitive domain, correct spelling does not take place at the level of grapheme, phoneme, or syllable, but rather at the lexical level. This attention to meaning is at the heart of the new view of spelling as—alongside with phonology—deriving from the lexicon. Empiricist approaches (e.g., Oller 2000) regard the lexicon as the core of phonological generalizations. Phonological representations can thus be viewed as “emergent properties of . . . word shapes the language user encounters and stores in memory” (Beckman & Edwards 2000, p. 241). In the same way, spelling is regarded as a lexical operation that fosters the production and comprehension of words—and is thus nested within a complex network of phonological, morphological, and orthographic categories and patterns. As in spoken language, learners need to extract distributional frequencies about mapping these three domains in words. Spelling phenomena such as frequent letter sequences, phoneme–grapheme correspondences, and classification of letters by morphological role (such as root or function letters) are all entailed by the fact that correct or conventional spelling supports the production and recognition of words.
The limitations of the reverse-engineering approach to cognitive modeling
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Abstract: Frost’s critique reveals the limitations of the reverse-engineering approach to cognitive modeling—the style of psychological explanation in which a stipulated internal organization (in the form of a computational mechanism) explains a relatively narrow set of phenomena. An alternative is to view organization as both the explanation for some phenomena and a phenomenon to be explained. This move poses new and interesting theoretical challenges for theories of word reading.

Generally, models of skilled word reading are constructed via a process of reverse engineering: (i) A body of findings concerning a relatively small set of phenomena is identified (e.g., effects of word frequency, orthographic-phonological regularity, letter transpositions); (ii) an internal organization is hypothesized in the form of a system of computational or neural mechanisms; and (iii) the model is evaluated in terms of whether the hypothesized organization would generate the patterns of behavior that it was designed to explain. This form of theorizing is not entirely circular: The models are also evaluated in terms of their capacity to generate accurate predictions about new facets of the phenomena of interest and, less often, their capacity to address other kinds of phenomena. The reverse-engineering approach is not specific to the study of word reading, but theorists in the domain of skilled word reading are especially adept practitioners of this approach; there are many word reading models, and as a group they are perhaps as detailed and mechanistically explicit as can be found in any subfield of cognitive science.

Frost’s article reveals the bankruptcy of the reverse-engineering approach. At one level, his article is largely a criticism of the “new age of orthographic processing” (sect. 1.1, para. 2)—the proliferation of models inspired by the discovery that letter position is coded far less rigidly (in some languages!) than previous models postulated. An alternative is to view organization as both the explanation for some phenomena and a phenomenon to be explained. This move poses new and interesting theoretical challenges for theories of word reading.

Given these considerations, Frost’s endorsement of learning models over the reverse-engineering approach (“structured models,” in his terms) is precisely the right move. I would add to his analysis two key points: First, I believe the field has generally failed to appreciate that these two kinds of approaches represent different understandings of what counts as scientific explanation. For the reverse-engineering approach, the question is how to explain the behavior exhibited by readers in word recognition experiments, and the answer is the organization stipulated by the theorist, which describes the millisecond-scale processes by which the meaning and pronunciation of a printed word are computed. For learning models, the organization of the reading system plays a dual role. It describes the millisecond-scale processes by which a written word is read, and thus provides an explanation of the same kinds of phenomena addressed by reverse-engineering models. At a slower time scale, the organization itself changes as a consequence of learning, and the theory must explain how and why this happens. Thus, organization is both the explanation and the explanandum.

The second point I would add to Frost’s analysis is that the acknowledgment that organization must itself be explained, and that learning is central to understanding this explanation, raises a new set of theoretical challenges. (1) We need to understand the nature of the learning process. For example, to what extent is reading acquisition a form of statistical learning? Are the mappings among orthography, phonology, and semantic learned independently, or does knowledge of one mapping constrain how the other mappings are learned? (2) How should the properties of a language or writing system be characterized? It has proven constructive to think that writing systems vary in their phonological transparency (Frost et al. 1987), the grain size of the mapping between orthography and phonology (Ziegler & Goswami 2005), and the richness of their morphology (Plaut & Gonnerman 2000). But these characterizations are imprecise; we need much better ways to quantify these and other dimensions of statistical structure. (3) The properties of an orthography are determined by the properties of the language it represents. Frost hypothesizes in the target article that orthographies are optimized to provide “maximal phonological and semantic information by the use of minimal orthographic units” (sect. 3.1, para. 1, italics in the original). Similarly, Seidenberg (2011) proposed that languages with complex inflectional morphologies generally have phonologically transparent orthographies. Our theories should provide a basis for understanding how and why orthographic systems are constrained by the properties of spoken languages. (4) Knowledge is not an all-or-none thing. Stipulated models typically assume otherwise: For example, a lexical unit either exists or not. But an impressive array of evidence indicates that the quality of lexical representations (their precision and stability) can vary substantially, even for skilled readers (Perfetti 2007). Our theories must provide the means to capture these “in-between” states.

(5) The organization of the reading system differs for readers of different languages, but also among readers of the same language (Andrews & Hersch 2010; Yap et al. 2012). On what dimensions do these individual differences occur, and what gives rise to them?

Commentary/Frost: Towards a universal model of reading

Writing systems: Not optimal, but good enough
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Abstract: Languages and writing systems result from satisfying multiple constraints related to learning, comprehension, production, and their...
Frost is correct in asserting that writing systems need to be understood in terms of the “full linguistic environment” (sect. 1, para. 5), which was the main point of Seidenberg (2011), a chapter in a book to which we both contributed, resulting from a conference we both attended. My chapter is also the proximal source for the “spoken languages get the writing systems they deserve” epigram (which Frost now attributes to a personal communication with the late James M. Mattingly). The wording is identical, but the claims are not. Whereas I think languages and writing systems are probably pretty well matched because they satisfy functional constraints arising from multiple sources, Frost claims that writing systems are optimal, their properties largely dictated by a language’s phonological structure.

Among the many problems with Frost’s account are the following:

1. The argument proceeds by analogy to a version of evolution whereby natural selection creates movement toward optimality, a basic misunderstanding of the theory (http://evol.berkeley.edu/evolibrary/misconceptions_faq.php#a3). Orthographies evolved, but there is no magic hand directing progress and the outcomes were not as “inevitable” as Frost repeatedly asserts. Accidents of geography and history are to writing systems as mutation, migration, and genetic drift are to evolution.

2. There are ways to assess whether the solution to a problem is “optimal,” but they require formalizing the problem and doing some math, which is what distinguishes Claude Shannon from Dr. Pangloss. Frost hasn’t established that any writing system is optimal. To do so would require deciding, optimal for what? Acquisition? Comprehension? Texting? The erudite Mattingly (1992) wasn’t careless enough to write that languages get the writing systems they deserve. Rather, he discussed the mismatches between languages and writing systems, and how they tend to diminish over time (because orthography changes the mental representation of spoken language as much as the opposite). This is satisfying, not optimizing.

3. Major changes to writing systems have repeatedly come about through legislative fiat—writing reform. These developments (e.g., Vuk’s revision of Serbo-Croatian; the creation of Hangul in 15th-century Korea; character simplification in modern China) were planned rather than “natural,” “inevitable” occurrences. Such abrupt innovations (punctuated equilibria?) have often led to great increases in literacy. Many countries have agencies that actively manage their writing systems (e.g., the Turkish Language Association, the Academy of the Hebrew Language).

4. Frost’s descriptions of the five writing systems deviate from scholarly treatments (see especially Ramsey [1987, pp. 57–62] on the questionable status of “word” in Chinese: cf. Coe (2003; Daniels & Bright 1996). Solecisms abound—here are a few examples: Morphological variations in Serbo-Croatian do result in phonological variations, for example, systematic deformations of stems (Mirković et al. 2011), contrary to Frost’s assertion. Writing systems that represent syllables are not alphabets. Frost writes that “nothing is arbitrary when it comes to orthographic structure” (sect. 3.2.3, para. 2), but many things are, starting with the arbitrary association between a visual sign and a pronunciation for many words in languages such as English and French, of which several possible spellings happen to be used).

Regarding Frost’s characterization of recent psycholinguistic history, more research is now being conducted on orthographic representation, but there was no “paradigm shift” (sect. 1, para. 3). People did not change their fundamental assumptions about how reading works or how to study it; the science simply expanded. Frost is correct that orthography is shaped by its relations to phonology and meaning (Price & Devlin 2011; Seidenberg 2011, Fig. 9.1). The better accounts of orthographic knowledge that are indeed needed will emerge by taking a neuro-developmental perspective on how such systems are learned and constraints on what is learnable, as well as differences between writing systems. Finally, the differences in sensitivity to letter
position that Frost emphasizes need to be assessed against statistical properties of writing systems – for example, the frequencies and distributions of letters in words – information that is lacking in most studies. Hebrew roots may resist letter transposition because of their statistical salience, derived from properties of the spoken language, which cause them to be more robustly encoded than most letter patterns in English. Given such statistical differences, the same underlying mechanisms can give rise to different sensitivities to letter position.

Frost and fogs, or sunny skies? Orthography, reading, and misplaced optimism
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Abstract: I argue that the study of variability rather than invariance should head the reading research agenda, and that strong claims of orthographic “optimality” are unwarranted. I also expand briefly on Frost’s assertion that an efficient orthography must represent sound and meaning, by considering writing systems as dual-purpose devices that must provide decipherability for novice readers and automatizability for the expert.

Frost has sounded a timely wake-up call to reading researchers and other cognitive scientists who are wont to draw universal generalizations on the basis of data collected from a specific culture, language, or orthography. He then asserts that the main goal of reading research is to develop theories that describe the fundamental and invariant phenomena of reading across orthographies. Among experimental psychologists, elucidation of the cognitive operations common to all readers, and, more generally, to human cognition, has always headed the agenda; “variant and idiosyncratic” (target article, Abstract, emphasis in original) factors are less important. But should invariance be our overriding concern? For biologically primary abilities such as depth perception or auditory localization that are acquired early, rapidly, and universally, invariance is unquestionably the rule; variability or individual differences is of lesser concern, often denigrated as the “noise” in the system. However, because learned skills such as reading and writing represent recent cultural innovations that are not part of humans’ evolutionary heritage, variability rather than invariance is fundamental. Even in the field of spoken-language processing, which is widely regarded by reading researchers as biologically primary (in contrast to written-language processing), it has been argued that there are few, if any, language universals once we consider the full compass of spoken language variety (Evans & Levinson 2009; see also the discussion of WEIRD psychology in Henrich et al. 2010 – both in previous issues of BBS). If universals exist in reading and this is a hypothesis, not an axiom – these are likely to be overshadowed by culture-specific, language-specific, and script-specific differences, as well as by massive inter-individual variance. As Evans and Levinson (2009, p. 429) argue, “Linguistic diversity then becomes the crucial datum for cognitive science.”

Does every language get the orthography it deserves? Frost makes the strong claim that orthographies optimally represent speech and meaning, and that the evolution of writing systems is the culmination of a process of optimization. I suggest this note of finality and “optimality” is unwarranted. Every writing system, like spoken language, is a living, breathing organism that must adapt to the ever-changing needs of its users, their culture, and the technology of communication. Written language, like spoken language, ceases to change only when it dies. Frost’s “optimality” may be true of a few languages in societies with a long-standing literacy tradition, but is highly doubtful when it comes to the many developing societies which are relative newcomers to writing and literacy. For example, approximately one third of the world’s languages are spoken in Africa (Bendor-Samuel 1996), yet only some 500 have a written form – the vast majority using a European Roman-based alphabetic orthography disseminated by missionaries who for most writing systems would be optimal for non-European languages. Indeed, many Western scholars still presume that European alphabets are inherently superior to non-alphabetic systems (see, e.g., Gelb 1952; Havelock 1982) But are they? The answer is we don’t know yet, but as the following three illustrations suggest, Europe’s “orthographic elitism,” or rather “alphabetism,” may be unfounded.

A study by Asfaha et al. (2009) investigated reading acquisition in four African languages in Eritrea that use either alphasyllabic (consonant-vowel [CV]) Ge’ez (Tigrinya and Tigre) or alphabetic Roman-based scripts (Kunama and Saho). All four languages are said to share a simple syllabic structure, a rich morphology, and a common national curriculum. All scripts, furthermore, are highly regular in either phoneme correspondences or CV (jedel) correspondences. The teaching of alphabetic Saho script focuses on CV units, whereas alphabetic Kunama is taught phonemically. A sample of 385 first-grade children who learned to read the alphasyllabic Ge’ez by far outperformed children who learned the alphabetic scripts, in spite of the larger number of signs/grammars. Moreover, the CV-level teaching of alphabetic Saho produced superior results compared to alphabetic teaching of Kunama.

A second case in point comes from the Philippines, where the arrival of the Spanish in the 16th century led to the marginalization of the indigenous Indic (alphasyllabic) scripts in all but the most remote regions. Kuipers and McDermott (1996) cite reports of unusually high literacy rates among the Hanunoo in the mountains of Mindoro.

A third example is from Southern Sudan, where the Dinka language is written in a European alphabetic orthography, which, according to some observers (John Myhill, personal communication, 2011), is almost impossible to read fluently. Myhill suggests this may be due to complex interactions between linguistic features not found in European languages, including voice quality and tone that can be both lexical and grammatical.

These few illustrations may not be isolated exceptions. There are documented cases of indigenous scripts invented ex nihilo by illiterate individuals aware only of the existence of writing systems among neighboring peoples or missionaries. Daniels (1996a) cites numerous examples (including the Cree and Vai syllabaries) and notes that almost all share a common design; signs for CV syllables alone (Daniels 1996a; see also Chen [2011], on Chinese).

A final comment relates to Frost’s argument that an efficient writing system must represent sound and meaning. I have termed these two dimensions of orthography decipherability and automatizability. Orthographies can be regarded as dual-purpose devices serving the distinct needs of novices and experts (see Share 2008a). Because all words are initially unfamiliar, the reader needs a means of deciphering new letter strings independently (see Share [1995; 2008b] for more detailed discussion). Here, phonology and decipherability are paramount. To attain fluent, automatized reading, on the other hand, the reader needs unique morpheme-specific letter configurations that can be “unitized” and automatized for instant access to word meaning. Here morpheme-level representation takes precedence. (It may be morpheme distinctiveness [know versus no] rather than morpheme constancy [know/acknowledge] that is crucial for rapid, silent reading.)

This “unfamiliar-to-familiar” or “novice-to-expert” dualism highlights the developmental transition (common to all human skill learning) from slow, deliberate, step-by-step, unskilled performance to rapid, automatized, one-step skilled processing.
Commentary/Frost: Towards a universal model of reading

Without morpheme-level automatizability, the skill of reading might never have transformed modern cultures so profoundly (or at least those few with near-optimal writing systems).

Towards a universal neurobiological architecture for learning to read
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Abstract: Letter-position tolerance varies across languages. This observation suggests that the neural code for letter strings may also be subtly different. Although language-specific models remain useful, we should endeavor to develop a universal model of reading acquisition which incorporates crucial neurobiological constraints. Such a model, through a progressive internalization of phonological and lexical regularities, could perhaps converge onto the language-specific properties outlined by Frost.

“Cnabirdge” reads almost as well as “Cambridge,” but only in some languages. Ram Frost is right in pointing out that tolerance to letter-position swaps is not a universal feature of reading. His hypothesis that writing systems “optimally represent the languages’ phonological spaces” (sect. 3, para. 1) is appealing and is indeed a crucial consideration when discussing the possibility of spelling reform — some variations in writing systems may be more “rational” than they first appear (Dehaene 2009, pp. 32–37). Does it follow, however, that current open-bigram models of orthographic processing are, in Ram Frost’s words, “ill-advised”? And what is the best strategy to achieve a “universal model of reading”?

From a neuroscientific perspective, much insight can be gained from limited models that consider in detail not only the problems raised by a specific script and language, but also the neurobiological constraints on how the brain might solve them. Our bigram neuron hypothesis, which postulates that the left occipitotemporal visual word form area (VWFA) may contain neurons tuned to ordered letter pairs, was presented in this context as a useful solution to position-invariant recognition of written words in English, French, and related Roman scripts (Dehaene et al. 2005). A functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) experiment aimed at testing the predictions of this model demonstrated that reading indeed relies on a hierarchy of brain areas sensitive to increasingly complex properties, from individual letters to bigrams and to higher-order combinations of abstract letter representations (Vinckier et al. 2007). These regions form a gradient of selectivity through the occipitotemporal cortex, with activation becoming more selective for higher-level stimuli towards the anterior fusiform region (Fig. 1) (see also Binder 2006). Interestingly, a similar gradient may also exist in Chinese script (Chan et al. 2009). It would be important to probe it in Hebrew readers.

We agree with Frost that developing a more general, language-universal model of reading acquisition is a major goal for future research. However, crucially, we would add that such a universal model should incorporate strong constraints from brain architecture and not just linguistics. Existing connectionist models typically incorporate few neurobiological constraints and, as a result, provide information-processing solutions that need not be realistic at the brain level. Reading is a ventral visual stream process that “recycles” existing visual mechanisms used for object recognition (Dehaene 2009; Szwed et al. 2009; 2011; however, see Reich et al. 2011) As such, it is heavily constrained by the limitations of the visual brain, for example, the necessity to process information

Figure 1 (Szwed et al.). Hierarchical Coding of Letter Strings in the Ventral Visual Stream. Up: Design and examples of stimuli used, with an increasing structural similarity to real words. Down: fMRI results The image illustrates the spatial layout of sensitivity of the occipitotemporal cortex to letter strings of different similarity to real words. Activations become more selective for higher-level stimuli (i.e., stimuli more similar to real words) toward the anterior fusiform regions. This is taken as evidence for a hierarchy of brain areas sensitive to increasingly complex properties, from individual letters to bigrams and to higher-order combinations of letters. (Adapted from Vinckier et al. 2007).
step by step through distinct visual areas with increasing receptive fields (V1, V2, V3, V4, V5, LO, MT ...). Implementing these constraints into general models has proven very challenging so far (although see Mozer 1987). Indeed, important advances in the field have been predominantly guided by narrow, language-specific theories that hardwire these constraints into their architectures. Nevertheless, the vast neurobiological knowledge about these regions should ultimately be tapped by a more general model. Starting from a generic, biologically realistic neuronal architecture, and using realistic synaptic plasticity rules, the future model would converge on a specific architecture for the VWFA in any language. It could include a Bayesian implementation of the informative fragments model, which falls close to predicting the real-life responses of ventral visual stream neurons involved in object recognition (Ullman 2007).

Would such a model, once developed, substantiate Frost’s claim that the internal code for letter strings varies strongly across languages, depending on their phonology and word structure? Here, we should clear up a frequent confusion. During online processing, when an actual word is read by a fluent reader, magnetoencephalography (MEG) experiments, with their high temporal resolution, have shown that the first major response of the visual system, peaking roughly 130 msec after seeing a word, is determined overwhelmingly by the frequency of letter combinations that make up a word, whereas lexical and phonological effects come into play much later (Simos et al. 2002; Solomyak & Marantz 2010). Thus, in adults, the VWFA may reflect a relatively isolated stage of orthographic processing that is essentially immune to phonological and semantic influences (Dehaene & Cohen 2011; but see Price & Devlin 2011). However, this is not to say that, in the course of learning, the acquired orthographical code cannot be influenced by the needs of the phonological and semantic systems to which the VWFA ultimately projects. The anatomical localization of the VWFA is strongly influenced, not only by bottom visual constraints (Hasson et al. 2002), but also by the lateralization of the target spoken language (Pinel & Dehaene 2009). MEG shows that, in English readers, the visual word form system decomposes the words’ morphology into prefixes, roots, and affixes about 170 msec after stimulus onset (Solomyak & Marantz 2010). Such decomposition is automatic and operates even with pseudo-affixed words like “brother” that can be falsely decomposed into “bro” and “ther” (Lewis et al. 2011). Thus, the visual system has internalized orthographic units that are relevant to morphological and lexical knowledge.

Although not yet demonstrated, we consider it likely that the VWFA also codes for frequent substrings that facilitate the mapping onto phonemes, such as “th” or “ain” in English. Indeed, this hypothesis may explain why English reading, with its complex grapheme–phoneme mappings, causes greater activation in the VWFA than does Italian reading (Paulesu et al. 2000).

In this context, we have no difficulty in accepting Frost’s argument that the optimal neural code for letter strings might have to be much less tolerant to letter swaps in Hebrew than in English. This view predicts root detectors in the more anterior part of VWFA of Hebrew readers and sharper tuning curves for letters and bigram detectors. Testing such predictions for scripts other than Latin is an important goal for future neuroimaging experiments. A readily available tool is fMRI repetition suppression, which has proven sensitive to subtle properties of object, number, and letter tuning (Dehaene et al. 2004; Grill-Spector et al. 1999). Alternatively, multivariate pattern analysis may provide more direct access to the fine-tuning characteristic of the VWFA (Braet et al. 2012).
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The study of orthographic processing has broadened research in visual word recognition
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Abstract: Interest in orthographic processing reflects an expansion, not constriction, of the scope of research in visual word recognition (VWR). Transposition effects are merely one aspect of investigations into orthographic encoding, while open bigrams can accommodate differences across languages. The target article’s inaccurate characterization of the study of orthographic processing is not conducive to the advancement of VWR research.

The target article accuses researchers in orthographic processing of inadvisedly narrowing the scope of investigation in visual word recognition (VWR). However, the article actually reflects the narrowness of the author’s own outlook, rather than the existence of any constrictions on VWR research. The article makes the obvious point that VWR is not limited to orthographic processing, but must include phonological, morphological, and semantic analysis. None of us who investigate orthographic processing would disagree. The current attention being paid to the topic of letter-position encoding simply reflects the fact that this aspect of VWR has been neglected in the past; we have now successfully pointed out the interesting and important questions associated with this topic.

Frost characterizes research in orthographic processing as focusing on transposed-letter effects, and points to the lack of transposed-letter priming for Hebrew roots as evidence that our research does not address universal questions in VWR. However, his article is inaccurate on both these counts. Research on orthographic processing attempts to answer the question of how a feature-based retinotopic representation is converted into abstract representations of letter identity and order that support morphological, lexical, and phonological analysis. It employs behavioral and brain-imaging experiments evaluating the effects of retinotopic position, within-string letter position, word length, and letter insertions, deletions, and transpositions within and across phonological and morphological boundaries.

Such investigations have led some researchers to propose an open-bigram encoding for lexicosemantic access, as noted in the target article. Although the proposal of open bigrams was based on research in European languages, this type of representation happens to be particularly suited for Hebrew roots, because it encodes the order of non-contiguous letters. Under a universal open-bigram encoding, the degree of sensitivity to transposed-letter priming may simply be a function of the relative strength of inhibitory and excitatory connections between open bigrams and morphological units. For example, a strong inhibitory connection from open-bigram BA to root ABC would prevent facilitation by the prime AMC. In fact, evidence for such inhibition comes from an English study that compared the effect on the target ABCD of the reversed prime DCBA versus a control prime containing none of the target’s letters (Still & Morris 2010). The reversed prime yielded inhibition with respect to the control, suggesting the existence of inhibitory input from bigrams that are reversals of the word’s bigrams. The relative influence of such inhibition may vary with morpheme length, language, and reading experience. Research, not ranting, is required to resolve the issue of whether differences in transposition effects across languages reflect quantitative differences in orthographic processing (as suggested here) or qualitative differences (as claimed in the target article).

However, the study of orthographic processing encompasses much more than the question of what type of representation contacts the lexical/morphological level. It addresses lower levels of processing, asking how a retinotopic representation is converted into a location-invariant encoding, including the issue of how information...
is integrated across hemispheres (Grainger et al. 2010; Tydgat & Grainger 2009; Whitney 2001; 2008; 2011). It asks whether orthographic representations are the same on the lexicosemantic and phonological pathways, and, if not, how and when they diverge (Grainger & Ziegler 2011; Whitney & Cornelissen 2008). It asks how these representations are learned and constrained by the innate visual and auditory systems, and why such learning may fail (Whitney & Cornelissen 2005).

Hence, a comprehensive model of VWR should characterize how the preliterate neural systems for phonological analysis, visual object recognition, audiovisual integration, and semantic representation adapt to support orthographic, phonological, morphological, and semantic processing in reading. It should characterize the end point of reading acquisition, and how it varies with language and individual differences. It should detail the ways in which reading acquisition can fail, potentially providing insights into how to provide more effective remediation for reading disability. These are ambitious goals; respect and cooperation among researchers in different aspects of VWR will be required to attain them. Unfortunately, the inaccurate account of orthographic research presented in this target article is not conducive to this mission.
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Abstract: I have argued that orthographic processing cannot be understood and modeled without considering the manner in which orthographic structure represents phonological, semantic, and morphological information in a given writing system. A reading theory, therefore, must be a theory of the interaction of the reader with his/her linguistic environment. This outlines a novel approach to studying and modeling visual word recognition, an approach that focuses on the common cognitive principles involved in processing printed words across different writing systems. These views were challenged by several commentaries that contested the merits of my general theoretical agenda, the relevance of the evolution of writing systems, the nature of orthographic processing, the universality of letter-position flexibility, and the advantages of different modeling approaches. Naturally, a number of commentaries have expressed contrasting views. Other commentaries have suggested important fine-tuning of some of the theoretical claims. Quite a few commentaries have extended the scope of the debate further, bringing into the discussion additional perspectives. My response deals with all of these issues with the aim of fleshing out fine distinctions, so as to settle on a broader theoretical approach that incorporates the additional input offered by the various commentaries.

The rest of the response therefore comprises eight sections: Section R2 is devoted to the general theoretical agenda I advocate, and the reciprocal relations between a reading theory and its possible implementations. Section R3 discusses the constraints of neurobiology and perception on modeling visual word recognition. Section R4 expands on the concept of reading universals. Section R5 deals with the scope of cross-linguistic research. Section R6 outlines the merits of a developmental approach to orthographic processing. This is an important extension of the target article, and it traces directions for future research. Section R7 discusses the descriptive adequacy of current implementations. Section R8 provides important extensions of the present theoretical framework to include phonological processing, and Section R9 summarizes the discussion by outlining possible future directions.

R2. Top-down theoretical scope and bottom-up implementations

The claim that a theory of reading is a theory of the interaction of the reader with his or her linguistic environment...
sets the perimeter of possible sources of constraints for our models of reading. Grainger & Hannagan label the quest of finding commonalities in reading across different writing systems through cross-linguistic research a “top-down approach to scientific theorizing,” which ignores “the details of implementation.” This criticism deserves a lengthy discussion, as it concerns the basic foundations of scientific research in the domain of reading. Grainger & Hannagan see researchers of visual word recognition as faced with a binary choice: either pursuing bottom-up implementations using few general principles, which eventually leads to a model that provides an adequate description of the data (presumably the “right” approach to science), or engaging in a top-down search for a good theory without bothering about the details (the “bad” approach to science). Our scientific investigation, however, is always a combination of both, because the choice between possible bottom-up implementations is not and cannot be independent of our top-down theorizing regarding what constraints are relevant for assessing these implementations, and what set of data should be modeled to begin with. Without a theoretical framework that determines the full scope of relevant constraints and the range of data to simulate, the search for adequate bottom-up implementations may miss critical phenomena with important explanatory power.1

The question then is not whether one can suggest common operations in orthographic processing across writing systems, but rather, what type of information would be relevant for finding them. The common principles according to which writing systems have evolved to represent orthographic information in all languages seem critical because they reveal the complexity of information that is conveyed by orthographic structure, aside from letter identity and letter position. Borrowing Perfetti’s words, orthographic structure allows the language to be “seen” through the print, since writing systems are national systems for the language – phonology and morphology included. This insight leads to further insight regarding how the cognitive system picks up this complex information and illuminates the nature of this information. The significant advantage of this ecological approach is that it considers in parallel the information processing system and the environment on which it operates. This theoretical perspective sets the perimeter of possible relevant implementations, and suggests that a much broader data set should be considered in our modeling enterprise.

R2.1. Sources of constraints on implementations

The intimate interaction of theory and consequent implementation is well exemplified by several of the commentaries. Pitchford, van Heuven, Kelly, Zhang, & Ledgeway (Pitchford et al.), for example, argue that vision, development, bilingualism, and the statistical properties of letter distribution across languages, are all relevant sources of constraints for implementation in modeling of visual word recognition. Goswami and Deacon very convincingly argue why data from reading acquisition across writing systems is imperative for understanding what information is picked up by readers from the orthography for the purpose of visual word recognition. McBride-Chang, Chen, Kasisopa, Burnham, Reilly, & Leppinen (McBride-Chang et al.) refer to the additional complexity related to the nature of word units across orthographies, and the inherent ambiguity regarding the definition of word boundaries. Friedmann & Gvion discuss the implications of cross-linguistic differences considering the density of lexical space. Liversedge, Blythe, & Drieghe (Liversedge et al.) demonstrate how sentential context determines patterns of orthographic processing, such as sensitivity to letter position. Feldman & Moscoso del Prado Martín discuss the interaction of semantic and orthographic processing in different languages. Pelli, Chung, & Legge (Pelli et al.) show how letter-by-letter decoding, whole word shape, and sentence context determine eye movements and reading speed.

In this context, the approach advocated by Grainger & Hannagan represents a notable exception. Grainger & Hannagan would probably not deny that all of the aforementioned are important aspects of reading research. Nevertheless, by considering only the front-end part of visual word recognition, they focus mainly on the architecture of the visual system of primates and the child’s pre-existing visual object-recognition system. This approach is best demonstrated in a recent report by Grainger and colleagues showing that baboons can be trained to efficiently distinguish hundreds of words from nonwords composed of nonsense combinations of letters (Grainger et al. 2012). Since baboons do not have any linguistic representations, but, nevertheless, can perform similar to humans in a lexical decision task, Grainger et al. (2012) reach the conclusion that orthographic processing in humans and primates probably employs similar principles of visual object processing. The logic of this argument lies on the inference that if primates can be shown to do what humans do, it must be that the underlying cognitive processing of humans and primates is similar. To reiterate, if primates lacking linguistic skills can do well in recognizing statistical dependencies of orthographic symbols relying solely on their object-recognition abilities, then orthographic processing in humans probably draws upon object-recognition as well.

Aside from the logical fault underlying such inference the “environment” in this approach to reading is consequently restricted to the world of visual objects, rather than the characteristics of the linguistic environment. This determines to a large extent the range of constraints that are relevant for testing specific implementation. Grainger & Hannagan are thus inspired by bioinformatics, suggesting that “string kernels,” also used for protein function predictions, can be usefully applied to reading research (see Hannagan & Grainger, in press: “Protein analysis meets visual word recognition”). They argue that this approach provides a better fit to a set of established benchmark phenomena, but here is the snag: It is the theory that eventually determines the scope of actual “benchmark phenomena” that are considered relevant to validate a model, and it is this scope that traces the thin line between “a modest proposal” and a narrow one. Adopting Grainger & Hannagan’s approach would inevitably lead to an impoverished theory of orthographic processing that does not consider the rich scope of statistical correlations that exist between various sublinguistic representations in a given language. Consequently, such theory indeed would not differentiate between performance of humans and performance of primates, who lack linguistic knowledge. The surprising richness of
information extracted from print by readers during orthographic processing is well described by Homer, Miller, & Donnelly (Homer et al.).

My critique of the “new age of orthographic processing” discusses in great detail the shortcomings of considering only front-end constraints when studying reading and visual word recognition, and of researching them only within one language – English. Not unexpectedly, some of the present commentaries focus on outlining the merits of the agenda of cracking the orthographic code in a uniform linguistic environment. Let me concede up front that any scientific investigation has merits. I therefore agree with Grainger & Hannagan that it is important to study how the cognitive system treats letters in a specific linguistic environment (in fact, I have been doing so myself in Hebrew for years). I agree with Pitchford et al. that the role of early visual processing in reading research has been largely overlooked. I agree with Whitney that this agenda has produced important insights regarding low-level processing, thereby describing the neurocircuitry involved in visual word recognition. The shift to explore the front end of word perception has no doubt contributed to a wealth of data, outlined meticulously by Whitney. The question at hand, however, is whether front-end implementations of orthographic processing that do not stem from a comprehensive theory of the complex information conveyed by writing systems, and are not constrained by developmental and cross-linguistic evidence, present a viable approach for understanding reading. My answer to this is a decisive no.

R3. Neurobiology, perception, and modeling visual word recognition

Admittedly, even if it is established that cross-linguistic evidence is a main source of constraints for any universal model of reading, as I have argued, the question of neurobiological constraints still lingers. Thus, the fact that a theory of visual word recognition cannot do without a detailed analysis of the properties of writing systems indeed does not imply that the theory should not be constrained by the properties of the visual system and the brain. Several commentaries have addressed this issue. Szweed, Vinckier, Cohen, & Dehaene (Szweed et al.) convincingly argue for a universal neurobiological architecture of reading acquisition. Their brief report provides helpful examples of the insights that neurobiological data can provide for understanding how the brain neurocircuitry adapts to deal with different writing systems, suggesting that in the course of learning, the visual system internalizes orthographic units that are relevant to morphological and lexical knowledge. I embrace this suggestion with both hands. A word of caution though: This research enterprise is contingent on working within a developmental perspective, as indeed suggested by Szweed et al. Observing correlations between a discovered reading behavior and some patterns of brain processing, then describing this behavior in terms of brain processing, and then using this description as explanation, would not advance us much in understanding reading. Insight is gained mainly by considering how the brain adapts to a writing system in the course of literacy acquisition.

R3.1. Linguistic modulation of perceptual processes

If both cross-linguistic evidence and neurobiological evidence are sources of constraints for a theory of reading, an important question concerns the extent of penetrability (or susceptibility) of primary visual processing to linguistic modulation. Returning to the question of letter transposition, several commentaries have addressed the question of what is universal and what is language-specific regarding letter coding. To put it in other words, where does vision “end” and language “begin” in reading? This is certainly not a simple question. For example, Martelli, Burani, & Zoccolotti (Martelli et al.) remind us that crowding poses visual constraints on orthographic codes, suggesting how constraints of visual span interact with word-length and letter-position insensitivity. Similarly, Pelli et al. provide an insightful account of the complex interactions of reading speed with crowding, text size, and comprehension.

In this context, the proposal offered by Norris & Kinoshita and by Gomez & Silins deserves a serious discussion. Both Norris & Kinoshita and Gomez & Silins suggest that the primary perceptual processes involved in visual word recognition are universal and that, akin to visual object recognition, they are characterized by perceptual noise. By this view, the product of the primary visual analysis, in which letter position is ambiguous, is then shaped by the properties of the language, producing cross-linguistic differences such as transposed-letter (TL) priming effects. Similarly, Perea & Carreiras argue in a convincing commentary that perceptual uncertainty is characteristic of the cognitive system. This account suggested by Norris & Kinoshita, Gomez & Silins, Perea & Carreiras, as well as Whitney, is probably true to some extent, and certainly hard to refute. I have acknowledged it at the onset of the target article. Obviously, there must be a primary level of visual processing that is common to all incoming visual information: objects, words, or visual scenes. Similarly, there must be some level of noise regarding letter position, given the properties of the visual system. As Liversedge et al. rightly argue, the common nature of eye movements in reading, along with the physiological make-up of the retina, determine how information is delivered to the cognitive system.

Having acknowledged that, the suggestion offered by Norris & Kinoshita – according to which the “perceptual system” fully completes its task, and only then does the “linguistic system” come into play to produce differential effects of transposition – has the flavor of bottom-up feed-forward processing, which is not very probable. The idiosyncratic distributional properties of letters in a language result in perceptual learning—a means to facilitating fast and efficient recognition of visual configurations that are frequently encountered by the organism (e.g., Gilbert et al. 2001; Sigman & Gilbert 2000). As demonstrated for both nonverbal and verbal stimuli, the frequency and amount of retinal training determines the way the distal stimulus is processed. For example, Nazir et al. (2004) have demonstrated reading-related effects of retinal perceptual learning that were stimulus specific (e.g., whether the stimulus is a word or a nonword), as well as language specific (whether the script is Hebrew or English). In this study, we found that legibility of target letters differentially varied with locations on the retina for Hebrew and Roman scripts. Nazir et al. (2004)
therefore concluded that reading habits affect the functional structure of early stages in the visual pathway. To some extent, this suggestion is echoed by Szwed et al., and also resonates with Laubrock & Hohenstein’s review of how language modulates print processing already in the parafoveal. Thus, the demarcation line beyond which “perceptual” processing ends and “linguistic” processing begins is hard to discern. The idea that the perceptual system feeds a uniform output to the linguistic system across orthographies is, therefore, not supported by the data. As Perea & Carreiras argue, the evidence regarding letter-position flexibility in many languages is uncontested, but so is the evidence regarding letter-position rigidity in other writing systems. Thus, from a perspective of a theory of reading, the interesting discussion concerns the way the linguistic environment shapes readers’ indifference or rigidity regarding letter order, as well as other characteristics of orthographic processing. This is the main thrust of the quest for a universal model of reading.

R3.2. The time course of linguistic effects
A critical empirical question then is how “early” during processing the characteristics of writing systems exert their influence on the perceptual processes of print. As Nazir et al. (2004) suggest, reading habits that are related to writing systems develop at early stages in the visual pathway. Szwed et al. refer to brain evidence from magnetoencephalography (MEG) experiments, showing that already 130 msec after word onset, distributional properties of letter combinations modulate responses (e.g., Simos et al. 2002; Solomyak & Marantz 2010). Similarly, in behavioral studies, recent results from our laboratory suggest that readers of Hebrew differentiate between letter transpositions occurring in words with or without a Semitic structure already at first fixation (Velan et al., under review). Thus, TL interference is found for root-derived words, but not for simple words, in the earliest measure of eye movements. Interestingly, for first-fixation latencies, what matters for Hebrew readers is whether a legal root is contained in the letter sequence irrespective of whether the letter string is a word or a nonword. Thus, even if there is a phase of processing where all printed input is treated alike, the inevitable conclusion is that the statistical properties of the linguistic environment of readers shape letter processing very early on, resulting in systematic cross-linguistic differences. This suggestion is well supported by Laubrock & Hohenstein, who demonstrate differential parafoveal preview benefit effects (Rayner 1975) in various European languages and in Chinese. All this should outline a shift in the agenda of reading research towards a developmental approach, focusing on how the information that readers pick up from their linguistic environment in general, and from their writing system in particular, shapes and determines visual analysis and orthographic processing characteristics, as reading proficiency increases.

R4. The characteristics of reading universals
A major claim of the target article was that cross-linguistic empirical research should reveal common cognitive operations involved in processing printed information across writing systems. These I labeled reading universals, and the term incurred a variety of responses. Given the very strong opinions regarding Chomsky’s theory of universal grammar (UG) (e.g., Grainger & Hannagan, and see Evans & Levinson 2009), the mere use of the word “universal” in the realm of psychology and language seems to involve significant risk, as well as possible misinterpretations. A preliminary discussion of the basic differences between “reading universals” and UG is, therefore, required.

Since writing systems are a code designed by humans to represent their language, in contrast to the notion of UG (e.g., Chomsky 1965; 1995; 2006), reading universals are not innate or modular linguistic computational abilities that mirror the common structure of natural languages. Rather, they are general cognitive mechanisms designed to process the characteristic information provided by the code we call “orthography.” In this respect, both Levy and Behme overextend the concept of “reading universals,” attaching to it incorrect and unnecessary Chomskyan associations. Similarly, Coltheart & Crain draw a parallel between Chomsky’s linguistic universals (e.g., recursivity, structure-dependence, etc.) and reading universals, asking whether there is something common to all writing systems in the same sense as the allegedly common internal structure of natural languages, and whether there is something common in processing them. Share draws identical parallels.

Reading universals are labeled so because they mirror the universality constraint, which requires models of reading to entertain high-level principles that simultaneously provide a systematic explanation for cross-linguistic similarities in processing printed words, on the one hand, and cross-linguistic differences, on the other. Thus, a good theory of reading should explain why readers of different writing systems consistently display similar behaviors in a given experimental setting, and why they consistently display different behaviors in other experimental settings. This explanation should be based on few high-level, basic, and general mechanisms that characterize the cognitive behavior of reading, given what writing systems are meant to convey. It is up to us scientists to reveal these mechanisms, and once we have revealed them, they should be part of our models.

This approach indeed suggests that there are common invariant cognitive operations involved in processing printed information across writing systems, which are not too general or trivial. Coltheart & Crain as well as Behme are right, however, in suggesting that this claim is not self-evident and requires convincing argumentation. The claim for “common operations” in reading rests then on two tiers. The first argues that there is something common to the type of information provided by writing systems and the way this information is conveyed in print. Writing systems with all of their variety, therefore, constitute an environment with specific characteristics. The second argues that human cognition is characterized by general procedures for picking up statistical information from the environment, and that processing printed information draws upon these general procedures.

R4.1. The evolution of writing systems
The discussion of the evolution of writing systems and the description of Chinese, Japanese, Finnish, English, and
Hebrew sets the grounds for the first tier. I agree with Behme that the evolution of writing systems should not be regarded as entirely deterministic in the sense that their final characteristics could not have been otherwise. Norris & Kinoshita provide arguments along the same lines, so do Beveridge & Bak, and so does Share. Clearly, some arbitrary historical events may have tilted the evolution of a given writing system this way or the other. However, as a general argument, historical events and cultural influences could not have resulted in just any arbitrary change in writing systems, because the structure of the language constrains and determines the array and direction of possible changes. Our theory of reading should draw upon the logic of these constraints. Considering, for example, Serbo-Croatian, if in the nineteenth century, Vuk Karadžić, a Serbian philologist and linguist, would not have reformed the Serbian alphabet to be entirely phonetic, perhaps the writing system of Serbo-Croatian would not have been as transparent as it is today. However, the point to be made in this context is that the reform of the Serbian-Cyrillic writing system was initiated and made possible given the phonological and morphological characteristics of that language.

Seidenberg (2011) has labeled this state of affairs “gra-\(\text{poholinguistic equilibrium},” but in the sense of a functional equilibrium of effort. By his view, languages with complex inflectional morphology move towards shallow orthographies because of constraints regarding the amount of complexity they impose on their speakers. Whether this specific functional hypothesis is true or not, the trade-off of inflectional morphology and orthographic depth is but one example of equilibrium, of a trade-off found in writing systems. The tendency of shallow orthographies to allow for extensive compounding in order to pack in more orthographic information is yet another form of equilibrium, related to the trade-off between the transparency of phonological computation and orthographic complexity. The tendency of deep orthographies, such as Hebrew, to reduce phonological and thereby orthographic information in order to make morphological (root) information more salient, is another example of a trade-off. The “equilibrium” phenomenon, therefore, is much more complex than that noted by Seidenberg, and does not necessarily emerge from his suggested functionalist argumentation.

**R4.2. The theoretical significance of optimality considerations**

Several commentaries (Behme, Perfetti, Levy, Norris & Kinoshita, Seidenberg, and Share) discuss the claim that orthographies optimally represent the language, focusing on criteria of optimality, arguing that my claim for optimality is unwarranted for a variety of reasons. As explicated earlier, writing systems are an invention, a code, created to represent the spoken language and its morphological structure. The evolution of this code, like any invented code, is naturally shaped by efficiency constraints, as most forms of communication are. However, in contrast to the evolution of species, such shaping does not require thousands of years to develop, as Norris & Kinoshita seem to suggest. The introduction of vowel marks in Hebrew, and their subsequent natural omission, given changes in the linguistic environment of Hebrew speakers, is a typical example of this relatively fast process of natural evolution. Phonological transparency at the expense of morphological saliency was introduced into the Hebrew writing system when the language ceased to be spoken by any one Jewish community, given historical events; morphological saliency at the expense of phonological transparency naturally evolved when the Hebrew language became widely spoken again, and in a relatively short period of time. Inefficient communication forms tend to vanish, to be replaced by more efficient ones, even without the intervention of an enlightened monarch, as Perfetti suggests.

I have to agree, however, with Perfetti and Behme that a strong claim regarding optimality requires a definition of an optimization algorithm. I also have to agree that writing systems are not analog to self-correcting networks, since historical events and cultural influences naturally come into play to shape their forms. Seidenberg makes a similar claim. In this context, the evidence provided by Hyölä & Bertram regarding the impact of compounding in Finnish is in line with the view that writing systems could be perhaps sub-optimal rather than optimal. Following the work of Bertram et al. (2011), Hyölä & Bertram make the case that hyphens introduced into three-constituent compounds at morphemic boundaries facilitate recognition, demonstrating that some price is incurred in excessive packing of orthographic information, thereby casting doubt on the idea of the optimal efficiency of Finnish.

These are convincing arguments, and I agree that it is indeed difficult, if not impossible, to assess whether the current form of a writing system is “fully optimal,” or just “good enough.” However, for the purpose of the logic and theoretical stand advocated here, this is not a critical distinction. I would be happy to concede that writing systems evolve and adapt to provide a representation of phonology and morphology that is just good enough or sub-optimal rather than mathematically optimal, whatever mathematically optimal means in this context. The heart of the argument is that there are common principles that govern the direction and rules of this adaptation and evolution, and the main claim is that our theory of how the orthographic written code is processed must consider what exactly renders a writing system efficient for a specific linguistic environment. So, yes, the statement that “languages get the writing systems they deserve” (Halliday 1977) still stands, even though one could provide an argument why a specific language perhaps deserves a writing system that is even better than the one it currently has.

**R4.3. Common cognitive operations underlying reading universals**

As I have outlined, the claim for common operations in reading rests also on the assertion that there are typical procedures for picking up information in the environment of printed languages. Some commentaries voiced skepticism regarding the possibility of converging on such common operations. Similar to Coltheart & Crain, who question the likelihood of outlining linguistic features that are common to all writing systems, Plaut argues that if there are common operations in processing all writing systems, they would be too general to be informative. Reiterating Plaut’s well-articulated Wittgensteinian analogy on the concept of “game,” the expected commonalities in processing print across languages, according to Plaut, would be as
Plaut, the claims – that the recovery of morphological information takes precedence in encoding orthographic structure; that letter processing is not determined just by letter position but mostly by the informational properties that individual letters carry; that orthographic coding simultaneously considers phonological, morphological, and semantic information; that the transitional probabilities of individual letters serve as critical cues for processing letter sequences; that eye-movement measures during reading such as length of fixation and landing position are modulated by such cues – are all potential reading universals, and when validated, they should be part of our theory of reading and the models it produces. Liversedge et al., for example, present compelling arguments regarding universal stylized patterns of saccades during reading that are cross-culturally uniform. Since these saccade patterns determine how orthographic information is delivered to the language-processing system, Liversedge et al. rightly suggest that the regularities of eye movements could be considered as universal characteristics that should constrain a theory of reading (see also Pelli et al.). This analysis brings us yet again to the understanding that cross-linguistic research in reading is a main source of constraints to modeling visual word recognition. This claim is at the heart of the present approach.

R4.4. Reading universals and statistical learning

Considering the common cognitive operations for picking up the information packed into the orthography, the perspective I advocate then stands in sharp contrast to Chomsky’s UG, because these cognitive operations are by no means modular abilities exclusive to the faculty of language. They reflect general learning mechanisms related to sensitivity to correlations in the environment, on the one hand, and the specific medium of writing systems – graphemes representing meaning and phonology – on the other. The claim that languages are characterized by idiosyncratic statistical regularities which encompass all of the word’s dimensions (orthographic, phonological, and morphological structure) is hardly controversial. Similarly, it is well established that the cognitive system is a correlation-seeking device, and that adults, children, and even newborns can pick up subtle statistics from the environment (e.g., Evans et al. 2009; Gebhart et al. 2009; Gomez 2007). As convincingly argued by Winkler et al. (2009), predictive processing of information is a necessary feature of goal-directed behavior, whether language related or not, and thus brain representations of statistical regularities in the environment determine primary perceptual processes in the visual and auditory modalities. Hence, the appreciation that the processing of printed information is mainly governed by the statistical properties of writing systems is supported by studies from a variety of languages.

McBride-Chang et al. provide a nice example from Thai, where there are no spaces between words, and so eye movements to the optimal viewing position (OVP) are directed by the distributional properties of initial and final graphemes (e.g., Kasııopa et al. 2010). Additional arguments along this line are suggested by Szwed et al. and Pitchford et al., and in fact, the notion of perceptual learning argued above is fully contingent on how the statistical properties of the environment train the perceptual system to process information efficiently. By this view,
language is considered an example of a very rich environment characterized by complex correlations and distributional properties to which the cognitive system is tuned. This stand is not the one advocated by the Chomskyan approach. Our research should focus on understanding and mapping the statistical cues that determine orthographic processing in visual word recognition, such as flexibility or rigidity of letter position, as well as other benchmark effects of reading. These cues would enable us to explore and test hypotheses regarding the architecture of our models.

R5. The scope of cross-linguistic research

Insights regarding the common operations involved in reading can be reached only by observing systematic differences across languages. Observing these differences through empirical research leads to higher-level theoretical constructs which provide a unified explanation as to why language X brings about behavior A and language Y brings about behavior B. This is the essence of reading universals. Once this approach to reading research is adopted, it becomes evident that the progress in formulating a universal theory of reading would benefit from evidence from a wide variety of languages. Note that this stand does not mean that visual word recognition should become a branch of structural linguistics. Rather, in the present context, examining different writing systems would be considered a clever experimental manipulation employed to test hypotheses regarding what determines reading behavior in a given linguistic environment.

A good example is provided by Friedmann & Gvion. By comparing TL effects in Hebrew and Arabic, they point to an important interaction of morphological and orthographic structure. Hebrew and Arabic are both Semitic languages with very similar morphological systems. However, among other things, they differ in that Arabic has a different form for some letters in the initial, middle, and final position, whereas Hebrew only has a few letters which are written differently when in final position. Friedmann & Gvion elegantly demonstrate how letter-position errors in Arabic are constrained by this unique orthographic feature, in which readers learn complex interactions of letter identity by shape, that is dependent on position (Friedmann & Haddad-Hanna, in press a). Another example is provided by Kim, Lee, & Lee (Kim et al.), who review letter-transposition effects in Korean (e.g., Lee & Taft 2009; 2011). These studies took advantage of the special features of Hangul, mainly, that it demarcates space-wise between onset and coda positions for each consonant. By using this unique feature of Korean, Kim et al. convincingly argue that subsyllabic structure modulates letter-position coding, suggesting that modeling letter position requires a level of description that takes into account this constraint. In the same vein, Rao, Soni, & Chatterjee Singh (Rao et al.) provide evidence from the alphasyllabic Devanagari, showing how morphological complexity modulates orthographic processing.

Just as the Anglocentricity of reading research (Share 2008a) resulted in an overemphasis of the role of phonological awareness in reading, European “alphabetism,” as Share calls it, resulted in an overemphasis on letter-position flexibility. Beveridge & Bak provide, in this context, important statistics regarding the extremely biased ratio of research articles on disorders of written language describing Indo-European languages versus other languages. This has implications for understanding (or perhaps misunderstanding) not only reading, but also aphasia, alexia, or agraphia. As Beveridge & Bak point out, the manner by which phonology and morphology interact to determine orthographic structure becomes transparent only by considering a wide variety of languages, so that the possible contribution of culture to this evolution can be assessed. Share brings into the discussion examples of other less researched languages.

This leads our discussion to the question of the range of data that should serve as the basis for our models. Models or theories of reading are constrained by benchmark effects. What makes an emergent effect “a benchmark effect” is its generalizability across experimental settings. Writing systems consist of such “experimental settings” no less than any clever within-language manipulation, since important variables such as phonological transparency, morphological saliency, and so forth, are systematically held constant. Hence, data reported from different writing systems must be part of any hypothesized computational reading mechanisms. Whether this approach will indeed result in a universal computational model of reading, remains to be seen. Some commentaries expressed optimism, whereas others expressed pessimism. What seems to be uncontested is the merit of this approach for understanding the common cognitive or computational principles that govern reading behavior, as well as the inadequacy of modeling approaches which are based on one homogeneous linguistic system.

R6. A developmental approach to orthographic processing

A caveat with most current structured models of reading is that the benchmark effects they describe focus solely on the behavior of proficient readers. Hence, these models are end-state models. They are set and built to reproduce end-state behaviors. The disadvantage of this approach is that it considers where the reader is in terms of his/her behavior without considering how he/she got there. However, for our theory of reading to have sufficient explanatory adequacy – that is, to provide “why” answers – it must consider the data describing how behavior emerges and how it is learned. Insights can be gained mainly by focusing on the trajectory that connects a beginning state to an end-state. This trajectory provides us with critical data regarding what it is exactly that the reader learns to pick up from the orthography. This information should tell us something interesting about the mechanisms underlying orthographic processing. The “why” answers are hidden there. This is well explicated by Rueckl, who describes the merits of learning models. As Rueckl argues, a developmental learning perspective has the significant advantage of explaining the organization of the reading system rather than just stipulating it, as structured models do.

Goswami’s review of developmental evidence regarding spelling acquisition in English provides illuminating examples supporting this approach. Goswami points to a large set of patterns of spelling errors by school children, demonstrating how the phonological space of English and
its morphological structure are reflected in spelling errors, and in the developmental trajectory of learning correct spelling. The many examples provided by Goswami demonstrate how developmental data of the print production of beginning readers lead to important insights regarding print processing in proficient readers, thereby demonstrating how the linguistic environment of English leads to an idiosyncratic language-specific strategy of orthographic processing. The same approach is echoed in Deacon’s commentary, where she focuses on how reading experience shapes orthographic processing cross-linguistically, considering data from a variety of languages, such as English, Hebrew, Chinese, and Korean. This set of data brings Deacon to the same conclusion—a universal model of reading must involve a developmental perspective. A developmental approach is also the main message of Perea & Carreiras, who discuss a series of findings concerning brain plasticity as well as behavioral evidence, all demonstrating how letter-position flexibility develops with reading experience in European languages.

This has straightforward implications: To model the reader’s end-state of orthographic processing, one should consider the information that has been picked up in the long process of literacy acquisition in a given linguistic environment. Each language presents to the reader a writing system that is characterized by a wide distribution of correlations. Some correlations determine the possible co-occurrences of letter sequences, which eventually result in establishing orthographic representations. Each writing system is also characterized by idiosyncratic correlations in the mapping of graphemes to phonemes, and these consistent correlations eventually result in mapping orthographic representations to phonological ones. In addition, writing systems are characterized by systematic correlations, where letter clusters consistently convey features of semantic meaning, which reflect morphological structure.

Ravid’s commentary resonates very well with this triangular view. Like Goswami, Ravid reviews evidence from spelling rather than reading, and her spelling model is based on similar argumentation (see also Ravid [2012] for a detailed discussion). In languages where morphological variations often result in phonological variations, learning to spell cannot rely on simple mapping of phonology to orthography, but has to draw on a triangular system where phonological, morphological, and orthographic sublinguistic units are inter-correlated. In the process of learning to spell, what is acquired is a network of phono-morpho-orthographic statistical patterns, which are shaped by the idiosyncratic specificities of the language. This approach suggests that each language implicates a differential tuning to statistical structure, given the language’s idiosyncratic linguistic characteristics. By this view, native speakers who are proficient readers implicitly develop differential sensitivities to the statistical properties of their own language in the long process of literacy acquisition. Effects of letter transposition, as Perea & Carreiras demonstrate, indeed change with reading proficiency in European languages, but, just as well, they do not evolve in the same way in Semitic languages because of differences in how phonology, morphology, and orthography are interrelated.

All of these arguments lead to the suggestion that to model the end-state behavior of readers, one should have a clear theory of what has been learned by readers and how their linguistic environment has shaped their processing system to extract specific cues from the graphemic array. A model of orthographic processing, therefore, should be sensitive to the idiosyncratic developmental trajectory that characterizes readers in a given writing system, and, consequently, the model should be constrained by cross-linguistic developmental data.

R7. Descriptive adequacy of current implementations

As expected, some of the commentaries addressed my general critique of current models of visual word recognition, arguing for the descriptive adequacy of a given model or approach. Since, from the onset, the aim of the target article was not to offer an alternative implementation, but to discuss the general approach to modeling, the following discussion does not go into the architectural details of any specific model, but rather centers on its main working hypotheses and its descriptive adequacy.

Bowers presents a well-argued case for position invariance and for context-independent processing in letter identification. However, he correctly concedes that the challenge is indeed to develop a model in which positional uncertainty varies as a function of the linguistic environment. Note that, to some extent, Norris & Kinoshita’s commentary has a similar flavor, arguing that primary perceptual processing is universally noisy, but then the processing demands of different languages shape the noisy product to produce the cross-linguistic differences in letter-position flexibility. However, even if positional invariance identification is universal, the main constraint on any theory of reading is the combination of this invariance with language-specific processing demands. Thus, the architecture of any universal model of reading should be tuned to the linguistic factors that determine actual flexibility or rigidity regarding letter position, along with positional invariance.

Considering the SERIOL model and the open-bigram approach, the question then is not whether they can produce results for Hebrew root-derived words as Whitney suggests. Open bigrams are perhaps well suited for Hebrew words because they encode the order of non-contiguous letters, and root letters are indeed non-contiguous. The critical question is whether the SERIOL model (Whitney 2001; Whitney & Cornelissen 2008), inherently produces differential flexibility and rigidity depending on the internal structure of words (Velan & Frost 2011). I agree with Bowers that the answer seems negative, given the nature of open bigrams. The solution that Whitney offers to overcome this problem and salvage her modeling approach is to insert inhibitory and excitatory connections with varying strength between bigrams and morphological units. This type of solution is rightly labeled by Rueckl as reverse engineering. The body of evidence regarding the processing of Hebrew root-derived words is identified, a lexical architecture and computational mechanism are then posited, they are evaluated in terms of their ability to generate the desired behavior, and finally they gain the status of theoretical explanations. Rueckl’s commentary outlines very convincingly the dangers of this approach for understanding any complex phenomena, and reading is no exception. His criticism then is right on target.
R7.1. Cracking the orthographic code

Both Bowers and Davis discuss the spatial coding model. All of the arguments provided by Davis and by Bowers regarding the need to solve the alignment problem are well taken. A theory of reading in alphabetic orthographies indeed has to furnish an adequate description regarding the commonality in processing (build and rebuild, for example), while the identification of letters cannot be bound to a specific position. My article, however, asserts that this is not the only phenomenon that has to be described and explained by the theory. The question is, then, whether a principled solution can be offered to account for data from different writing systems, and, if so, what are the blueprints for finding such a solution. On this issue, there seems to be a clear divergence between the approach I advocate here and the one suggested by Davis.

The main thrust of Davis’s commentary is that for skilled readers, printed words are identified on the basis of orthographic information, and once words have been identified via their constituent letters, phonological and semantic information subsequently follows. This view of temporal modularity indeed leads to the conclusion that one has to first “crack the orthographic code,” as Davis suggests. Note that in the present context, temporal modularity (Andrews 2006) is not a pragmatic strategy for developing models (see Grainger & Hannagan). Rather, it reflects a theoretical stand regarding reading, and therefore merits careful scrutiny. What underlies Davis’s approach is the assumption that orthographic processing is determined solely by the set of individual letters that carry little linguistic information. This is perhaps the case for some languages such as English, but it is not a universal feature of orthographic systems. The main thrust of the present response article is that phonological, semantic, and morphological characteristics penetrate early orthographic processing to determine its outcome. Hence, in contrast to Davis’s approach, semantic or phonological features are not the product of orthographic processing, but are componential factors that often determine its outcome. The distributional characteristics of individual Hebrew letters, for example, are correlated with the semantic meaning the letters carry, and therefore control on-line eye movements and early perceptual processes. Similarly, Kim et al. demonstrate how the linguistic characteristics of individual letters in Korean (the ambiguity in their assignment to onset, vowel, or coda slots) affect orthographic processing and consequently affect letter transposition. A universal model of reading, therefore, cannot assume that a similar orthographic code is cracked across writing systems and then serves as the basis for subsequent phonological and semantic activation.

Bowers suggests that the spatial coding scheme offered by Davis (2010) can in principle accommodate the range of TL effects across languages when parameters of position uncertainty are set to zero. However, again, setting the parameters of a model to a given value to accommodate desired results would inevitably lead us into the reverse-engineering trap described by Rueckl. The question at hand is whether a model of orthographic processing learns to simultaneously produce TL priming for European words, inhibition rather than facilitation for Hebrew-like words (e.g., Velan & Frost 2011), then again TL priming for Hebrew morphologically simple words. Contra Davis, I am not confident that simple orthographic neighborhood density considerations would suffice. As Bowers notes, additional constraints need to be added to the spatial coding model to produce and simulate reading in Semitic languages, and only time will tell whether it will emerge as a viable universal model of reading. Similarly, once the benchmark effects to assess the descriptive adequacy of a model include the differential sensitivity to letter position in different orthographies, given the internal structure of words, the promise of string kernel modeling, as suggested by Grainger & Hannagan, can be evaluated.

R7.2. The promise of learning models

This steers our discussion toward the clear advantage of learning models in the search for a universal model of reading. I agree with Perea & Carreiras that hardwired-structured models have the advantage of being simple models. However, whether they indeed advance us in understanding what must be learnt by the reader, as Davis suggests, is not at all evident. One could argue that it is actually the other way around. A hardwired model that does not stem from a comprehensive and general theory of reading is often structured to mimic the modeler’s intuition about the source of end-state behaviors of proficient readers. Thus, instead of telling us something about what readers actually learn, the model reveals the modeler’s emerging solution to computationally produce the reader’s observed end-state behavior. When this solution is then presented as a behavioral explanation, we end up with the reverse-engineering pitfall of structured models as described by Rueckl.

If the main source of constraints for our theory of reading is the learning trajectory of readers in various linguistic environments, then obviously learning models have a much higher probability to advance our understanding of what is actually learnt by readers in a given writing system. Recent work by Baayen (under review) provides a good example. Using the framework of naïve discriminative learning (Baayen et al., 2011), Baayen (under review) compared the sensitivity to letter order and the costs of letter transposition in English versus biblical Hebrew, when strings of letters in the two languages (text taken from the book of Genesis, or random selection of words from the database of phrases from the British National Corpus) were aligned with their meanings. Baayen demonstrated that pairs of contiguous letters (which capture order information in naïve discriminative learning) had a much greater functional load than single letters in Hebrew relative to English, thereby confirming the greater sensitivity to letter order in Semitic languages. Moreover, the simulations revealed that the model captured the differential statistical properties of the two languages, resulting in much greater TL disruption in biblical Hebrew when compared with English.

The results of recent preliminary computational work done in our lab (Lerner & Frost, in preparation) are consistent with Baayen’s results. We have shown that in a simple three-layer neural network, trained with the classical backpropagation algorithm to match orthographic information of Hebrew and English words to their meaning (as represented by COAL [correlated occurrence analogue to lexical semantic] vectors containing co-occurrence
measures), TL words lead to a smaller activation of the output layer, where meaning is stored, compared to their corresponding real words; but this difference was by far greater for Hebrew than for English. Thus, our results echo Baayen’s findings using naïve discriminator learning. Unlike Baayen et al., we did not define any a priori restrictions on the representation of serial order (i.e., no specific bigram representations were hardwired to the input), and our network could use the order information in whatever way required by the algorithm to accomplish the learning phase. Therefore, our simple model emphasizes how the difference between the TL effects of Hebrew and English could be entirely dependent on the different statistical properties of Hebrew and English orthography. These preliminary results demonstrate that the differential effects of letter transposition indeed arise from the different distributional statistics of Hebrew and English. More relevant to the present discussion, they show the promise of learning models in teaching us something important about how the linguistic environment shapes different reading behaviors.

R8. The universal model of reading and the Strong Phonological Theory (SPT)

Rastle raises an important point: the implications of the present theoretical approach for previous claims regarding the strong phonological theory (SPT) (Frost 1998). The main driving argument of the SPT is that all human languages are meant to convey meaning by spoken words, and therefore the core of words’ lexical representation is phonological. By this view, the connection between spoken words and semantic meaning is the primary association formed in the process of language acquisition. The main claim behind the SPT is that phonology is always implicated in visual word recognition and mediates the recovery of meaning from print. Note that in the context of reading universals, Perfetti (2011) has convincingly argued for a universal role of phonology in reading in any orthography. However, if writing systems aim to provide morphological information at the expense of phonological information, as I argue here, what then is the role of phonological representations in word recognition?

The theoretical construct that bridges the gap between the SPT and the present framework is the minimality constraint on lexical access assumed in the SPT (Frost 1998, p. 79), and the impoverished and underspecified character of phonological representations for lexical access (pp. 80–81). The SPT claims that the initial contact with the lexicon is assumed to occur through an interface of phonological access representation that is relatively impoverished or underspecified. This is characteristic mainly of deep orthographies in which morphological variations are characterized by phonological variations as in the case of “health” and “heal.” Thus, according to the theory, the computation of phonology in deep orthographies, such as English or Hebrew, results in a non-detailed phonological representation in which vowel information is missing or underspecified. To reiterate, the precedence of morphology over phonological information does not mean that morphological information is provided instead of phonological information, or that meaning is computed without any reference to phonology. Rather, morphological considerations dictate that the computed phonological information remains underspecified in the initial phase of lexical access. In a sense, what we have here is a morphophonological equilibrium.

R8.1. Morpho-phonological variations and phonological underspecification

Hebrew again can be taken as a good example. What I have shown so far is that orthographic processing of letter sequences in Hebrew aims at extracting the letters that provide highest diagnosticity in terms of meaning, that is, the letters belonging to the root. This was the basis for my claim that morphology and therefore semantics must be part of any universal model of reading, since morphology takes precedence over phonology in the evolution of writing systems. However, the core representation of roots in Hebrew is necessarily phonological, because native speakers acquire them by exposure to the spoken language. As more and more words with the same word pattern are perceived by the speaker of the language, their repetitive phonological structure is acquired, and the salience of the three consonants of the root emerges. Speakers of Hebrew, therefore, have a phonological representation of root consonants onto which orthographic representations map. The three phonemes of the root are one side of the coin, whereas the three corresponding consonant letters are the other side. The tri-literal entity is in fact a tri-consonantal entity. This observation was confirmed long ago by Bentin and Frost (1987). In this study, Bentin and Frost presented subjects with unpointed tri-literal consonantal strings (e.g., SFR) that could be read in more than one way by assigning different vowel configurations (e.g., sefer/safar). Bentin and Frost (1987) showed that lexical decision latencies for these heterophonic homographs were faster than latencies for any of the disambiguated pointed alternatives. These findings suggested that lexical access was based on the impoverished and underspecified representation shared by the different phonological alternatives (see also Frost 2003; Frost & Yogev 2001; Frost et al. 2003; Gronau & Frost 1997).

To summarize this point, the present theoretical framework is in line with the claim that phonological representations are the core mediating lexical representations of words. However, it extends this framework significantly to incorporate morphology into the approach, with a predictable morphology–phonology trade-off. This trade-off determines a priori in which writing systems mediating phonological representations would be fully specified, and in which they would be underspecified. The main theoretical claims advocated in the SPT of visual word recognition are therefore maintained in the present framework. However, the role of morphological structure, the intimate link between orthographic structure and the way phonological space represents meaning, and the consideration of orthographic structure as an equitable weighting of phonological and morphological information, are important expansions of the original SPT.

R9. Summary and future directions

As expected, the present large number of commentaries necessarily brings about a variety of opinions flashing out
disagreements, so that some fencing regarding theoretical stands is inevitable. Nevertheless, there is a surprising convergence of views on several key issues that enables the tracing of constructive directions for future reading research. Let me then summarize these issues:

1. Overall, most commentaries agreed one way or the other with the main claim of the target article, that orthographic representations are the product (whether optimal or just satisfactory) of the full linguistic environment of the reader, and that the modeling of orthographic processing requires considering the phonological space of the language and the way it conveys meaning through morphological structure.

2. There is a wide consensus that cross-linguistic research should serve as a primary constraint for a theory or a model of visual word recognition.

3. Quite a few commentaries suggested that an adequate theory of proficient reading has to be an acquisition theory that focuses on what readers pick up and learn from their linguistic environment. Modeling end-state behavior of readers without considering constraints of developmental data is often incomplete.

4. A significant number of commentaries, whether explicitly or implicitly, referred to the theoretical importance of understanding the underlying statistical properties embedded in a writing system for comprehending how it modulates eye movement or governs orthographic processing, either in isolated word recognition or in sentence reading. These statistical relations go far beyond bigram or trigram frequency or orthographic neighborhood density, as they concern the ortho-phono-morphological correlations of sublinguistic units.

These points of relative consensus should lead us to the appreciation that any front-end implementation should be primarily constrained by what we know about the hidden cues packed into the orthography of a given writing system. As I have argued, the mapping and understanding of these cues are questions of empirical investigation, whether through the assembly of comparative brain evidence, or comparative developmental and behavioral data. Once the scope of these cues across writing systems is mapped and understood, a universal theory that focuses on the fundamental phenomena of reading can be formulated. This approach outlines a series of research questions that are by no means novel, but gain perhaps greater saliency in the current framework. Rueckl provides a series of important theoretical challenges for future reading research. In the following, I mention just two examples of research questions that resonate with these challenges, mainly for the sake of demonstration.

R9.1. Individual differences in statistical learning

Given the accumulating evidence tying statistical properties of writing systems to processing strategies in visual word recognition, one challenge of reading research is to provide a comprehensive theory that directly links cognitive statistical learning abilities with literacy acquisition. A main empirical question, then, concerns the possible dimensions underlying the human capacity to pick up correlations from the environment. Another question concerns the predictive value of this capacity in determining ease or difficulty in registering the subtle correlations that exist in a language-between orthography, phonology, morphology, and meaning, thereby affecting reading performance. Thus, if individuals vary in their sensitivity to statistical information, these differences could potentially have consequences for the speed of reading acquisition, the organization of the reading system, the ability to learn the statistical properties of another language, and for efficiently processing orthographic information in a second language. Indeed, considerable work along these lines has already been conducted (e.g., Ahissar 2007; Banai & Ahissar 2009; Misyak & Christianson 2012; Pacton et al. 2001). Expanding the scope of this research to include evidence from different writing systems could provide novel insight.

R9.2. Multilingualism and visual word recognition

Learning how to read in more than one language requires extensive plasticity when contrastive structural properties of writing systems have to be assimilated. For example, Bialystok et al. (2005) have shown that the transfer of literacy skills is indeed easy when both languages have a similar writing system. However, if languages present to their readers very different structural properties, the question at hand is how the acquired knowledge of the statistical properties of one’s native language and the assimilation of its characteristic statistical regularities hinders or facilitates the learning of the structural properties of a second language and its implicit statistical attributes.

To exemplify, Semitic languages are characterized by morphemic units that are noncontiguous, where roots and word patterns are intertwined. Therefore, speakers and readers of Hebrew and Arabic must develop an enhanced sensitivity to non-adjacent statistics. However, subsequent exposure to European languages presents to these readers a different form of statistical dependencies, mainly adjacent dependencies. How does knowing the statistical properties of one’s native language affect the assimilation of a different type of statistical regularity? Note that parallel questions have been raised from the perspective of the neural circuitry involved in language processing. For example, results of the work by Perfetti and colleagues (Liu et al. 2007; Perfetti et al. 2007; Tan et al. 2003) suggest two possible mechanisms for neuronal reorganization triggered by learning to read in a second language: assimilation and accommodation-assimilation in the sense that the neural circuitry must pick up the new set of linguistic regularities which are characteristic to the new language, and accommodation in the sense that the neural circuits involved in mapping orthography, phonology, and meaning must be modified in order to deal with the demands of reading in the new language, given its statistical structure. Thus, although the data presented so far clearly suggest that flexibility in orthographic processing characterizes the cognitive system, what requires further investigation are the rules that govern and constrain this flexibility, given exposure to multiple linguistic environments.

These two research questions are examples of potential directions that could lead towards a universal model of reading. As argued in several commentaries, the new age of orthographic processing has contributed to reading research important theoretical discussions regarding front-end computational solutions. These should be harnessed to provide an adequate theory of the interaction of the reader with his or her linguistic environment. This
approach is not only possible; it is also the only viable one for understanding reading.
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NOTES

1. This theoretical approach is indeed argued by Marr (1982) with reference to the visual system.

2. One unexpected preoccupation with this statement concerned the question of who should get the credit for coining the catchy sentence “Every language gets the writing system it deserves.” Admitting from the onset that it is not mine, I would happily concur with Perfetti that the credit should be given to Halliday (1977), rather than to Mattingly. I hope that other contenders to the title accept the verdict.

3. Note the TL priming experiments in Hebrew never used transposition of final letters.
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